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The concept of tight extensions of a metric space is introduced, the existence of 
an essentially unique maximal tight extension TX-the “tight span,” being an 
abstract analogon of the convex hull-is established for any given metric space X 
and its properties are studied. Applications with respect to (1) the existence of 
embeddings of a metric space into trees, (2) optimal graphs realizing a metric 
space, and (3) the cohomological dimension of groups with specific length functions 
are discussed. 
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metric spaces. 6. Strongly discrete spaces and pseudo-convex polytopes. Appendix. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a metric space with #X> 2 and let D: XX X-r R: 
(x, Y) I---+ D(x, Y) =: xy denote its distance map, so we have 
(Dl) xy=yx>O, 
(D2) xy=Oox=y, and 
(D3) xy+ yzaxz 
for all x, y, z E X. X is defined to be a (metric) tree, if it satisfies the 
following two conditions: 
(Tl) For any x, y E X there exists a unique isometric embedding 
v=v, x,y of the closed interval [0, xy] G R into X such that ~(0) =x and 
cp(XY) = Y* 
(T2) For any injective continuous map (p: [0, 1 ] 4 X: t ti x, of the 
unit interval [0, l] c R into X and any t E [0, l] one has xOxt + xlxl =x0x1. 
Note that (Tl) and (T2) together imply that for any two elements x, y E X 
in a tree there is -up to parametrization-only one injective continuous 
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map rp: [0, 1 ] +X: t N xt with x0 = x and x, = y, namely the map given by 
x1 = V)X,y(t . XY> 0 E LOT 1 I). 
It has been shown (cf. [28, 3, 22, 16, 61) that a metric space X can be 
embedded isometrically into a tree if and only if X satisfies the following 
condition: 
(T) For any x, y, U, w E X the inequality xy + VW > xu + yw implies 
xy+uw=xw+yu 
or, equivalently, 
(T’) For all x, y, U, w E X one has xy + uw < sup(xv + yw, xw + yu), 
(in which case X will be called tree-like). 
Moreover, if X is tree-like, then X determines a “smallest” tree 7”, in 
which it can be embedded uniquely up to isomorphism, i.e., for any tree-like 
X there exists a tree 7”, and an isometric embedding o: X4 7”, such that 
for any other isometric embedding t,u: X4 Y into a tree Y there exists a 
unique isometric embedding p: p,+ Y with p 0 cp = w: 
There are several interesting applications of the construction X - px 
which fall into the area of combinatorial group theory (cf. [ 15, 16, 2, 12]), 
and-maybe even more importantly-there are quite a few papers trying to 
approximate a given finite metric by tree-like metrics which fall into the area 
of mathematical taxonomy, i.e., which are concerned with the reconstruction 
of phylogenetic (or other) trees from distance matrices representing the 
(weighted) dissimilarity of present species (cf. [2, 5-8, 18, 19, 23-25, 27, 29, 
35, 361). While trying to understand the significance of the construction 
X - Px from a purely mathematical point of view it turned out that it can 
be extended to a construction, denoted by X - TX, which is defined for 
arbitrary metric spaces and, in a way, mimics the convex hull construction 
defined for subsets of linear spaces. It is the purpose of this paper to 
introduce this rather natural construction and the quite elementary concepts 
related to it, as well as to discuss some of its properties and its applications. 
To this end we define an extension Y of a metric space X to be a tight 
extension, if for any map d: Y X Y + R satisfying the conditions (Dl) and 
(D3) above as well as the conditions d(x, , x2) = xi x2 for all x, , x2 E X and 
d(y,, y2) < y, yz for all y,, y, E Y one has necessarily d(y,, y2) = y1 yz for 
all y,, y, E Y, thus, for example, the completion X of X is necessarily a tight 
extension of X for any metric space X. More generally, we have 
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THEOREM 1. An extension Y of a metric space X is tight if and only if 
Y,Y,=s~P(x,x*-x,Y, - Y2X2IXl,X2EX) 
holds for ally,, y, E Y. 
A metric space X is defined to be fully spread, if it has no proper tight 
extension-so a fully spread metric space X is necessarily complete. Fully 
spread spaces are characterized by 
THEOREM 2. For a metric space X the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) For any map f: X -+ R satisfying f (x) + f(y) > xy for all x, y E X 
there exists some x E X with f(y) > xy for all y E X. 
(ii) For any subspace Y c X and any map f: Y-B I? satisfying 
<tb; f:) > xy for all x, y E Y there exists some x E X with f(y) > xy for 
(iii) For any f: X--t R satisfying f (x) = sup(xy - f(y) 1 y E X) for all 
x E X there exists some x E X with f (x) = 0. 
(iv) For any subspace Y c X and any f: Y -+ R satisfying f(y) = 
SUP(YZ - f(z) I z E y> f or all y E Y there exists some x E X with f(y) = xy 
for all y E Y. 
(v) X is fully spread. 
Moreover, if X is compact, then it is fully spread if and only if for any 
finite subset Y G X and any map f: Y + R with f(y) + f(z) > yz for all 
y, z E Y there exists some x.E X with xy < f(y) for all y E Y if and only if 
for any finite subset Y c X and any map f: Y-+ R with f(y) = 
max(zy - f(z) ) z E Y) for all y E Y there exists some x E X with xy = f ( y) 
for all y E Y. 
Finally, if X is fully spread, then it is contractible; more precisely, for any 
x E X there exists a homotopy [0, l] x X+X: (t, y) I-+ H,(y) satisfying 
yH,( y) = t . xy and xH,( y) = (1 - t) . xy for all y E X. 
That for any metric space X there exists an essentially unique maximal 
tight extension, the “tight span” of X, follows from 
THEOREM 3. For a metric space X let T, denote the set of all f: X + R 
satisfying 
f(x) = SUP&Y - f(Y) I Y E X) 
for all x E X. For any x E X let h, denote the map h, : X + R: y H xy. 
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For any two maps f, g: X+ IR &Bne Ilf, gll by ILL gll=: 
sup(lf(x) - g(x)1 ) x E X) E R U {CO ). Then the following hold: 
(i) h, E Txfir all x E X. 
(ii) IIh,,fII=f(x)forallxEXandallfET,. 
(iii) II g, fll = sw(@) -f(x) I x E -J3 = SuPCv - g(Y) -f(x) I x7 
yEX)<g(x)+f(x)forallf;gET,andxEX. 
(iv) For all f E T, and all x, y E X one has ) f (x) - f (y)l < xy. 
(v) For f, g : X -+ R write f < g iff (x) < g(x) for all x E X. Then T, 
consists of the set of minimal elements in Px = {g: X + R ) g(x) + g(y) > xy 
for all x, y E X} (w.r.t. <) and for any g E Px there exists some f E T, with 
f< g. 
(vi) For any extension Y of X there exists an isometry 9: T, C. T, 
with q(f)lx= ffor allf E T,. 
(vii) If Y is a tight extension of X and f E T,, then f Ix is contained in 
T, and the map 
T,+T,:f wflx 
is a bijectiqn, satisfying Ilf, gll = II f Ix, glxll for all f, g E T,, i.e., T,. -+ TX: 
f H f lx is an isomorphism. 
Altogether, it follows that T, is a metric space with respect to the map 
T, x T,+ R: (f, g) F-+ Ilf, gll, that X4 T,: x H h, is an isometric 
embedding, that T, considered as an extension of X is tight, that T, is 
compact if and only if the completion x of X is compact and that an 
extension Y of X is tight, if and only if the map Y--f T, : y H h,l, is an 
isometric embedding, in which case it is the only isometric embedding w: 
Y-+ T, satisfying v(x) = h, for all x E X and it extends to an isomorphism 
T,+ T,:f ++f Ix. 
In other words, T, is the “universal tight extension” or the “tight span” of 
X, T, is fully spread for all metric spaces X and a space X itself is fully 
spread if and only if the embedding X 4 T,: x N h, is surjective or, 
equivalently, an isomorphism. 
In case X is compact then-analogously to the theory of compact convex 
spaces-one can always find a uniquely determined smallest compact subset 
of X, the “frame of X” denoted by F, such that X is a tight extension of F,. 
This is stated in detail in 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a compact metric space and let Y be a closed 
subspace of X. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is a tight extension of Y, 
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(ii) Y contains the set Fx of all y E X for which there exists some 
xEXwithxy+yz>xzforallzEX\{y}. 
In particular, for any x, , x2 E X there exist y, , y2 E F, such that 
and for any x E X and y E F, there is some z E F, with zy = zx + xy. 
If X is a finite metric space then TX is closely related to the problem of 
constructing “optimal realizations of X by networks,” i.e., of constructing 
systems r = (V, 8, I) with V being a set containing X and representing the 
vertices of r, 8 being a subset of <Y2(V) = {e c V ( #e = 2}, representing the 
edgesofr,withs~pp~=:U~~~e=Vandl:B~IR+={rEIRIr>O}being 
a “length function” such that for any x, y E X with x # y one has xy = 
infV({~,, u,l)+ l({u,, 021)+ -em + K{~,_,, ~,)>I nE N; G=X, uI,..., unwI, 
U” = YE v; {ug, ~I],..‘, {U+-l, u,,} E 8) and such that ]]r]] =: CeexZ(e) is 
minimal with respect to these properties (cf. [lo, 22, 13, 31, 141). If 
r= (V, 8,l) satisfies all of the above conditions except perhaps the 
minimality condition concerning ]]rl], then r will be called a realization of X. 
Concerning optimal realizations of finite metric spaces by networks we 
can show 
THEOREM 5. If X is a jinite metric space and tf r = (V, 8, I) is an 
optimal realization of X, then there exists a map w: V + T, with w(x) = h, 
Tur ;lf Ex; X and ]Iw(u,), w(v,)JI = l((v,, u2}) for all Y,, v2 E V with 
192 * 
In view of Theorem 5 the following simple observation can be considered 
as a generalization of a result concerning optimal realizations which has 
been proved by Imrich and Stotzkii (cf. [ 141). 
THEOREM 6. If X is a metric space and if there exists a nontrivial 
partition X = Y U Z and a map f: X + R satisfying f (x) + f ( y) > xy for all 
x,yEXas weZlasf(y)+f(z)=yzforaZlyEYandzEZ, thenfET, 
and T,\{ f } is the disjoint union of the two open subsets @y = {g E T, ] there 
exists some y E Y with g(y) < f(y)} and @z = {g E T, I there exists some 
z E Z with g(z) < f(z)}. 
In particular, for any isometty (D: [0, r] -+ T, with g, = ~(0) E 4 and g, = 
q(r) E @= one has necessarily f E q([O, r]) and thus one has ]I g,, g,]] = 
II g,, f II + Ilf, g211 for any g, E 4 and g2 E 4. 
It should be noted that so far no efftcient construction of all or at least of 
one optimal realization of a given finite metric space seems to be known and 
that there are finite metric spaces X with #X = 5 which have two essentially 
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nonisomorphic optimal realizations (see the Appendix). Thus the following 
observation may be of interest: for a finite metric space X we define 
hereditarily optimal realizations (V, 8, I) of X by induction with respect to 
#X: if #X < 2, then any optimal realization of X is defined to be hereditarily 
optimal. If #X= k and if hereditarily optimal realizations of Y have been 
defined already for all metric space Y with #Y < k, then a realization r= 
(V, 8,l) of X E V is defined to be hereditarily optimal if for any Y + X there 
is some 8” c B such that YG V’ =: supp 8’ and T’ =: (I”, 8’, Ilg,) is a 
hereditarily optimal realization of Y, if V = supp B and if IIrll is minimal 
with respect to these properties. 
Concerning hereditarily optimal realizations we can show 
THEOREM I. For a finite metric space X let V, denote the set of all 
f E T, for which the symmetric relation 
xf=: {(x, y)EXXX(f(x)+f(y)=xy}EXXX 
is X-connected and nonbipartite (i.e., for which .x satisfies XX X = 
u,,,Z’jn with Z’ denoting the n-fold relational power of Z), identify X 
with (h, I x E V} c V,, let 8X denote the set of all subsets {f, g} c V, with 
f # g for which q’7xg is X-connected (i.e., XxX= U,,, (xfnx8)“) 
and let 1, : 8” + IR be defined by I,( { f, g}) = If f, gll for all {f, g} E ~7~. Then 
r, = (V,, gx, 1,) is a hereditarily optimal realization of X and any other 
hereditarily optimal realization r = (V, 8,l) is essentially isomorphic to r,, 
i.e., it becomes isomorphic to I’, once vertices v E VW with deg,v = 
#{e E 8 1 v E e} = 2 have been deleted one by one and the corresponding 
edges e, = (v,ul}, e2= {v, z+} Eg have been replaced by {ul, u,}-with 
l({u,, u2)) = l({u,, VI) + l({v, u,}), of course. 
Remark. It was this generalization of the theorem of Sirnoes-Pereira 
mentioned above which originally motivated the study of tight spans of 
metric spaces. 
Finally, we have to relate the Tx-construction to the original problem of 
embedding a tree-like metric space X into a tree. This is done in 
THEOREM 8. Let X be a metric space. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) X is tree-like; 
(ii) T, is a tree; 
(iii) fl= {f ETx(X=suppXf=:U(X,YjE4{~, y}} isa tree; 
(iv) the small inductive dimension ind T, of T, is 1; 
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(iv’) any closed separable subspace of T, has topological dimension 
< 1, in particular, dim Ty ( 1 for any finite Y c X, 
(v) For any YCX with #Y=4 one has dim Ty= 1; 
(vi) ;F;: is completely multipartite for any f E T,, i.e., for any f E T, is 
X x v: an equivalence relation on its support; 
(vii) X can be embedded isometrically into a tree. 
Moreover, in this case, any isometric embedding of X into a tree T extends 
uniquely to an isometric embedding of Px into T. And, finally, a metric space 
X is a tree tf and only if it is tree-like and connected, in which case its 
completion X coincides with T,. 
Remark. I conjecture that even for nonseparable tree-like spaces X we 
have dim T, = 1, so that X is tree-like if and only if dim TX = 1. 
In this context we mention still another result which generalizes part of 
Theorem 8 to higher dimensions. 
THEOREM 9. Let X be a metric space. Then the topological dimension of 
T, is smaller than some n E N for all fmite subspaces Y s X if and only if 
for all x,, x-, , x2, x-~ ,..., x,, x-, E X there exists some permutation a of 
(*I, *2,..., *n) = Z with a # -Id, and CiE, xix-! < Cis, Xix,(i). 
Remark. It seems reasonable to conjecture that the above conditions are 
in turn equivalent to dim T, < n. This holds at least if xy E N = (0, l,... } for 
all x, y E X which in turn implies the following generalization of a theorem 
of Lyndon (cf. [ 171, see also [4, 11, 12, 15, 34, 371): 
THEOREM 10. Let G be a group and let 1: G -+ Z be a “length function,” 
i.e., a map satisfying 
W) l(g) = W’) > 0, 
(L2) I(g)=00 g= 1, 
(L3) I(&) < l(g) + l(h), and 
(L4) #{g” 1 n E 22) < a3 0 sup(l(g”) ( n E Z) < co. 
Zf for any x, , x- 1 ,..., x,, x-, E G one can find some permutation a of Z =: 
( f l,..., kn} with a f -Id, and Cis, 1(x,x::) < ,& 1(x,x$,), then any 
torsion-free subgroup of G must have cohomological dimension smaller 
than n. 
More precisely, if G is torsion free, if 9$Bn denotes the set of all 
.Z G G x G with G = supp,Z for which there exists some f: G--t R with 
.X= {(x,Y)EGx GIf(x)+f(y)=Kx-‘Y)} andf(x)+f(y)ZW’~) for 
all x, y E G and for which WY=: (v E F?’ 1 v(x) + v(y) = 0 for all 
607/53/3-5 
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(x, y) E .X} has dimension k, if for any such X E 9ii),,I, one denotes 
by Gk, the set of all sequences (xi ,..., x,J E G for which the map 
90 ,....dk) : W,+ Rk: u t+ (I,..., u(x,J) is an isomorphism, if for 
(x ),..., xk), (Y,,..., yk) E G$ one defines sgn((x,,..., xk), (Ye,.... yk)) =: 
%ewcp,x ,,.“, Xk) o %Yf ,..., Y,) )) and if one denotes by C, = C,(G, I) the free 
abelian group, generated by all systems (X; x, ,..., x,J with X E 5Fit’,1, and 
4 E Gk, modulo 
i”;iil:::, Y,J) . (X; y, ,..., y,J, 
the relations (X; xi ,..., x,J - sgn((x, ,..., x,J, 
then OtZcdC,(G,Z)caC,(G,Z)c... e 
C,_ ,(G, 1) c 0 is a free resolution of the trivial G-module H if G acts on 
C,(G, 0 by g . (fl; x, ,..., xk) = (N; gx l,..., gxk) with N=: {(gx, gu) I 
(x, y) ELF}, d: C,(G, I) + .Z is defined by d(X) = 1 and a: C,+,(G, Z) -+ 
C,(G, Z) is defined in the following way: if 9 E .9?~~,‘,, and 
(x , ,..., xk+ ,I E G$ ‘2 then there are only finitely many XE 9’~~,Ij with 
9’ z X, for each such X there exists a minimal i = i, E { l,..., k + 1 } such 
that (xi ,..., Zi ,..., xk+i) E Gk,, and some u = u,~ E W,\W,, with 
V(X) + v(y) > 0 for all (x, y) E .X. Now define 
a(% x, ,‘**, xk+ 1) 
-. -. =i- 
FE.& &,i E x 
SgIl(U,AXi,)) . (-l)i.Z . (X; X, ,..., iiX ,..., Xk+ i). 
Another free resolution 0 + Z td B,(G, 1) ta B,(G, I) +- . . . t B,- ,(G, 1) 
+ 0 of the trivial G-module H is obtained if one defines B,(G, I) to be the free 
abelian group generated by all sequences (~;,jy;,***,xk) 
with fl~,~,...,xk E 2cc,r, =: UiEN~I~,,) and & $JT 3 .-a +Xk, 
d: B,(G, 1) + Z by d(X) = 1 and a(& ,..., Xi+ i) = C”zd (-l)‘(ZO ,..., 
.Y& )...) x/J. 
Note that the second resolution has much “larger” chain groups B,(G, Z) 
though it has simpler boundary maps. 
Remark. An example of a group with such a length function-though 
one, for which the conclusion of Theorem 10 is trivial-is G = Zk with I: 
Zk+Z given by 
4(n , ,*.., nk>> = s”p(l n, IY-> 1 nkl>* 
In subsequent papers I will discuss some further minimality properties of 
TX as well as some results concerning the existence and the homogeneity of 
“universal k-trees” (k E N), i.e., of trees T such that for any x E T the 
complement T\{x} consists of precisely k connected components and which 
are complete as metric spaces. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section 1 the general theory 
of tight extensions is developed, in Section 2 the Theorems l-4 are being 
deduced, in Section 3 the theory of optimal and hereditarily optimal 
networks is developed (with some remarks banned into an Appendix to this 
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paper) and Theorems 5-7 are proved, Section 4 deals with the theory of trees 
(Theorem 8), Section 5 develops the concept of the combinatorial dimension 
of metric spaces (Theorem 9), and Section 6 finally builds up the techniques 
from which Theorem 10 is deduced. 
Note added in proof: (1) As I learned in the meantime, the construction X w T, has 
already been studied by J. R. Isbell (Comment. Math. Helv. 39 (1964-65), 65-74), where 
results similar to those of Sections 1 and 2 are derived. (2) Results, which are closely 
connected to the results derived in the Appendix, have also be obtained by Imrich and 
Simoes-Pereira and will be published in Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series B. 
1. THE TIGHT SPAN OF A METRIC SPACE 
In this section we collect a number of simple facts which will be useful for 
the proofs of the above stated theorems later on. 
(1.1) For a metric space X with its distance map D: XX X-, R: 
(x, Y) ++ W, Y> = XY let 
Px =: {f: X+ R 1 f(x) + f(y) > xy for all x, y E X) 
and 
T, =: {f: X+ R (f(x) = sup(xy -f(y) 1 y E X) for all x E X}. 
Note that f(x) + f(x) > xx = 0, i.e., f(x) > 0 for all f E Px and x E X and 
that a map f: X-+ R with f(x) = 0 for some x E X is in Px if and only if 
f(u) = f(y) + f(x) > YX for all Y E x. 
(1.2) Note also that for any f E Px there exists a unique maximal 
subset Y G X with flY E Ty (which may be empty) since f E Px, f Iy E Ty, 
for a family { Y, G X 1 a E A } of subsets of X and Y = UasA Y, implik f (y) 
> sup( YZ - f (z> I z E m 2 suP(Yz - f (z> I z E r) 2 suP(Yz - f (z> I 
z E Y,) = f(y) for all a E A and y E Y, and thus f(y) = 
sup(yz -f(z) 1 z E Y) for all y E Y, i.e., f IY E T,. 
ForanyZcXletP~=:{fEP,lfl,,,ET,,,)andletTZ,=:T,nP~.In 
case Z = {x) write Pi and Ti instead of Prl and Ty’, respectively. 
(1.3) It follows also directly from the definitions that T, consists of 
all f E Px which are “minimal” in Px, i.e., for which no g E Px with g $ f 
exists. Since on the one hand, g < f E T, and g E Px implies f(x) = 
SUP(XY -f(y) I Y E x> < SUP(XY - g(y) I Y E x) G d-4 and thus f = g. 
Whereas on the other hand, f(x) > sup(xy - f(y) I y E X) for some f E Px 
and some x E X allows us to introduce the map 
p,(f):X+R:zl+f(z) if z # x, 
b sup(O, XY -f(y) I Y Em if z=x, 
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which is obviously also in Px and satisfies p,(f)(z) <f(z) for all z E X. But 
I, +.A since AUX x 1 is either 0 (whereas f(x) > sup(xy -f(y) ) y E X) 
implies f(x) > xx -f(x) and thus f(x) > 0) or p,(f) equals 
sup(xy - f(y) 1 y E X) which is also supposed to be smaller than f(x). Thus, 
using Zorn’s lemma, one sees easily that for any f E Px there exists some 
gE TX with g,<J 
Note for further use that the map px: Px- Px satisfies p,(f) <f by 
its very construction and IIp,(f), p,(g)l( < IIf; gll for all f, g E Px, 
since p,(f)(x) = w(09 XY -f(Y) I Y E 4 = suP(O, (XY - g(Y) + (g(Y) - 
f(Y))1 Y E a < sup(O, xY - g(y) I Y E m + sup(O, g(y) -f(Y) I y E m G 
Px(g>(x> + IIJ; gll and, just as well, p,(g)(x) < P (f>(x) + IIJ; gll which 
implies II p,(f), P,k)ll = suP(lP,W(y) - P,(g)(yIl y E XI G suP(llf, gl19 
If(Y) - L?(Y)1 I YE x\w = Ilf, gll. 
(1.4) In particular, a map f E Px withf(x) = 0 for some x E X and 
thus f(y) > yx for all y E X is in TX if and only iff equals 
/2,:X-+ R: yk-+ yx. 
Thus f E TX and x E Xf {x) implies f(x) = sup(xy --f(y) ) y E X\{x}), 
since otherwise f(x) = xx - f(x) > xy - f(y) for all y E X\(x), i.e., f(x) = 0 
and f(y) > xy for all y E X\{x} # 0, in contradiction to the above remark. 
In particular, f, g E TX and f(y) = g(y) for all y E X\{x) implies f = g. 
(1.5) Next we show that for any fE TX its distance Ilh,,fJI = 
sup(l h,(z) - f(z)1 1 z E X) to h, equals f(x): from f(z) = sup(zy - 
f(Y)IYEX)~suP(zx+xY-f(Y)IYEX) =zx+suP(xY-ff(Y)IYEm = 
h,(z) + f(x) we get f(z) - h,(z) < f(x) with equality holding true for z = x, 
whereas h,(z) = xz < f(x) + f(z) implies h,(z) -f(z) < f(x), so altogether 
we have indeed sup(l h,(z) - f(z)1 1 z E X) = f(x). 
(1.6) This formula has some interesting applications: at first it 
shows that the map X+ TX: x t+ h, is an isometry, since llh,, h,(l = 
h,(x) = xy for all x, y E X, it shows also that f, g E TX implies Ilf, gll < 
Ilf, hxll + IIh,, g(l =f(x) + g(x) for all x E X and thus Ilf, gll < co and that 
each fE TX satisfies If(x) -f(y)1 = 1 Il.6 kll- IM hvll 1 Q Ilh,, h,ll =XY for 
all x,yEX. 
(1.7) From the continuity condition If(x) -f(y)1 < xy for all 
f E TX and x, y E X it follows easily that TX can be identified with Tr, if 2 
denotes the completion of X, and that TX--being obviously complete as a 
metric space-is a compact space if and only if X is precompact, i.e., x is 
compact. 
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(1.8) Next we observe that for f, g E TX we have sup(f(x) - 
g(x) I x E x) = suP(suP(xy ---f(y) - g(x) I y E 9 I x (5 W = suP(suP(xy - 
f(y) - g(x) I x E xl I Y E x) = WgW -.W I Y E J3 and thus ILL Al = 
suPV(x) - g(x) I x E x) = sup(g&) -S(x) I x E J? = sup(xy - f(y) - 
g(x) I X, y E X) = sup(ll h,, h,II - IIf, h,)( - I( g, h,(l Ix, y E x), which in turn 
implies that TX, considered as an extension of X via the canonical 
embedding X+ TX : x t-+ h,, is indeed a tight extension since, more 
generally, and extension Y of X with y1 y2 = sup(x, x, - x, y1 - y,x, E X) 
for all y, , y, E Y is necessarily tight: if d: Y X Y + R satisfies the conditions 
(Dl) and (D3) from the Introduction as well as d( y,, yz) < y, y, for all 
y,, yz E Y and d(x,, x,) = x1x2 for all x, , x, E X, then for all y,, y, E Y we 
have YI Yz = suP(xIx2 -x1 Yl - YzX2 I XIX2 E 9 G w@(x, 7 ~2) - 
4x,, YJ -d(y,yx,) I xl3 x2 E x> < 4y,9 y2) and thus yI y2 = d(hv y2). 
Another consequence of our formula IIf, gJ( = sup(f(x) - g(x) I x E X) = 
sup(g(x) -f(x) I x E -v is that for x E Xf (x} and Y = X\{x} the 
restriction map TX -+ P,: f-p =: flY satisfies IIf, gll = IIf”, gX() for all 
f, g E TX, i.e., it is an isometry and so, in particular, we see once again that 
it is injective (cf. (1.4)). 
(1.9) To show that, moreover, TX is the “universal” tight extension 
of X and that is contractible as well, we have to show that there exists 
always a “retraction map” p : PX --+ TX, i.e., a map satisfying the conditions 
(a) II p(f), &t)ll < IlJl Al for all f, g E 5 and 
(b) p(f) <f for all f E PX (and thus p(f) =f for all f E TX). 
The existence of such a map p follows from Zorn’s lemma from which we 
can conclude that the set 9 of all maps p : PX + PX satisfying the above 
conditions (a) and (b) contains minimal elements with respect to the 
ordering “pl < p2 0 p,(f) < p2(f) and II p,(f), pIWll G II p2(f), p2(s)ll for 
all f, g E PX” together with the fact that the various maps pX : PX -+ PX: 
f- PX(f) (xEx) (cf. (1.3)) are in 9 and thus satisfy pX . p = p for any 
minimal p E 9 which in turn implies p(PX) E TX by (1.3) for any such 
pE9. 
Note that for any such p : PX + TX and any f E PX with f lY E TY for some 
YGX one has necessarily fJY=p(f)lY by (1.3), since p(f)lyEPy and 
P(f)lYGflYE TY’ 
In particular for xEX, Y=X\{x} and f EP$= {hEP,lhl,E T,} one 
has p(f) = p,(f) f or any such p, since p(f)lY = f lY = p,(f)ly by the above 
remark and thus by (1.4): p(f)(x) = sup(xy - p(f)(y) 1 y E Y) = 
SUP(XY - f(y) I y E y> = sup(O, XY -f(y) I Y E x> = p,(f Xx) in case 
Y # 0, whereas the remark is trivial in case Y = 0. Hence, though there are 
many possible choices for p, their images coincide on any f E Pi for any 
x E x. 
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Remark. It seems worthwile to remark that one can circumvent the use 
of Zorn’s lemma in this context. In fact, one can construct a “canonical” 
retraction p : Px + TX in the following way: 
For each f: X+R let f* denote the map f*: X*lRU{co}: 
x++suP(V-f(y)lyEX) so that f E Px if and only if f * < f and f E TX if 
and only if f * = j Now define q: Px-+ Px by d(f) = j(f + f *). Since 
q(f)(x) + 4(f)(Y) = i(f (x) + f*(x)) + i(f (Y) + f *(Y)) = j(f (x) + 
f*(y)) + i(f *(x) + f(y)) > $xy + fxy = xy for all x, y E X one has indeed 
q(f) E Px for all f E Px. Since f * 6 f for f E Px one has also q(f) < f for 
all f E Px and, finally, one has IIq(f), q(g)11 = sup(lf f(x) + f f *(x> - 
tg(x) - 1g*(x)l( x E X) < fllf, gll + illf *, g*II < Ilf, gll, since f*(x) = 
sup@-f(Y)I YEX) = suP(xY- g(v)+ g(Y)-f(Y)1 YE-9 G s*(x)+ 
II g,f II together with g*(x) <f*(x) + II g,f II implies Ilf *, g* II < Ilf, gll for 
all f, g E Px. Thus q satisfies the conditions (a) and (b) and, so, q” satisfies 
the same conditions for all n E N. It follows that p = lim,,, q” : Px -+ Px 
defined by p(f)(x) = lim,,, q”(f)(x) is well defined and satisfies (a) and 
(b) as well. Moreover, one has p(f) E TX for all f E Px since q(f) E Px and 
f*<q(f)=i(f*+f)<f together imply f*<q(f)*<q(f) and thus 
q(f)(x) - q(f)*(x) < f(f(x) - f*(x)) which in turn implies q”(f)(x) - 
q”(f)*(x) G W”)(f(x) -f*(x)) and hence p(f)(x) = p(f)*(x) for all 
x E X, i.e., one has indeed p(f) = p(f)* or, equivalently, p(f) E TX. Note 
that the same construction can also be used to circumvent the use of Zorn’s 
lemma in (1.3). 
(1.10) Using p we can define for any f E TX a homotopy 
[0, l] x TX+ TX: (6 g) h p,(g) =: P@ . f + (1 - t) . g) from po, the 
identity on TX, top,, the constant map TX + {f } c TX, hence TX is contrac- 
tible. Note that, moreover, for any s, t E (0, l] with s < t one has IIp,(g), 
p,(g)llgIIsf-(l-s)g,tf-(l-t)gll=(t-s).Ilf,gilwhichtogetherwith 
llf, gll G Ilf = PI(g), P,Wll + IIk+(g>, P,(g)ll + II P,(g), g = P,k)ll implies 
IIp,(g>, p,(g)11 = (t - s) . llf, gll for all g E TX and 0 <s < t < 1. Thus [O, 
1l.L sill + G: t++ PWllf, gll>f + W gll - Wlf, gll)d is an isometry of 
the interval [0, ]]f, g]]] into TX, connecting g andJ: 
(1.11) Another application of (1.9) is the observation that for any 
extension Y of X there exists an isometry r : TX C, T, with r(f )Ix = f for all 
f E TX: to construct r choose some fixed x E X and some retraction p: 
P, --) T, satisfying the conditions (‘a) and (b) in (1.9) and define r : TX + T, 
as the composition of TX-P,: f t+ f’ defined by 
f’: Y+ R: yk-+ f(y) if y E X, 
w YX + f(x) if y&X, 
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and of p : P, -+ Ty . Since r(f)/, = p(f’& E Px and p(f’)lx = f we have 
t(f)lx = f for all f E T, according to (1.3) and, since IIJ; gJ/ = Ilr(f)lx, 
WMl G IW), WI = II PUQ W)ll G IIf’, &II = IIS, tdl for al1.L g E TX9 
it follows that 7 : T, 4 Ty is an isometry. 
Note that in the particular case where-interchanging the role of X and 
Y-we have Y =X\(x) for some x E X there is only one map 7 = 5,: 
T, + TX with r(f)lY = f f or all f E Ty since the restriction map T, + P, : 
f of” =: f Iy is an isometry by (1.8). Hence-in view of the existence of at 
least one isometry t: T, + T, with t(f)” = f for all f E T,-the restriction 
map defines a bijective isometry between TG =: (f E T, ) f” E Ty} = 
T, f7 Pi and Ty whose unique inverse is then our map r = 7, : Ty -+ T,, 
constructed above. 
Note also that for f E Pi one has necessarily p,(f) = r,(p) as well as 
t,.(y) = p(f) for all retraction maps p : Px + T,. 
More generally, let Y G X denote an arbitrary subspace of X and consider 
for some g E T, the map g* : X-1 R : x t--+ sup(xy - g(y) / y E Y). One has 
obviously g* Jy = g and it follows from the above considerations that 
g*(x) = inf(f (x) I f E TX, f I y = g) = inf(f (x) I f E PX, f I y = g). In par- 
ticular, the following statements are equivalent: 
(9 g* EP,; 
(ii) g* E T,; 
(iii) foranyfET,withfl,=gonehasf=g*; 
(iv) foranyf,,f,ET,withf,I,=f,l,=gonehasf,=f,. 
Finally assume YCX, f E T,, g E T,, and IIf I,,, g(l < E for some E > 0. 
Then there exists some f’ E TX with f’ Iy = g and IIf, f’ II ( E; consider at 
first the map 
fN:X+ R:xc, g(x) if xE Y, 
bf(x)+E if x E X\Y. 
Since g(x) > f (x) - E for x E Y one has f” E Px. Thus we may choose a 
retraction p : Px + T, according to (1.9) and define f’ =: p(f”). Since f’ J y < 
f” Iy = g E Ty and f’ Iy E P, we have indeed f’ I,, = g. Moreover, we have 
f’(x)<f”(x)<f(x)+& for all xEXand thus Ilf’,fII<c by (1.8). 
(1.12) Next we observe that for any tight extension Y 2 X and any 
extension TZ X a given contracting map r,u: Y-t T satisfying v(x) = x for 
all x E X is necessarily an isometry since otherwise the map d: Y X Y -+ R : 
(4 u) I-+ w(x) v4Y) would contradict the tightness of Y. 
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(1.13) Now for a tight extension Y of X consider the restriction 
map T,+ Px: f t-+ f Ix. Choose a retraction p: Px + TX satisfying the 
conditions (a) and (b) in (1.9) and let t,u: T, + TX: f F+ p(f&) denote the 
composition of p with this restriction map. According to (1.12), w  must be 
an isometry. As above let t: TX + T, be an isometric embedding satisfying 
r(f)lx = f for all f E TX. Then we have w(r(f)) = p(z(f)jx) = p(f) = f for 
all f E TX and thus, w  is necessarily surjective. But a surjective isometry is 
necessarily an isomorphism. So t: TX + Ty has to be the inverse 
isomorphism and thus we have necessarily for any f E T, the formula f Ix = 
t(vdf))l,= v(f)E Tx, i.e., the restriction map T,-+ Px: f H f Ix maps T, 
already into as well as onto TX, without having to be composed with the 
retraction map p. Thus, altogether we have proved that for any tight 
extension Y of X the restriction T,+ TX: f t, f Ix induces a canonical 
isomorphism between T, and TX. 
(1.14) As a first consequence we mention: if Y is a tight extension 
of X, then h, Ix is in TX for any y E Y and the thus well-defined map Y + TX : 
y F-+ &,I, is an isometric embedding. Moreover, it is easily seen that it is the 
only isometric embedding v/ : Y + TX satisfying v(x) = h, for all x E X since 
for any such embedding w  : Y + TX, any y E Y and any x E X one has 
necessarily h,I,(x) = XY = II v(x), w(y)11 = Ilk., v(y>lI = V(Y)(X) and thus one 
has IV(Y) = h,l,. 
(1.15) Another consequence is that TX is fully spread for any metric 
space X, since Y = TX is a tight extension of X, and, hence, the restriction 
map v: T,rT,: fbflx is a well-defined isomorphism satisfying 
v(h,)(x) = &&4 = II Y9 kxII = Y( x orallyEY=T,andxEX,i.e.,Wisthe > f 
inverse of Y = TX + T, : y F+ h,. This in turn implies that Y = TX + Ty : 
y E+ h, is an isomorphism and thus Y = TX has no proper tight extension, 
since any such extension embeds isometrically into T, by (1.14), i.e., Y = TX 
is indeed fully spread. 
In particular, a space X is fully spread if and only if the embedding 
X + TX : x ++ h, is surjective and thus an isomorphism. 
(1.16) Some examples: If #X = 2, say X = (a, b}, then TX r [0, ab] : 
f b f(u) is easily seen to be a bijective isometry: 
In particular, one has TX= [h,, hb] =: ((1 - t)h, + th, I t E [0, 11). 
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If #X = 3, say X = {Q, b, c), then f0 : X + R, defined by 
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abtac-cb 
h(x) = 2 if x=a, 
bc t ba - ca ZZ 
2 
if x = b, 
ca t cb - ab = 
2 
if x=c, 
is the only element f if T, with f(x) t f(y) = xy for all x, y E X, T,\(f,} is 
the disjoint union of the open sets H, =: {f E T, 1 f(x) <f,(x)), (X E X); 
H,U {fo)~q?+ [O,xJJl:ff+f( x is a bijective isometry for all x, y E X 1 
withx#yandH,U{If,}=[h,,f,]forallxEX: 
T, = 
If #X = 4, say X = {a, b, c, d), and if, say, ac + bd > ab f cd and ac t bd > 
ad t bc, then To =: {f E T, 1 f(a) t f(c) = ac, f(b) t f(d) = bd} = 
(f E T, ] f(a) + f(b) t f(c) + f(d) = ac + bd} is a closed subset of T,, the 
map To --t R x R : f H ((f(u) $ f(b) - ab)/2, (f(a) + f(d) - ud)/2) defines 
a bijective isometry between To and the subset [0, (ac + bd - ab - cd)/21 X 
[0, (UC t bd - ad - be)/21 of iR x R?, if IR x IR is metricized by the “city 
block metric” D((s,, s?), (ti, f2)) = ]s, - t, ] t 1 s, - t, ], T,\T, is the disjoint 
union of the open subsets H, =: {f E T, ( f(x) < k(x)) (x E X) with 
with 
adtab-db k(x) =: 2 










k-+ xy - k(x) 
if x= a, 
if x = b, 
if x=c, 
if x=d, 
if y =x, 
if y # x, 
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ac+bd-ad-bd 
FIGURE Al 
one has f, E TO and H,U {f,} = [h,,f,]. Moreover, H,U {f,} + [0, k(x)]: 
f ++ f(x) is a bijective isometry for each x E X, see Fig. A 1. In other words, 
for any distance map D : X x X --+ R with UC + bd > ab + cd and UC + bd > 
ad + bc, there exist 6 uniquely determined nonnegative numbers a, /I, y, 6, q, 
< such that the distance matrix is given by 
D a b C d 
a 0 a+rl+P a+v+C+y a+[+6 
b a+rl+P P+c+Y P+v+1+6 
i 
a+o+C+y P+oT+y 0 r+s+a 
a+r+s P+s+<+S y+rl+a 0 
in which case TX is of the form shown in Fig. A2. In particular, TX is one 
dimensional if and only if ab + cd = UC + bd or ad + bc = UC + bd, and 
otherwise it is two dimensional. The easy verification of these statements is 
left to the reader. 
If X = {a, b, c, d, e) has cardinality 5, there are essentially three “generic” 
types of metrics, defined on X examples of which are given by the three 
distance functions 
D, a b C d e 
a 0 9 13 16 10 
b 9 0 12 21 17 
i 16 3 21 12 13 0 13 0 10 7 
e 10 17 17 10 0 
d 
FIGURE A2 
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4 a b c d e 
a 0 13 21 14 13 
b 13 0 10 22 10 
i 21 14 22 10 15 0 15 0 12 7
e 13 10 12 17 0 
4 a b c d e 
a 0 14 16 17 21 
b 14 0 28 11 19 
i 16 7 28 11 21 0 21 0 15 9
e 21 19 15 19 0 
The corresponding spaces TX are shown in Fig. A3. The reader is urged to 
identify the image(s) of Ty in TX for all Y f X, in particular for Y =X\(x), 
(x E X). 
In general, in the first case we have 10 nonnegative numbers (x, /3, y, 6, E, 
q, C, 6, I, K such that the distance matrix is given by 
a b C d e 
a 0 a+v+C+P a+v+C+B+l+y a+q+6+r+K+6 a+@+K+E 
b a+tl+l+P 0 p+9+1+y P+c+@+l+K+6 j?+iJ+C+i++K+E 
C a+q+C+@+r+y P+@+z+y 0 Y+C+K+S Y+V+C+l+K+E 
d a+?f+@+r+K+d P+c+fi+l+K+6 Y+<+K+6 0 S+q+r+e 
e a+B+K+E p+V+{+i++K+& Y+tj'+[+t+K+& d+q+l+E 0 
and similar descriptions can be given in the other two cases. 
IfX= {a,, a-,,~,, a-2 ,..., a,,, a-,} and 
aiaj= 2 for i+j#O, 
=4 for i+j=O, 
then v,: Tx+lR”: f t-i (f(a,) - 2, f(a,) - 2,..., f(f.2,) - 2) is an injective 
isometry if IF?” is metricized by D((x,,..., x,J, (r, ,..., y,)) = Max(lx, - yil ) 
i= 1 ,..., n) and maps TX onto {(xi ,..., XJ E R” 1 lxil + lxjl Q 2 for all 1 < i < 
j < n }, the convex hull of the points (0 ,..., 0, +2,0 ,..., 0) and (* 1, k l,..., f 1). 
This follows easily from the fact that f E TX implies f(a,) + f(aei) = 4 for 
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a 
FIGURE A4 
all i= 1 9...9 n since f(ci) + f(U - i) > 4, f(ai) + f("j) = 2, f(a _ i) + f(ak) = 2, 
f(uj) > 0, and f(ak) > 0 implies indeed f(ui) + f(u _ i) = 4. 
As a final example let us consider the space X = (a, b, c, d, , d,, 
e, , e2, e3}, where the distance xy is given in terms of Fig. A4. If x and y are 
connected by an edge in this graph, then we put xy = 2, otherwise we put 
xy= 1. 
Then the space TX is the union of the 5 subspaces shown in Fig. A5 which -- 
are pasted together along the indicated lines. The straight lines SOS1 , fofi , -- 
fof3 , gd, , and gd, have to be identified. Note that in a natural way TX has 
the structure of a 2-dimensional cell complex. 
FIGURE A5 
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2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS l-4 
We are now ready to prove the above stated Theorems l-4. 
(2.1) Proof of Theorem 1. It was shown in (1.8) that an extension Y of 
X is indeed tight if for all y,, y2 E Y one has 
Yl Y2 = suP(x,x, - Xl Y1- Y2X2 I x1 3 x2 E 9. 
Vice versa, if Y is a tight extension of X, then it follows from (1.14) that 
there exists an isometric embedding w  : Y + TX given by w(y)(x) = yx for all 
y E Y and x E X and thus one has 
Yl Y2 = II V(YA W(Y*ll = suP(x,x* - W(Y,)(X,) - W(Yyz)(Xz) I Xl 7 x2 E a 
= SUP(X,X, - YlX, - Y2X2 I Xl, x2 Em for all yi, y2 E Y. 
(2.2) Proof of Theorem 2. The implications (ii) =S (i) and (iv) 3 (iii) are 
trivial. The implication (i) =G- (iii) is also trivial sincef(y) > yx for all y E X 
and some x E X together with f(y) = sup(yz -f(z) ( z E X) implies f(y) < 
sup(yz - zx ( z E X) Q yx and thus f(y) = yx for all y E X. Part (iii) o (v) 
follows from (1.4) and the last remark in (1.5). Part (iv) S- (ii) follows also 
from (1.3) since, by (1.3), there exists for anyfE P, some gE T, with gQ f 
and if g(y) = yx for some x E X and all y E Y, then one has of course 
f(y) > yx for all y E Y and this x E X. Thus it remains to show that (v) 
implies (iv). But, using (1.1 l), there exists for any f E T, some g = p(f) E X 
with gl, = f and, using the last remark in (1.15), there exists some x E TX 
with g = h,. So we have indeed f(y) = g(y) = h,(y) = xy for all y E Y and 
some x E X. 
Now assume X to be compact. If X is fully spread, then the conditions (ii) 
and (iv) are fulfilled for any subset Y L X, so, in particular, they are fulfilled 
for any finite subset Y c X. Vice versa, if (ii) or (iv) is fulfilled for any finite 
subset Y s X and if for some f E Px and any YE X we put 
Yf= {x E X 1 f(y) > yx for all y E Y}, then Y, is a closed subset of X and we 
have Y) n . . . n Y: = (Y’ U . .a U Y”), # 0 for all finite families 
Y’,..., Yk c X of finite subsets of X which implies X,= n,,,,,,,i,, Yr# 0, 
i.e., (i) is fulfilled and, thus, X is fully spread. Finally, it follows from (1.10) 
that TX is contractible for any X and, thus, X is contractible whenever X is 
fully spread. Moreover, also according to (l.lO), the explicit homotopy given 
there satisfies the special conditions stated in Theorem 2. 
(2.3) Proof of Theorem 3. (i) follows from (1.4), (ii) from (1.5), and 
(iii) from (1.8) and (1.6); (iv) follows also from (1.6), (v) from (1.3), (vi) 
from (1.1 l), and (vii) from (1.13). The following statements in Theorem 3 
are by now also obvious or follow from (1.14) and (1.15), except the fact 
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that TX is compact if and only if X is precompact, i.e., the completion X of X 
is compact. But this follows from (1.7). 
(2.4) Proof of Theorem 4. Let X be a compact metric space and let Fx 
denote the set of all y E X for which there exists some x E X with 
xy + yz > xz for all z E X\{ y}. If Y c X is a closed subset such that X is a 
tight extension of Y, then X -+ Ty : x I-+ h,(, is an isometry and, thus for 
y E Fx and x E X with xy + yz > xz for all z E X\( y}, we have xy = )( hxlY, 
hylrll = sup(xz - yz ( z E Y) = max(xz - yz 1 z E Y) = xz, - yz, for some 
z0 E Y which has to coincide with y since otherwise xy + yz, > xzO. Thus 
y = z. E Y, i.e., Fx c Y. 
Vice versa, if Fx 5 Y c X, then X is a tight extension of Y by Theorem 1 
since if for xi, x2 E X one chooses yi, y2 E X such that y1 y2 = yx, + 
x,x, + x2y, and such that y, y, is maximal with respect to this property, 
then one has necessarily yi, yZ E F, c Y. Otherwise there exists some z E X 
with y,y,+y,z=y,z and z#y2, or with y2yl+ylz=yzz and z#y,, 
respectively, which implies y, y2 < y, z = y, x, + x,x, + x2 y, + y,z > y, x, + 
x,x,+x,z~yy,zandthusy,y,<y,z=y,x,+x,x,+x,zory,y2<zy,= 
zxl + x,x2 + x2 y2, in contradiction to the maximality of y, y, . Thus, x,x2 = 
sup(y, y2 - ylx, - y2x2 ( y,, y2 E Y) for all x1, x2 E X and, so, X is a tight 
extension of Y by Theorem 1. The remaining statements of Theorem 4 follow 
also from this argument. 
(2.5) Let us consider, finally, another remarkable property of the 
spaces TX. We define a subset K G X of a metric space X to be convex, if 
x,y E K, z E X, and xy = xz + zy implies z E K. Then we have: if 
K, , K, ,..., K, c TX are convex subsets of TX such that K, n Kj # 0 for all 
i, j = l,..., n, then no==, KiZ0. 
Proof: Induction with respect to n reduces the proof immediately to the 
case n=3. Now assumef,EK,nK,,f,EK,nK,, andf,EK,nK,. In 
there is some g with g(J;:) + g(f.) = ((f. f.11 for all 1 ( i < j < 3, 
Zkk$“lg(f.) = ‘(11 f f.11 + IIf. f II - Ilfi, f’a) whZn&er (1, 2, 3) = {i, j, k). 
Now chooie sbmd’ isometry kTf,,,f2,jl, : TtTXj = TX which maps f;: = 
hfiE Tlfl*f*9f31 onto fi and let g’ denote the image of g with respect to this 
isometry. Then we have (1 g’,&ll + II g’,&ll = g(J) + g(A) = IlJ, jJ for all 
1 < i ( j,< 3 and thus we have g’ E Kk for all k = 1,2,3, i.e., we have 
K,nK,nK,#:. 
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3. OPTIMAL NETWORKS 
(3.1) Proof of Theorem 5. Let r = (I’, 8, Z) be an optimal realization of 
the finite metric space XC I”. For any two vertices U, u E V let iii? denote 
the infimum of all sums Z({V,, vi}) + -em + Z({U,-,, v~}), where (zJ~, vi,..., VJ 
runs through all finite sequences in V with v,, = U, U, = v and {vi-, , vi} E 8 
for all i = l,..., n. Then V x V-, R : (u, V) t+ iE defines a metric on V which 
extends the metric defined on X. Now choose some retraction p: Px + TX 
according to (1.9) and define w  : V + TX by v(u) = p(h,(,). Then we have 
Y(X) = p(h,l,) = h, for all x E X and II Y(u,), w(u,)ll < uIv2 < l({u,, u2}) for 
all u, , u2 E V with {u, , u2} E 8. Thus we have for all x, y E X the relation 
XY = II Y(X), W(Yll < inf(llv4~o>~ wWll + - + Ilv@~~)~ w04ll I uo9 
u1 )...) 2)” E v; u. = x, u,=y; {ui-i,ui}EB for all i=l,..., n) < 
inf(l({u,, u,}) + --. + 4{u,-,, u,}) I uo, 21, )..., u, E v; x= uo, y=u,; 
{uipl, vi} E B for i = l,..., n)=xy,so~=(V,8,Z’)withZ’:B+R+~{O}: 
b4 u i k+ II v(u>, v(u)ll is also a realization of X with Z’({u, u}) < Z({U, u)) for 
all {u, u) E 8. Thus, the optimality of r and Z implies Z = I’, i.e., II w(u), 
v(u)(l = Z({u, u}) for all u, u E V with {u, u} E 8. 
(3.2) Remarks. (1) Note that for any such w: V-+ TX with 11 v(u), 
v(uIl = K{% 01) f or all u, u E V with {u, u) E 8’ one necessarily has II v/(u), 
y(u)11 < Uu for all U, u E I/. 
(2) It seems reasonable to conjecture that any such v/ : V+ TX 
necessarily is injective. To support this conjecture let us observe that we 
have at least y- ‘(h,) = (x) for all x E X: if one chooses for each y E X a 
finite sequence uo, vi ,..., u, E I’ with u, = y, u,=x, {vi-i, vi} E 8 
(i= l,...,~z), and yx=CIEl Z({Ui-1,Ui}), and for each pair (yi,y,)EX’ 
with yiy, < y,x + xy, a finite sequence wo, w,,..., w, E V with w,, = y,, 
w,=.v~, {Wi-1, Wi} E 8’ (i= l,..., m), and Cy!i Z({Wi-1, Wi})=y,y,, if 
V’ 5 V denotes the set of vertices and 8’ G B the set of edges occurring in 
these sequences, then it is easy to see that r’ = (I”, 8’, Z18,) is a realization 
of X, too, and so one has r= r’ because of the optimality of r. Whereas V’ 
cannot contain any vertex u # x with v(u) = h,, since for any u E V’\(x), 
there is either some y E X with (I h,, w(u)(( < yV < yx = ((h,, h,(( or there is a 
pair (y, , y2) E X2 with Y, Y, G II h,a, w(~II + II v(u), hy,ll Q y,v + vy, G 
~1~2 < Y,~+xY~=II~~,JAI + llW,,ll~ 
(3.3) Proof of Theorem 6. Let X = YU Z and f: X-+ R + satis 
conditions of Theorem 6 (i.e., YXZL~Q and put e,={gET, 
exists some y E Y with g(y) < f(y)} and 0” = {g E TX ( there exists 




’ Concerning the existence and finiteness of optimal realizations see the Appendix. 
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It is clear that @r and fiz are open subsets of TX. Since Y # 0 # Z we 
have f E TX. Since g E TX and g # f implies the existence of at least one 
x E X with g(x) < f(x) by (1.3) and since X = YU 2, we necessarily have 
T,\{f} = &.U Fp,. Finally we have &n & = 0, since g(y) <f(y) and 
g(z) <f(z) for some g E TX, y E Y, and z E Z implies yz < 
g(y) + g(z) < f(y) + f(z) = yz, a contradiction. 
Note that the argument even implies g(z) > f(z) for all g E Fpy and z E Z, 
as well as g(y) > f(y) for all g E 8, and y E Y. 
(3.4) We now want to indicate how Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 
together can be used to derive a result of Imrich and Stotskii (cf. [14]), i.e., 
we want to prove that for any finite metric space X which admits a 
nontrivial partition X = Y U Z such that there exists some f E Px with 
f(y) + f(z) = yz for all y E Y and z E Z and any optimal realization 
r= (V, 8, I) of X G V there is either a vertex v E V with Xv = f(x) for all 
x E X which occurs in any finite sequence u,, U, ,..., u,, E V with v, E Y, 
u,EZ, and {u,-~,v~}EB (i=l,..., n), or there are two vertices U, w  E V 
with yV < f(y) < yw and Zv > f(z) > Zw for all y E Y and z E Z, such that 
v, w  must occur in direct succession in any finite sequence u,, v1 ,..., u, E V 
with u,, E Y, v, E Z, and {vi-i, vi} E 8’ (i = l,..., n). 
So let r= (V, 8, I) be an optimal realization of X and let w: V+ TX be 
chosen according to Theorem 5. Put Vy = w-I(@‘,), Vz = w-‘(@~), and Vf = 
w-‘(f). Since for any u E Vy and w  E Vz with {u, w} E 8, one necessarily 
has I({u, ~1) = I] w(u), w(w)]] = I] V(U), f]] + IIf, w(w)l], we may introduce for 
each such pair (u, w) E Vy x Vz an additional vertex Use,,,), which we use to 
replace the edge {u, w} by the two edges {u, u,,,,,} and {z+,,), w), putting 
e(b ~~,,~d =: II w04fl19 Wcv,wjy W =: II.6 vWlL and w@~~,~~) =f, this 
way replacing the original network r and the original map w  by another 
optimal network and another map into TX which-by abuse of 
notation-may also be denoted by r and by v, and which has the additional 
property that there is no edge {u, w} E 8 with u E Vy and w  E Vz. 
We claim that for any such optimal network we necessarily have #V’= 1. 
This will indeed imply our original claim since it implies that in the original 
network r there is either precisely ‘one u E V with w(u) = f and no edge 
{u, w} E 8’ with u E Vy and w  E Vz, in which case u occurs necessarily in 
any finite sequence uO, u ,,..., I), E V with u,, E Vy, u, E V’, and 
{uiel, ui} E 8 (i= 1,2 ,..., n). In particular, since for any y E Y and z E Z 
there are such sequences with u0 = y, u, = z, and yz = Cy=i I((u,- i, u,}), one - 
necessarily has yz < yu + iE < Cy=i I({u,-, , u,}) = yz, i.e., yz = yU + Uz 
for all y E Y and z E Z, and thus h,], E TX which implies h,], = p(h,l,) = 
v(u) =S, i.e., WC = f(x) for all x E X. Or there is precisely one edge 
{u, w} E B with u E Vy and w  E Vz and no vertex u E V with w(u) = f in 
which case u, w  must occur in direct succession in any finite sequence 
61X/53/3-6 
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ug, uI ,..., U, E V with u,, E Y, U, E Z, and {vi-,, vi} E 8 (i= l,..., n). So, in 
- -- 
particular, one has a above, yz = yv + Z({V, w}) + wz = yV + E = yw + wz 
for all y E Y and z E Z which implies h,(, = p(h,(,) = V(U) E @,, and thus 
Wi < f(y,) for at least one y, E Y which in turn implies 
E=y,z-&F=f(y,)+f(z)--p>f(z) for all zEZ, and thus Vy= 
yz-zc=f(y)+f(z)-v <f(y) f or all y E Y. The same argument, - - 
applied with respect to w, yields yw > f(y) and zw < f(z) for all y E Y and 
z E z. 
So let us now assume that r = (V, 8, Z) is an optimal realization of X E V, 
that VI: V+ T, is a map which is chosen according to Theorem 5 and that r 
and w  satisfy in addition the condition B n {(v, w} ) u E Vy = v/- ‘(Py), 
w  E Vz = w-‘(@~)} = 0. To prove that this implies #I,F’(J) = #VJ = 1 let 
us proceed in several steps: 
#v/-‘(f) = #V/= 1 let us proceed in several steps: 
(a) At first we observe that using (3.2) we may assume f 65 y(X) = 
I&x I x E Xl. 
(b) Second, we associate with r and w  the network r’ = (V’, 8’, 1’) 
defined by V’ = w(V) = {w(v) 1 v E V}, 8’ = ~(8) = {{V(U), V(U)} I {u, V) E 
S}, and 1’ : 8’ -+ If? + : {v(u), w(v)} ++ 11 v(u), v(v)ll and observe that-after 
identification of X and v(X), as usual--P is a realization of X, too, and that 
one has \lr’I\ < Ilrll. Thus the optimality of r implies the optimality of P as 
well as p-q = p-11, i.e., b,, u,L {uzy %I E 8, and ~w(uA v4ul)l= 
1v44 v(h)) implies (u,, u,l= iu2, uzl. 
(c) Next we observe that for any finite sequence u,,, zll ,..., u, E V with 
v,=y~Y, v,=z&Z, and {vi-,,ui}EB (i=l,...,n) there is some 
j E (O,..., n} with uj E Vf, so, in particular, we have Vf # 0. 
Moreover, if we have yz=C;=, l((ui_,,ui}), then we have yz= 
f(~)+f(z)=~/(uj)(Y>+ V(uj>(Z)<YQ++<~~=l Z({ui-,,uiI)=YZ and, 
therefore, we have YVJ = f( y) and vjz = f(z). 
(d) This implies: if for some u E Vf and some y E Y (or z E Z) we 
have yU = f (y) < jE (or 7% = f (z) < Zv, respectively) for all u E Vf\{ u), 
then we have uz = f(z) for all z E Z (or Uy = f(y) for all y E Y, respec- 
tively), since for any sequence y = ug, u, ,..., z = U, E V with {uiPl, vi} E 8 
and ,7yzI ({u~-~, vi})= yz the UjE V’ with yvi=f(y) and Zj=f(z) 
necessarily must coincide with u. 
(e) Next we observe that for any u E V’ there exists some w  E Vy (or 
w  E V”) with {u, w} E B once there exists some y E Y with W = f(y) (or 
some z E Z with E =f(z), respectively), since, by (a), we necessarily have 
5171 > 0 for all x E X. 
(f) Now we prove: if {u, w} E 8, u E V’, and w  E Vy (or w  E V”), 
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then there exists some y E Y with iijj = f(r) < v (or some z E 2 with 
iE =f(z) < Vz, respectively) for all v E V’\{u}. 
It is enough to consider the case w  E Vy. Since r’ is optimal, there must 
exist some x1, x2 E X such that w(w), w(u) occurs in direct succession in 
any finite sequence x, = z+,, vi ,..., x2 = a,, E V’ with {ui-,, vi} E 8’ 
(i = 1, 2,..., n) and xi x2 = Cy= I I’({ vi-i, vi}), since otherwise we could delete 
{v(w), v(u)} in P’. This implies in particular x1x2 = m + I({w, u }) + w  = 
x,W + Wxz = v + i& 2 v(u)(xJ + VI(U)(X*) = f(xl) + f(x2) = x1 x2 and 
thus it implies w(w)(x,) < f(x,) and therefore x, = y E Y since w  E I’*. It 
implies also yU = v(u)(y) = J(y) and it implies that there is no v E Vf\{ u } 
with yV = )( v(y), w(v)ll = f(y), since otherwise we could find 
a finite sequence y = ~6, vi ,..., vi = v E V with (u,!-, , v,!} E B and 
cf=, l({v;- , , v/ }) = p = f(r) and thus in any sequence x, = v,,, v, ,..., 
vj- 1 = V(w)9 Vi = V(U) =f, vj+ I,..., V, = ~2 E I” with (vi- 1, vi} E K’ 
(i = l,..., n), and x,x2 = Cr=, I’( ( vi- i, vi}) we could replace the section x, = 
uo, v I ,..., vi = f by x, = y = vh = I, w(v;) ,..., I = w(v) = f, this way 
avoiding the edge (v(w), w(u)}, in contradiction to our assumption 
concerning the choice of x, and x2. Thus we necessarily have yU > (1 w(y), 
w(v)JI =f(y) for all t, E V~\{U}. 
(g) It is now obvious how to finish the proof: For any u E Vf there 
must exist some w  E V* u Vz with {u, w} E 8. W.1.o.g. we may assume 
w  E V*. Then it follows from (f) that there exist some y = y, E Y with y. u = 
f(vo) < y,V for all u E Vg\(u}, which is turn implies, using (d), that we 
have Zi =f(z) for all z E 2. Combining this with (e), (f), and (d) we finally 
get that yU = J( JJ) holds for all y E Y as well, i.e., one has 522i = f(x) for all 
x E X. If there would exist another element o E Vf with v # U, we would also 
have iZ = f(x) for all x E X, contradicting y,V > f(y,). Thus we have 
indeed # Vf = 1. 
Remark. The length of this proof makes it even more desirable to prove, 
in general, that for any optimal realization P= (V, 8, I) of a finite metric 
space XC V the associated maps p: V -+ TX are necessarily injective, but it 
shows also that such a proof may be quite complicated. 
(3.5) Let us now begin with the proof of Theorem 7. We start by 
analyzing in some detail the network r’ = ( Vx, gx”,, Z,). Recall that for each 
fEPx we have put Z,=: {(x,y)EXxXIf(x)+f(y)=xy}, so that for 
finite (or compact) X we have f E TX if and only if X = supp j%r =: 
U x,ye {x, r}. For each pair ft g E Px let Xi denote the set B X, =: 
{x E X[f(x) -g(x) = IIf, gll}. The following facts are almost obvious: 
(a) Forx,yEXandf,gEP,onehas(x,y)Ex,andxEXiifand 
only if one has (x, y) E 4 and y E X$ because f(x) + f(y) = xy and 
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f(x) - g(x) = llf, gll = sup(lf(z) - g(z)1 1 z E x) together with g(x) + 
g(v) 2 XY implies Ilf, gll 2 g(u) -f(y) 2 (xv - g(x)) - (XY -f(x)> = 
J-(x> - g(x) = Ilf; gll and thus IlJg[l= g(y) --f(y) as well as 
g(x) + g(y) = XY. 
(b) This implies: if f, g E Px and if f # g, then Xt,,s, =:X~UX~” 
satisfies 4’7 4 C Xi X Xf” U Xr X XiU (&YCI,9, X X\lf,sI). In particular, 
iff,gEV,=:(h~‘T,lXXX=U,,,,X~“) and iff#g, then 3”#Zg, 
since X~XX~~CXXX=U~~~~~“, but X~XXfgnU,,~(.~~n~)‘“=0. 
Thus V, is finite whenever X is finite, since V, -+ 9(X X X) : f tic-“; is 
injective, and {f, g} E 8” =: {{h,, h,} 5 V, 1 h, # h, and .&, nZ& is A’- 
connected, i.e., XXX= kjnGN (Zh,njlrh2)“} implies X=X,f,s,, i.e., 
JJJ gJl = If(x) - g(x)( for any x E X as well as 
and 
(c) Forf, gE Px one has [f, g] =: {(l -t)f+ tg) O< t< 1) c Px, for 
each h E IS, g] one has I/f, g/l = I/J h)J + j/h, gJJ as well as qn.TGq 
andforeachhE(~g)=:{(1-t)f+tg(O<t<ljonehas~~=XfnX,. 
(3.6) For if, gt E gx one has If; sl = V E Px 1 IIS, hII + Ilk g/l = 
Ilf;gJl~ = {hEP,I.~nqsX,} and (f,g)= {hEPXIXfnX;=,T;}. In 
particular, for (f,, g,}, {f2, g2\ E 8X one has .Yf, f7xgl =Z’,, L?“, if and 
only if (f, , g,) n (f2, g2) # 0 if and only if Ifi, g, } = {f,, g2}. Moreover, if 
(J g} E 8X and k{: X-r R is defined by 
k;(x) = - 1 for x E Xi, 
=+1 otherwise, 
theng=f+llf,gll~k~ and ~~gl={f+~~~~lO~t~llf,gIIt. 
Proof From Xi U X! = X it follows that g-f = l/J g II . ki and 
thus [stsl = 1(1-W+tgItE[O,111 = ~S+~~llf;gll~~~t~[~,11} = 
(S+t~k;~O<t,<II.L 
f 
(It. Th e inclusions [S, g] c {h E Px IXfnq sXh} 
and [f, g] _C {h E Px Ilf, hll+ II h, g/l= IIf, gll} follow from (3.5(c)). 
Moreover, g =.f + Ilf, gll ’ k: and IIS, h II + Ilk gll = ILL gll together imply 
IIA gll = If@> - g@)l G If(x> - h(x)l + lb(x) - &)I G lls, hll+ Ilk gll = 
IM gll and thus If(x) - h(x)1 + I h(x) - g(x)1 = If(x) - g(x)1 as well as 
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If(x) - h(x)/ = IIf, h (( and (h(x) - g(x)( = I(h, g JJ for all x E X which in turn 
easily implies h = f + I/f, h[J kit [f, g]. 
So we have indeed [f,g]={f+tk~IO,<t~Ilf,gJ(}={hEP,IIJf,hJI+ 
l/h, gl( = Ilf, gll}. Now assume qnZg~jy, for some h E PX. W.1.o.g. 
assumef#h#g,so~~n~,‘X~~X~~XX:~X~~(X\X~,,~,xX~,~,~,). 
But Z,nZCcqnJ, and U..,(jF;:n~)'"=X~xX~~X,gxXfg. Thus 
Xi= X: or X/” = Xj and hence ki = *k{ as well as h = f + I[$, h[l kg. But 
in case ki = -ki we get h f g and f = (I/f, gll/(llf, gll + llf, hII)) - h + 
(Il.6 h Ill(llf, Al + Ilf, h IIN - g E (h, gh so we have &=jF”,nZgcX,h x 
X,P u Xi x Xi U (qXCg h, x X\cYrg,hl), in contradiction to U,, NXj” = 
X x X. Thus we have I$ = k{ and, similarly, we have -ki = kj = ka which 
together implies indeed h E df g). In particular, our result and (3.5~) 
together imply Z,nq = Zh for each h E PX with Zfnq G ;r, and 
f#h#g. 
(3.7) If X is finite (or compact), then for any h E PX for which .& 
is X-connected and bipartite (i.e., J$, satisfies lJ,,,,xi =X X X# 
lJnsNZin) there is precisely one edge {f, g} E &. with h E dr, g) = 
[f, g]\(f, g} and for this edge one has, of course, Zh =Z,nq as well as 
and 
So altogether one has 
Ej: =: {h E PX I & is connected and bipartite} = 0 df, g) 
lf.dEB;I 
and 
E, =: (h E PX ) Zh is connected} = V, U 0 (‘J g). 
If.g1-zB, 
ProoJ: Let X= Y U Z be the unique “bipartition” of X with rh E 
Y x Z U Z x Y and let k : X + I? denote the map defined by 
k(x) = -1 for x E Y, 
=+1 for x E Z, 
let 
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and put f = h + ak, g = h - bk. Then one easily verities f, g E Px, & E 
XfnZg,X,n(Yx Y)#0, and thusfE V,,qn(ZXZ)#RI, and thus 
g E V,, {f, g} E ~5~~ k = ki, and h E (f, g). Thus our claim follows easily 
from (3.6). 
(3.8) Now we want to study for any f E V, the set 
Nf= {g E V, 1 {f, g} E &7”}. For this purpose we consider symmetric 
relations J? c X x X and subsets YE X and define Y to be x-admissible, if 
(Yx Y)nr=O and &=:.-%‘n(Xx YU YxX) is X-connected, SOX, 
is X-connected and bipartite and X = Y U (X\Y) is the unique bipartition of 
X with respect to X,. 
Now we claim: if X is finite and if {f, g} E G$ then Xgf is zfadmissible 
and the map 
N,+9(X): g++X; 
defines a bijection between N, and the set $$ of Xfadmissible subsets of X. 
Moreover, if g E N, corresponds to Y = Xi, then Xrnrg coincides with 
&?A- 
Proof. Since {f, g} E gx implies that X = Xi CJ Xf” is the unique bipar- 
tition of X with respect to Xfnq we necessarily have 
x, n 3; c (J%,I so (jF;3,{ js X-connected. 
Moreover, we necessarily have (Xi x XL) nX,= 0, since by (3Sa) we know 
that (x, v) E X, and x E Xi implies y E Xf”, and thus y 6? Xi. Hence Xi is xf 
admissible. It follows also from (3Sa) that (x, y) E Xr and x E XL implies 
(x, y) E .rg, thus X, n ;Y, = (qKt 
So it remains to show that for any xradmissible Y c X there is a unique 
gENfwith Xi= Y. 
Let k: X -+ 9 denote the map defined by 
let 
k(x)=-1 if xE Y, 
=+1 otherwise, 
a = min 
( 
f(Yl) + f(Yl) - Yl Yz 
2 / Y*,Y2E yj9 
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soa>OsinceXisfiniteand(Y~Y)n~,=QI,andletg=f+ak.Thenwe 
have gEP,, (&&Cq, andqn(YX Y)#0, soqnq3(2$ isX- 
connected and 4 is X-connected and nonbipartite, i.e., one has g E V, and 
{A g} E 8” and one obviously has Xi = {x E X ) k(x) = -I} = Y. Finally, if 
{f, g}, {f, h} E 8’* and Xi= Xi = Y, then one necessarily has k = k{= k,” 
andthusg=f+IJf,gll.kandh=f+Jlf,h(J.k.Soonehaseitherg=hor 
g E (J h) or h E ($, g). But the last two possibilities are ruled out by (3.5b), 
and (3.5~) since they would imply that either 3 or .& is bipartite in 
contradiction to g, h E Vx. Thus g, h E Nf and Xi = Xi = Y implies indeed 
g= h. 
(3.9) Concerning the existence of Sfadmissible subsets Y c X we 
claim: 
For any X-connected symmetric relation x c X x X with “(x, x) E X o 
(x, z) E X for all z E X” and any pair of subsets Y,, G X, s X such that 
,2& =: (X,, x X,) nJ7 is X,-connected and Y,, is z-admissible and 
nonempty there exists some x-admissible subset Y G X with Y n X, = Y,. 
Prooj Let X, G X be a maximal subset of X containing X, such that 
.q =: (Xi x Xi) n Z is X,-connected and there exists some A-admissible 
subset Y, E X, with X,, n Y, = Y,. We have to show that X, = X. Otherwise 
there is some x E X\X, and with Z =: { y E X, 1 (x, y) E X} # 0. Put X2 = 
X, U (x} and put 
Y, = Y, if znr,z0, 
= Y, u {x} if znY,=0. 
Then it is easy to see that 3 =: (X2 x X2) n jtr is X,-connected and Y, is 
an .&-admissible subset of X2 (here we need our special assumption 
“(x, x) E X o (x, z) E Z for all z E X” which implies (x, x) E Z in case 
Z n Y, = 0) with Y, n X,, = Y,, , contradicting the maximality of X, . Hence 
our claim is proved. 
(3.10) It follows easily that for any f E Vx and any x E X with 
f(x) # 0 there is some g E Vx with {f, g} E 8;y and IIf, gl( + g(x) =f(x), i.e., 
with x E Xi, since (z, z) E ;It;: for some z E X implies f = h, by (1.4), and 
thus (z, w) E x, for all w  E X. So starting with X, = Y,, = {x} we can find 
some xfadmissible Y c X with x E Y which implies x E XL if g E Ns 
chosen according to (3.8) such that Xi= Y. It follows that the distance fh, 
off and h, in r,, defined byfh,=:inf(C~=‘=,Z,({v,_,,vi})InER\J;f=u,, 
1,...,h,= u, E V,; {q,,u1L..., @n--l, 
h=llf,h II d 
u,} E 8”) is smaller than or equal to 
x , an since it cannot be smaller by the triangular inequality one 
necessarily has f(x) = Ilf, h,JI =fh, . 
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In particular, it follows that for a finite space X the network r, = 
(V,, c!?~, I,) satisfies Vx = supp 8X and is indeed a realization of X (identified 
with (h, 1 x E X} as usual), since h,h, = h,(v) = xy for all x, y E X. 
From V, = supp 8” we also get that E, = V, u Wlf gls 
with lJ 
, + (f, g) coincides 
,f,K)EBx[S, g] and thus is coincides with the closure E, of Ei. 
It also follows from (3.9) that #N,> 3 for all f E Vxp, since for any 
such f E Vxv one has (x,x) 65 xf for all x E X, so XJ--being nonbipar- 
tite-contains a smallest odd cycle of length 23, i.e., there is a subset X, = 
P 1,...,~2k+l} with k> 1 and ~o=(X,xX,)n~= {(x1,x2), (x2,x1), 
(x2, x3), (x3, x2),..., (qk+ 1, xl), (xl, xZk+ d}, so that x0 is X,-connected and 
any subset Yb = {xi, x~+~,..., xi+2k-2 =Xie3} (with the indices taken modulo 
2k + 1) is jr,-admissible for i = 1,2,..., 2k + 1. Thus we have at least 
2k + 1 > 3 different Zfadmissible subsets YE X. 
(3.11) Now let X be finite and let U c Et be a finite subset of Ei = 
(h E Px IX, is connected and bipartite}. By (3.7) one has U= 
u W,&T)EB, wn (f, g)> = U,f,g,s8, {h E U IX, =XfnXg). In particular, for 
any {f, g} E 8” there are finitely many real numbers ti,..., t, with t, =: 
O<t,< .** < 1” < In+1 =: Ilf, gll such that un [f, g] = Un (J g) = 
{hEUIZh=~nXjnp}={f+tik~Ii=l,...,n}. Note that one has 
(hi, hJ n U = 0 or, equivalently, (hi, h2) n (U U V,) = 0 for some h, , h, E 
Ulf,gl =: (.A g} U (Un (f, g)) = [f, g] n (VU V,) with h, # h, if and only 
if {A,, h,} E {{f+ tiplk,f, f-t tik{} I i= l,..., II + 1). Thus rL,gl =: (Ut,,,, 
a&, &J defined by a&,l = WIT hJ E uIf,gl I h, f 4 and 
(~,,~,)nU=0}={{~,,~,}~U,,,~I~,#~~and(~,,~,)n7uuV,)=0} 
and &: %,gl+R+: W14++IlWAl is an optimal realization of the 
space {.A g} c TX, in particular, one has ]]r&,,, ]] = I]f, gll. Now we associate 
with each finite U c Ej: the network Ti = (Vi =: V, u U, a:, Zi) defined by 
~~=:{{h,,h,)~V,U(h,Zh,, &, nXh2 is connected and (hi, h2) n 
V,” = a}, and 1: : .6?!#? + : {hi, h2} +-+ (1 hi, h, ]I. It follows immediately from 
the above considerations that ]lrx]l = I]r,“ll, that r,” realizes X the same way 
as r, realized X, i.e., that the distance hi&--as measured in Ti for 
h,, h, E I$---satisfies hh, = h(x) for all h E V,” and that the standard 
construction of eliminating step by step vertices u E V,“\x of degree 2 in 
rt-which are just the vertices v E U-and replacing the corresponding 
edges {u, u}, {v, w} by the edge {u, w} of length l({u, w))=: I({v, u}) + 
Z({v, w}) leads back to r, from rt for each U c El: : actually, eliminating 
just one u E U and replacing the corresponding edges leads to ry\(“. Note 
that in generalization of (3.7) one has 
E$J Vx=Ex= u Kg], 
lf,dEcq 




Ex\V, = E;\U = lf $ gi (f, g), 
. x 
and for UC WcEi, #WC 00, 
e={f,g}E~;, and ~,W=:{{U,U}E~xWIU,~E[f,gl}, 
one has 
and 
c mb4 VI)= T- IIU, ull= Ilf, gll= caf, gI)* 
lU,UlSl,w lU.VT;8y 
(3.12) It is now possible to state Theorem 7 in a more precise form 
which is well adapted for a proof by induction with respect to #X: 
THEOREM 7’. If X is a finite metric space and U 5 Ej: is a finite subset, 
then Ti is a hereditarily optimal realization of X and any hereditarily 
optimal realization I’= (V, 8,l) of X is canonically isomorphic to one such 
ri. More precisely, if I’= (V, 8, I) is a hereditarily optimal realization of 
X G V, then V is finite and, if VX V+R: (u, u) b K =: 
min(C;,l l((Oi-,, vi}) I n E R\J; u. = 24, u, ,..., u = u, E V; {uo, VI}, {u,, us},..., 
{un--l,unl E8) df d is e me as usual, then the map q+ : V + Px: u H q+(u) 
deJined by q+(u)(x) = E maps V injectiuely into E, = V, u E’& contains Vx 
in its image, and defines an isomorphism between r and I’,” with 
U = q+( V)\V,. That is, for the bijection v, = q+ : V r Vi one has {u, u } E ~9 
if and only if {q(u), q(u)} E 8: in which case one has I({ u, u}) = Zi({q$u), 
du)l) = IIP@>, P@J)ll. 
(3.13) As a first step in the proof of Theorem 7’ let us remark that 
if I’= (V, a, I) is a realization of X c V, if U c Ei is a finite subset, and if 
Q : V 3 V, U U = c is a bijection with q(x) = h, which induces an 
isomorphism between r and r;, then we necessarily have rp = q+, i.e., 
duX.4 = = = n-(u)(x) f or all u E V and x E X, since we have iE = 
p,(u) (p(x) = p(u)h, = I/p(u), hxll = p(u)(x). Thus for any realization r= 
(V, Z’, 1) of X G V there is at most one finite subset U E E!: with r & rt, 
where + means the existence of an isomorphism rl r$ given by some v, : 
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Vr Vi which respect X, i.e., which satisfies 9(x) = h,. If such an U G Ei 
exists, then there exists precisely one isomorphism 9: Pr Pt which respects 
X, namely 9 = 9r. 
(3.14) Next let us study the relation between P, and P, with 
Y=X\{x) for some xEX. From (1.8) and (1.11) we know that the 
restriction map TX + P, : f H f” =: flu is an isometry and defines a bijective 
isometry between Ti = (f E TX 1 p E Ty} = TX n Pi and T,, whose inverse 
is denoted by r = r, : Ty 2 Ti E TX and satisfies t(f”) = p,(f) = p(f) for 
anyfEP~={fEP,I~ET,}andanyretractionp:P,+T,. 
Note that r(V,) E V, and r(Ey) G E,, since a symmetric relation 
ZcXXXwith.X& Yx YU ((&x)} for which-Z?“=: (YX Y)nZis Y- 
connected (and nonbipartite) is necessarily X-connected (and nonbipartite). 
Put EX =: z(E,) = {f E TX 1 S E EY} = {f E TX 1 XJ =X& is Y-connected}, 
V”=: VxnEX={f E Vx(fXEEY}, 
V;=:Z-‘(V~)={~~~~EV~}={~X~~W~}~E,, 
tJ”=: V”,\V,= V;nEt, 
r;=:rZr: 
8x=: {{f, g}EA@;,lX”;nX; is Y-connected} 
= {if, gl E 5 I b-7 g”l g &I, 
I” =: lx[gx, 
and 
rx =: (vx, 8x, lx). 
So we have, for example, 
EX G E,, supp 8” c V”, V,G vx,= v,u U”= vy, 
and 
{h,JyeY}Gt(V,)G vx=t(V;)=T(Vy)=5(Vy)ur(Ux)E v,. 
We claim that I’” is a realization of Y (identified with {h, I y E Y} as usual) 
and that the restriction map 9 : V” 1 VX, : f b f” defines an isomorphism 
TX 1 T$ which of course satisfies 9(y) = 9(h,) = /z; = h, E Ty for each y E Y 
and thus, using (3.13), it coincides with the map 9rx: V” -+ P, defined by 
orx(f)( y) = f h,. 
Since 9 : Vx 3 VX,: f wf” is injective by (1.4) or (1.8) and hence a 
bijection by definition, and since it satisfies IIf, gll = [19(f), 9(g)ll for all 
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f, g E Vx by (1.8), it is enough to show that {f, g} E 8” if and only if {q(f), 
P(g)} = u-3 g”} E ax,- 
To this end we use (3.7) and compare the partition 
with the partition 
E,= vyu rJ (u,u), 
IUJlEly 
EX=EXnEx=EXn (WJ tf;eE,U d) = V”u ,,& U g>v 
where the last equality follows from 
EX n df; g) = {h E E, I&, = Xfn 4 and Xi Y-connected } 
= u d if {.A g} E gx, 
=0 if {fl g) 6Z g”, 
for each (f, g} E Z”;, which partition of E”--applying the restriction 
map-yields 
E,= Vx,U u df”,g”). 
If, &?I E8-x 
Since V, G V”y it follows that the connected set ($“, g”) is a subset of the 
disjoint union of open sets E”y = CJtUIOjEB,, (u, v) for each {f, g} E 8”, so for 
each such {f, g} E 8” there is precisely one {u, u) E & which df”, g”) n 
(u, u) # 0 and in this case one has df”, g”) c (u, u). 
Moreover it follows that for each {u, v} E gy one has (u, u) = 
((u, U) n ux) u 1;1 (f,BlE~=.(f~,g~)n(u.u)fPI u-7 g”). 
It is now easy to show that for J; g E V” we have {f, g} E 8”, i.e., 
{f, g} E gx and X~nX~ Y-connected, if and only if {S, g”} E a;, i.e., 
f” # gx, ;iv;” n X; Y-connected and df”, g”) n VX, = QI : for {f, g} E Bx we 
surely have f # g. Hence, f” # gx as well as df”, g”) n VX, = 0, in view of 
the above partition E, = V$ U C)f,,g,egx v, g”). Vice versa, f” # gx, the Y- 
connectedness of X; n Xi, and (f”, gx) n VG = 0 implies (f”, g”) G 
EY\VXY = U,a,6W (~3, b”). Hence, df”, g”) G (ax, bX) for some {a, b} E 8” 
which in turn implies {f*, g”} = [f”, gx] n VX, c [d, b”] n VX, = {d, b”} 
and thus {f, g} = {a, b} E ax. 
(3.15) For the sake of completeness let us observe that for any 
b, VI E 8; with $10 = f and r(v) = g the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) {f, gJ E Gj, 
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(iii) 4 n 4 is F-connected, 
(iii) qnq42 YX Y, 
(iii’) q”q #XU njr,, 
04 K gl c % 
(iv’) (.A g)cE& 
(iv”) U g> n E, z 0, 
6) If, 81 c_ EX, 
(vi) If, sl = $[u, cl), 
(vii) (u, Y) n V”y = 0, 
(vii’) {u, v} E Kc, 
(viii) If(x) - &I = Ilf, gll = II u9 u II. 
Moreover, if none of these statements holds true then there is a unique 
w  E (u, V) n V”y = (u, v) n U” which is given explicitly by 
w = u + t(ll u, 2, II + g(x) -f(x)> .k:: 
= u + f(llf, Al + II g, hxll - Ilf, kll) . k:: 
= 21 + NW VII +.I-+) - g(x))k::. 
For this w  and its image h = 7(w) E V” 5 V, one has 
w = tu-(4 + g(x) - II UT fJ II> 
= NJ hxll + Ilk, gll - Il.6 gll>, 
{.A h}, {k s} E &;i, {UT WI, {w u) E ax,, 
Ilf, hll + Ilk gll = Ilk WII + II? 011 = IIf, gll = Ilk 2,119 
h e% [.A sl f 7([u, ~1) = [f, hl u [k 81 c EX 
and 
with (x, x) E X*, i.e., h = h, if and only if II U, v II = Ilf, gll = f(x) + g(x). 
In particular, an edge {u, v} E 8’,, is split in at most two edges in 8;. The 
verification of these statements is rather easy and is left to the reader. 
(3.16) Now let r= (V, 8,1) be a realization of XC V such that for 
any x E X there exists a subset 8” c 8’ such that r, =: (V, =: supp 8.;, gX;, 
I, = IlaX) is a realization of Y =: X\{x) c V, which is isomorphic to some r: 
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via the canonical map 9r, = 9x : V, --t P, defined by 9,(v)(y) = V (y E Y), 
where the distance v is measured with respect to r,. Thus cpx defines a 
bijection between V, and V, U U, for some finite subset U, c E”y and we 
have {u, u} E 8x if and only if {9,(u), 9,,(u)} E cF~ for any two elements 
U, v E V, in which case one has I({u, v}) = ]]9,(u), 9,(u)]]. 
Let 9 = 9r : V + Px denote the canonical map associated with r, choose a 
retraction p : Px + TX and let ry : V-, TX denote the composition p 0 v, : 
V+ Px+ TX. Note that 9(v)(y) <9(v)(y) < 9,(u)(y) for all x E X, ZI E V,, 
andyE Y=X\{ x } , i.e., the functions 9(v)” and 9(v)” in P, satisfy 9(v)” < 
9(u)” Q 9,(v) E Ty, so (1.3) implies 9(v)” = 9(v)” = 9,(v) which in turn 
implies 9(v) = t,(9,(u)) by (1.11) for all x E X and u E V,. 
We claim ]]r]] > ]]rx]]. W.1.o.g. we may assume that 9,(V,) = V,u U, 
contains VX, = V, U U” (as defined above), i.e., that U, contains U” since we 
have E,= V,u U,tJ 111 ,U,01E8;(9X(~), 9,.(u)) and thus in case there is some 
w  E VG = V, U U” which is not contained in V, U U, there is a unique 
(u, v) E cFF~ with w  E ((P,(U), 9,(v)). So by introducing an additional vertex 
w’ and replacing the edge {u, V} by the two edges {u, w’} and (w’, u} with 
l((u, w’}) = I] 9,(u), w]I and I(( w’, v}) = I] w, 9,,(u)]] we have transformed our 
network r into a new network of the same total length for which w  is 
contained in 9JV.J = Vy U U,. Note that using this procedure we have 
added vertices of degree 2 to r, only. 
Now let e=(f,g} be an edge in 8x and let P={{u,u}EBI~/(u), 
VW E If, gl and W f WL so ~Pni5’~‘=0 for e,e’Eg* and efe’. 
To prove our claim ]]rl] > l]rxll ‘t I is obviously enough to prove that 
Il~elI =: c cu,ulEgel({w u)) > Ilf, gll = I(e) for each e = If, g1 E 5. But the 
X-connectedness of qnq implies that X, =: {x E X ] e E ax} = (x E X ] 
,F” LIZ: is X\{x}-connected} is nonempty (actually, one has #X, > 2 
since X, contains the tips of any maximal tree in Xfnq), so we have 
TX = u,,, 8”, and for any x E X and e = {f, g} E 8’x we have {f”, g”} E 
8’; = &?y. So, using U” c U, and the last remark in (3.1 l), we have with 
8: =: {b, u) E gx I 9,(u), 9,(u) E IS, g”1 I and VZ =: U,u,u,E8c {u, ~1 the 
relations II~~II = Cfu,vlsB’; Qb4 ul) = Ilf”~ gx II = Ilf, gll, if”7 &?I = 9Ave) u 
u lU,UIEgz (9,(u), 9,(u)) and thus----by applying 7, and using 
w = 5,9,-4.L 81 = vW3 CJ LJtu,vlsBe (v(u), v(u)), which implies Ti G 8’. 
Thus ILL Al = IICAI G Ila=Il* 
Let us note that our assumptions imply also Vex = {u E V, I 9,(u) E 
[p, g”]} for each e = {f, g} E Bx, since 9,(u) E [f”, g”] holds by definition 
for u E Vz and e = {f, g} E gx, whereas u E V, and 9,(u) E [fx, g”] = 
9o,(Vt;) u u lu.vlEq (9,(u), 9.N) implies 9,(u) E 9,K) in view of the 
partition Exy,, = 9,(V.J u u,U,DIEBX (9x(~), 9,(u)). Thus u E Vex because of 
the injectivity of 9,. 
(3.17) Now, continuing with the notations and assumptions of 
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(3.6)Ancluding the assumption rp,(V,) 2 Viux, or, equivalently, U” 5 
U,--let us further assume that llrll = llrxll. 
It follows from the proof given in (3.16) that in this case one has iZ’= 
u ep8x&?e and 8’ = 8’: for each x E X and e = {f, g} E 8”. So, in particular, 
with V’ = U,u,viEBe {u, u} (=Vz if x E X,) one has 
If, 81 = W’)~ (u L& (v(u), v@>> 9 e 
and one has B = U,,, 8X as well as V = U,,, V, = U,, gx V. 
Note also that 8X = lJ,,, 8” implies Vx = UeEFY e = UXEX(UeEgxe) c 
U,,, v” s b and J& = U,,,M-~ M sl = UxextJIf.glE~x [f, 4) g 
U,,, EX GE,, i.e., Vx = U,,, V” and E, = U,,, EX. 
We claim that our assumptions imply that v,: V-, Px maps V injectively 
into E, G TX G Px and induces an isomorphism Tr I’,” with U =: p(V)\V,, 
i.e., we claim that the following statements hold true: 
(i) cp coincides with I,U, i.e., rp( I’) c TX. 
(ii) Vx G q(V) c E,, 
(iii) for {u, V) E B one has Z((u, u}) = [IV(U), P(v)([, 
(iv) rp is injective, 
(v) for U, v E V one has {u, u) E 8’ if and only if (o(u), o(v)} E ai. 
Proof of (i). Since x, y E X, x z y, and u E V, r7 V, implies o(v)” = 
o,(u) E TX,,,, and o(u)’ = (o,,(u) E TX,,,, and thus, using (1.2) and X= 
X\(x) U x\{ y), it implies o(u) E TX as well as o(u) = w(u), it is enough to 
show that #{x E XI u E V,} > 2 holds for any u E V. But for any u E V 
there is some u E V and some e E gx with {u, u} E 8’ which implies 
{u, u) E ~5: and thus u E V, for each x E X, and we know already that 
#X, > 2. 
Proof of (ii). We have Vx= lJxcx V”, V= U,,, V,, and V” = 
~x(Vi\,xJ g ~,(cp,(V,>> = WJ = WJ G ~,(Ex~f,l) = EX GE, and thus 
Proof of (iii). This follows from B = lJ 8X and I({% u}) = II o,(u), 
~p,(411 = II GA.W>~ d~A-9Il = II ~44, rp(~)ll for b4 4 E K-. 
Proof of (iv). Since a, IV, = r, o px is necessarily injective on V, and since 
rpV’-l GE, = Uxcx E”, it is obviously enough to show that rp-‘(Ex) = V,, 
i.e., q”-‘(Ex) G V,, since p( V,) = r,(cp,.( V,)) 5 t,(E,,,,,) = E” holds anyway. 
So assume u E V and put h = (D(U), X, = (x E Xl u E V,}, and X, = 
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{xEX]hEP}, so we have hEE,, 0#X,, and X,cX,, since 
qr(V,) c Ex. We have to show that X, =X,,. 
For technical reasons let us first consider the special case p(v) = h = h, 
for some y E X. Since x E X\{ y} implies y E X\(x) E V, we have X, = 
(xEXIyEV,}~X\{y}andthusX,nX,#~1since#X,B2bytheproof 
of (i) for each u E V. But x E X, n X,, i.e., y, v E V, and q(y) = q(u) 
implies y=v and thus X\{~}EX,,=X,SX,~X. Ify&X,,, we are done. 
Otherwise, we have h = h, E VxfTEY = Vy = z,,(V&~,) c z,,(q,(V,,)) = 
P( v,), i.e., h = q(w) for some w  E V,, so-applying the above argument 
with respect to w  instead of u-we get u = y = w  E V,, i.e., y E X, and 
hence X, =X=X,,. So in any case we have X, =X, if h = h, for some 
y E x. 
From now on let us assume h # h,, i.e., (y, y) & L;vh for all y E X. 
Consider the relation 9 c X,, x X,, defined by 
LP=: 1(x, y)EXt,I hE u Lml. If, &?I E Cm-L-TY 
Since xE X,cX, and h =(P(Y) E [f, g] for some e= (J; g} E 8” implies 
P,(U) E lfx9 81 and thus u E Vt; by the last remark in (3.16), whereas 
e E 8’” n By implies at; = Be = &; and thus l’: = Vy G V,, it is clear that 
x E X, and (x, y) E ;ip implies y E X,, i.e., X, is a nonempty disjoint union 
of full connected components of -9, so we get X, =X,, once we know that 9 
is X,-connected which in turn follows from the following two observations: 
(vi) for h 62 {h, 1 x E X) one has 
9 3 9’ =: ((x, y) c Xi ] .,Y’; n.ri is X\{x, y}-connected}, and 
(vii) 9 is X,-connected. 
Proof of (vi). If &i is bipartite, there is only one {f, g} E 8” with 
h E [f, g] and for this {f, g) E 8” one has h E (f, g) and thus .& =<Xfnxi, 
so we have 
x E X, oZ’~ is X\(x}-connected or; nX; is X\(x}-connected 
0 LA gl E ax and therefore 9 =X,, X X,, 3 9’. 
Otherwise, one has h E V, and thus h E [f, g] for some {f; g} E 8x if and 
only if h E {J g}, so the set {e = {f, g} E g* ] h E [f, g]} corresponds to the 
set yh of &,-admissible subsets of X. Let Z = &, . To prove g’ G 9 it is 
enough to show that for (x, y) E Y” there is some Z-admissible subset 
2 5 X-corresponding to an edge e = {h, g} E gx with Z’n 4 =X,-such 
that e E B”n gy, i.e., such that ZS is X\(x)-connected and .Z: is X\{ y}- 
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connected or, still equivalently, such that Z\(x) is X*-admissible (relative to 
X\{x}) and Z\{ y} is XY-admissible (relative to X\{ y}). But if (x, y) E P’, 
i.e., if XX is X\(x)-connected, Xy is X\{ y}-connected and 3’” n.Ry is 
X\{x, y}-connected, then we can find some z E X\(x, y} with (z, y) E X” 
and, since (z, z) $ X,, we can find some X” n XY-admissible subset Z, G 
X\{x, y} with z E Z, which we can extend to a XY-admissible subset Z, G 
X\{ y} with Z, = Z, n (X\(x, y}) = Z,\(x) which in turn can be extended to 
a X-admissible subset Z G X. 
In view of the construction of Z it remains to show that Z\(x) is XX- 
admissible, which would imply (x, y) E Y. But this follows from the 
X\{x, y}-connectivity of (YP fGYy)z, together with (X” nXy)z, &Xi \rX, 
and (z, Y> E G\,,, , i.e., z E Z\(x)) and (z, y) E XX. 
Proof of (vii). By induction with respct to #X we prove the purely 
graphtheoretic fact that for any connected symmetric relation X E X x X 
the relation .x c x x 2, defined by x=: {x E X)X” is X\{x}-connected}, 
and .p = {(x, y) E x21 .Xx n .Xy is X\{x, y)- connected}, is itself connected. 
Since an element x E X is in 2 if and only if it is a tip of a maximal tree 
in .iT and since any maximal tree has at least two tips, we see that x= 
supp<p. Thus it is enough to show that for any x E x the relation Y? is 
f\{x}-connected. But this follows directly from our induction hypothesis 
since .J? is easily seen to coincide with CFl c x, x xi, if X, =: X\(x) and 
.q=.Fxn {(~,z)E$ (JJ,x), (x,z)EX}. 
Proof of (v). Let us first observe that for each (f, g} E 8x one has 
(f, g> n U= (.A s> n (P(V) = U d n Lee;, ~(9 = (-A g> n I~(~‘~J’), since 
for e= If', g'} f {.L g} one has (.A g>nq(V')c(.L g)n[f', g'] =0. The 
rest follows now from the injectivity of v, and the comparison of the two par- 
titions 
&\G= u (.A g> 
lf*sls+q 
and 
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since these two partitions of E,\Vi into disjoint open connected subsets 
must necessarily coincide, so for U, u E V we have “(u, V} E ~5’ * (q(u), 
du>) = (f; g) for SOme LL g} E a,U* {p(u), P(U)} = {A g) E G,” as well 
as “Mu), t4u)l E 8: * Mu), dull = (d09 du’)) for SOme 
(u’,u’} E 83 {q(u),cp(u)} = {fp(u’),(p(u’)} for some {u’, u') E8=s {u,u} = 
(u', u' } E 8." 
(3.18) Finally assume r= (V, 8, /) to fulfil all of the above 
conditions except perhaps qo,(V,) 2 V&,l. By (3.16) we know that we can 
construct a new network P = (V’, 8’, f’) with V G V’, [(r/l = [(r’ 11, and 
(D:( q 2 V” x,Cx1 such that V’\V consists of vertices of degree 2 only and 
such that @J Vi\V) E V&, . 
We may apply our results with respect to r’ to conclude that q’: V’ -+ E, 
is injective, contains V, in its image, induces an isomorphism r’ + Ti’ 
with U’ = q’(V’)\V,, and satisfies p’(V’\V) = U,,,p’(VJ\V) = 
U xeX r,(p;(V;\V) c U,,, z,(V&J c Vx. So for each u’ E V’\V the degree 
of I’ E Vx must be 2 which implies (p’(u’) E {h,l x E X), since #N,> 3 
for each f E V,w. But @(u’) = h, = (p’(x) for some x E X implies u’ = 
x E XC V. So we have V = V’ and thus r= r’ already satisfies tp,(V,) 1 
vi\,X, for any x E X. 
(3.19) It is now easy to prove Theorem 7’ by induction with respect 
to #X: in case #X= 2 the verification of Theorem 7’ is trivial. So consider 
the case #X > 2, assume Theorem 7’ to be true for all spaces X\(x) (x E x), 
and let r be a realization of X which like r, “contains” a hereditarily 
optimal realization of each X\(x) (x E X). From (3.16) we conclude Ilr(l> 
Ilrxll, so r, is a least necessarily a hereditarily optimal realization of X. 
Moreover if r is hereditarily optimal, too, we get llrll= Ilr,(l and thus, using 
(3.17) and (3.18) we conclude that r is canonically isomorphic to some r,. 
So altogether we have proved Theorem 7’ for X. 
(3.20) I conjecture that for any finite metric space X there is a 
subset & G Z” with XL V,, =: supp & such that r,, = (V,, go, Ixlgo) is an 
optimal realization of X and that any optimal realization of X is essentially 
isomorphic to some such r,. Moreover, I conjecture that for an open dense 
subset of the set of all metrics on X there is only one possible choice of &. 
4. TREES 
(4.1) To prepare the proof of Theorem 8 let us note at first that a 
metric space X is tree-like if and only if TX is tree-like: since subspaces of 
tree like spaces are obviously tree-like and since for f, , f2, f3, f4 E TX and 
601/53/3-7 
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X,=XU {fi ,..., f,-,} (i= 1,2,3,4) we have natural identifications 
TX= TX, = TX, = TX, = TX, and thus &E Txi as well as Xi+l =XiU {A) 
(i = 1, 2, 3) it will be enough to show that XV {f} is tree-like whenever X is 
tree-like and f E TX. 
But for X, y, u E X and f E TX the tree-likeness of X (in form of the 
condition (T’)) implies xy + 11 h,, fll = xy + f(v) = sup(xy + VW -f(w) 1 
w  E X) < sup(xu + yw -f(w), XW + yu -f(w) I W E X) = sup(xv + f(y), 
yv + f(x)) = sup(xv + Ilh,,,fll, yv + 11 h,,fl/) and thus the tree-likeness of 
2-u if 1. 
Note also that a space X is tree-like if and only if the conditions (T) or 
(T’) are fulfilled for all x, y, v, w  E X with #{x, y, u, w} = 4, since they hold 
for #{x, y, U, w} ( 4 quite trivially in any metric space. Thus, using (1.16), a 
space X is tree-like if and only if T, is one dimensional for all Y G X with 
#Y=4. 
(4.2) Next let us define for a metric space X and two elements 
x, y E X the subset 
(x, y) = (x, y)x =: {z E x I x2 + zy = xy} 
which is always a closed subset containing x and y. 
The following statements are more or less obvious: 
(a) z E (x, y) implies (x, z) n (z, y+ = {z} and (x, z) U (z, Y) E (x9 Y>. 
(b) For a’ny isometry rp: [0, t] +X with ~(0) =x and u)(t) = Y one 
has rp([O, t]) L (x, Y> and A, . (D = kl(x,y) * lo = Id,,,,,. 
(c) For x, y, u, w  E X the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) xu + VW + WY = Xy, 
(ii) u E (x, w) and w  E (x, Y), 
(iii) u E (x, y) and w E (u, Y), 
(iv) (24 w) S (x, w) n (u, Y> C (x3 Y>. 
(d) hl<x,y~ --+ [0, xy] : z + zx is an isometric embedding if and only if 
for all u, w  E (x, y) one has xu + uw + wy = XY Or XW + WV + UY = xY. 
If this holds for all x, y E X, the space X will be called thready. 
(4.3) A space X satisfies the condition (Tl), considered in the 
introduction, if and only if the map 
uw~: (x,y)+ [o,xy]:z~zx 
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is a bijective isometry for all x, y E X or, equivalently, if and only if X is 
thready and (x, y) is connected for all x, y E X. 
So, in particular, for any three elements x, y, .z in such a space X there is a 
unique u = z& E X with 
(x7 Y> r-7 (4 z> = (x9 u>9 
namely the unique element u E (x, y) n (x, z) with ux > ux for all 
u E (x, y) n (x, z) or, equivalently, with (u, y) n (a, z) = {u). 
ProuJ Assume X to sati”sfy (Tl). It is enough to show that 
z E (x, y) G X implies p,,,(xz) = z, i.e., that q,,,-being a right inverse of 
MX.Y, in view of (4.2b)-is also a left inverse of h,(t,,y,. But if z E (x, y) 
and if w: [0, xy] + (x, z) U (z, y) c (x, y) is defined by 
v(t) = %,zW 
= 9,. y(t - xz) 
for 0 < t < xz, 
for xz ( t <xy, 
then w  satisfies ~(0) = x, I = t, I = y, and I&~) r&) = ( t, - t, ] for 
4, t, E [O, xz] or 4, t, E [xz, XY], as well as w(b) v(fA < w(b) wt.=) + 
I iy(tz) = (xz - tJ + (f2 - xz) = t, - t, = It, - t, 1 for 0 < t, < 
xz < t, ( xy, which together with xy < x~(t,) + I v(tJ + v(tz) y * < 
l, + w(tJ w&) + (XY - t2), that is, t, - 4 < ~4, ) v(b) implies ~4,) ~4) = 
1 l1 - t,l for all t,, t2 E [0, xy] and thus w  = o,x,Y which in turn implies 
P&4 = v(xz) = z* 
Vice versa, if h,j~,,yj: (x, y) r [0, xy] is a bijective isometry, then its 
inverse v, = o,, y : [O, XY] 3 (x9 Y) s x is an isometry Q with p(O)*= x and 
(p(xy) = y and it is the only such isometry in view of (4.2b): if 9’ : 
[0, xy] -+X is another isometry with (p’(O) = x and o’(xy) = y, then 
hx l~X,Y~ 0 u, = hx Icy,) 0 v’ together with the injectivity of h,I~,,y, implies 
Q = (0’. 
(4.4) If X is a tree (as defined in the introduction), then X is 
“median” (cf. [20]), i.e., one has (x, y) A (y, z) n (z, x) # QJ for all 
x, y, z E x. 
ProojI Assume X to be a tree and x, y, z E X. W.1.o.g. we may assume 
y 6G (x, z) and z & (x, y). Consider the element u = u:,~ with (x, y) n (x, z) = 
(x, U) and the map Q : [0, I] + X defined by 
cow = %,,(XY - 2 * YU) for Ogtgf, 
= p,,,(rm + (2r - 1) * uz) for f<t<l. 
Since o,+,(xy - yu) = I,,, = u = (P~,~(xu), the map rp is well defined and 
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continuous. Since y # u # z and q([O, f 1) n ~([f , 11) = ~,,,([xu, xy]) n 
a).J[X% =I) c 04 Y> n G4 z> = @I, t i is injective. Thus, using (T2), we 
have u = cp($) E (q(O), rp( 1)) = ( y, z) and therefore u E (x, y) n (x, z) n 
(Y, z> f 0. 
(4.5) If a metric space X is tree-like, then it is thready. Vice versa, 
if X is thready and median, then it is tree-like and one has (x, z) E (x, y) U 
(y, z) for all x, y, z E X. 
Proof Assume X to be tree-like, x, y E X, and U, w  E (x, y). W.1.o.g. 
assume xv < xw. This implies xv + yw < xw + wy = xy < xy + VW as well as 
xv + yw < xw + yv and so, in view of (T), it implies xw + yu = xy + VW = 
xu + uy + uw, i.e., xw=xu+uw and therefore xu+uw+wy= 
xw + wy = xy. So X is thready. 
Now assume X to be thready and median and assume x, y, U, w  E X. 
Choose some a E (x, U) n (v, w) n (w, x) and some b E ( y, u) n (u, w) n 
(w, y). Since a, b E (u, w) and X is supposed to be thready we have 
ab + bw = aw or ba + aw = bw and therefore xy + VW < (xa + ab + by) + 
(ub+ bw) = (xa + (ab+ bw))+ (yb+ bu) = xw +yu or xy+ uw < 
(xa + ab + by) + (ua + aw) = (xa + au) + ((yb + (ba + aw)) = xv + yw, 
i.e., xy + uw & sup(xw + yu, xv + yw), so X is tree-like. 
The last remark follows from the fact that after choosing some 
a~(X4n(Wn(~ > z x one has (x, z) = (x, a) U (a, z) E (x, y) U (y, z). 
(4.6) Let us now consider for a metric space X and two elements 
x, y E X the map h,,,: X + [0, xy] E R : 2, ++ +(xy + xu - yu). We claim, 
that for a tree-like metric space X, any two elements x, y E X and any 
I E [0, xy] the set h,(r) n (x, y) = h; i(r) n (x, y) consists of at most one 
element and that h,(r)\(x, y) is an open subset of X. 
Proof: The first statement follows from /z.&~,~) = hxl~x.y) and (4.5). To 
prove the second statement assume u E h,(r)\(x, y) and put E = 
f(xu + uy - xy). Since u & (x, y) we have E > 0. Now assume w  E X and 
VW < E. We claim that w  E h,(r)\(x, y): w  6 (x, y) follows from 
xw + wy > xv --UW + yu - uw = xy + 2s - 2uw > xy, and w  E h,(r), being 
equivalent to xw - yw = xu - yu, i.e., xw + yu = xu + yw, follows from the 
tree-likeness of X and xy + VW = xv + uy - 2s + VW < xv + uy - VW < 
xu + yw. 
Note that the openness of h;,‘(r)\(x, y) implies that the small inductive 
dimension ind X of any tree-like space X (see [21] for the definition of it) is 
smaller than or equal to 1, because for E, q > 0 and x, y E X with xy = E one 
has h;‘(s) n h; l(q) = hy ‘(E) n (h$q/2)\(x, y)), so for any x E hJ ‘(s) the 
canonical neighbourhood system U,(q, h;‘(s)) = {z E h;‘(s) ) xz < rl} 
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(r > 0) of x in h;‘(e) consists of subsets of h;‘(c) which are simultaneously 
closed and open in h;‘(e). So in particular, dim X < 1 for any separable 
tree-like space. 
(4.7) It is now easy to prove that a metric space X is a tree if and 
only if it is tree-like and connected if and only if it is thready, median, and 
connected. 
Proof: If X is a tree, then X is obviously connected, thready, and median 
by (4.3) and (4.4). If X is thready and median, then it is tree-like by (4.5). 
Finally, if X is tree-like and connected, then it is thready by (4.5) and the 
map %,y~: (x, y) + [0, xy] must be surjective, since otherwise there would 
exist some r E [0, xy] with h;‘(r) n (x, JJ) = h;(r) n (x, y) = 0 which 
implies r E (0, xy) and therefore x E U, = {z E X ] h,,,(z) < r} and y E U, = 
lz E x I k,,(z) > rl* Thus X= l-J, LJ U, U h,;(r) = U, 111 U, CI (h,;(r)\ 
(x, y)) would be a partition of X into three disjoint open sets, two of which 
are nonempty (at least), contradicting the connectedness of X. So a tree-like 
connected space X necessarily satisfies (Tl) by (4.3). It satisfies also (T2), 
since for any continuous map cp : [0, I] + X with q(O) = x and p( 1) = y and 
for any connected component (ti , f2) of the open subset p- ‘(X\(x, y)) E 
(0, 1) one has I = a--so, for an injective continuous map o: 
[0, l] +X one has necessarily &[O, 11) G (p(O), &l)Fbecause x\(x, y) is 
a disjoint union of the open sets h,(r)\(x, y) (r E [0, xy]) by (4.6). So the 
connected set ~((t, , tJ) E X\(x, y) must necessarily be contained in one 
such open set, i.e., there is some r E [0, xv] with h,,,(p(t)) = i(xy + xv(t) - 
y&)) = r for all t E (ti, f2) which implies h,,,(&,)) = hx,($$f2)) = r. Since 
&A fP(t*) 6s X\(x9 Y>9 i.e., I, I E (x, JJ), this implies I = (I by 
(4.6). 
(4.8) We are now ready to prove Theorem 8. Since TX is connected 
for any X, the implication (i) + (ii) follows from (4.1) and (4.7). The 
implication (ii) =E- (vi) follows from the fact that x, y, z E X, 
f(x) + f(y) > xy, and f(y) + f(z) > yz implies f (r (x, Y) U (A z> and thus 
f @ (x, z) c (x, y) u (y, z), i.e., f(x) + f(z) > XL. In particular, one has 
fl= {f E TX ] suppq= X} = U,,,,, (x, y),, so we see that fl G TX is 
tree-like and connected and thus a tree, whenever TX is a tree, i.e., we have 
(ii) =P (iii). The implications (iii) => (vii) and (iv) G- (iv’) =P (v) are trivial; 
(vii) =E- (i) follows from (4.7), (v) 3 (i) follows from (1.16), and (i) * (iv) 
follows from the last remark in (4.6). The remaining implication (vi) * (i) 
can also be deduced from (1.16), but it follows also from the proof of the 
following description of finite tree-like spaces. 
(4.9) If X is finite, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is tree-like; 
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(vi) Zfis completely multipartite for any f E TX ; 
(viii) TX = E, ; 
(ix) the graph (V,, Z”) is a tree (in the usual sense of graph theory). 
Proof: (vi) z- (viii). Since #X < co implies Zf# 0 (even supp x,= X) 
we see that xrbeing nonempty and multipartite-is necessarily connected 
for any f E TX, so we have f E E, if f E TX 2 E,, i.e., we have E, = TX. 
Note that TX=& and E,= WKJrf,sl~Sx(L g)= U,fg,E8x If, sl 
’ implies once again that dim TX = 1, so (viii) implies (i). 
(viii) 3 (ix). Since E, = TX is a topological realization of (V,, 8X) and 
since TX is contractible, (V,, 8X) must be a tree. 
(ix) + (i). This holds at least for #X = 4 in view of (1.16), so it holds in 
general since for any Y c X there exists a “subdivision” of (V,, ~7~;) which is 
isomorphic to a subgraph of (V,, 8X) by (3.14). 
(4.10) To conclude the proof of Theorem 8 let rp : X + T be an 
isometric embedding of X into a tree T. By (1.11) we can extend it to an 
isometric embedding v of TX into T, which necessarily maps (f, g)Tx 
bijectively onto (w(f ), v(g))TT f or all f, g E TX and so it maps p, = 
i3 
x yeX (b hyh, onto U,,,,, (~rp~X~~ hcpcYb)TT c U,,,,, h & = 
U,Usr {h,l wE (u, u)r} G {h,l wE T} = T. So we have at least one 
isometric extension w  I=; : 7”, -P T of cp : X + T. That this extension is unique, 
is obvious in view of (4.3) since f E p, and, say, f (x) + f(y) = xy for some 
xv Y E X implies w’(f) E (v(x), v(y)) n K&,(f (x)) = Mf )I for any 
extension I$ : p, -+ T of rp. 
Finally, we have seen already that a metric space is a tree if and only if it 
is connected and tree-like, so it remains to show that the completion X of a 
tree X coincides with TX. We have observed already in the Introduction, that 
2 is always contained in TX. To show that X= TX assume f E TX and fix 
some x E X. Then for each n E N there is some x, E X with f (x) + f (x,) Q 
xx, + (l/n). Since TX is a tree and thus it is median, there is some g, E TX 
with g, E (x3 xJrx n (x9 f LX n (5 x& which implies 11 g,, f 11 = $(f(x) + 
f(x,) - xx,) < l/2 n, as well as g, E (x, x,)r, = (x, x,,)~ (since X is supposed 
to be a tree). So we have g, = hyn for some yn E X and f(y,) = 11 g,, f )I < 
1/2n which implies f = lim, y, E x 
(4.11) Remark. (a) It should be kept in mind that metric trees can be 
considerably more complicated than graph theoretic trees, e.g., the space X = 
{x = (x,),,~ ( x, E R, C,, Ix,1 < co} is tree-like if the metric on X is delined 
in the following way: for x = (x,),,~, y = (yJncN E X define m(x, y) =: 
inf(n E N I x, # y,) and if m = m(x, y) put 
xY=:lx,-Yy,l+ c (Ix,l+lYnI). 
n>m 
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Note that for x, y, z E X one has m(x, y) = max(m(x, y), m(x, z), m(y, z)) 
if and only if m(x, z) = m(y, z). Thus if x, y, V, w  E X and #{x, y, u, W} = 4 
and if, say, m = max(m(a, 6) ] a, b E {x, y, u, w}, a # b) = m(x, y) we have 
either m(x, y) = m(a, b) for all (I, b E {x, y, u, w} with a # b, in which case 
we may assume w.1.o.g. that x, < y,,, < u, < w, which implies easily 
xu + yw = xw + yu > xy + uw, or we have, say, m = m(x, y) = m(x, u) = 
m(y, u) > k = m(x, w) = m(y, w) = m(u, w) in which case we may assume 
w.1.o.g. that either x, c y, < u, and y, < 0 or u, < y, < x, and y, > 0. So 
in both cases we have (x, ] + ] y, - u, ] = 1 y, ] + 1 x, - u, ( which implies 
again xu + yw = xw + yu > xy + VW, or we have, say, m = m(x, y) > I = 
m(x, u) = m( y, u) and m > k = m(x, w) = m( y, w) which again implies 
xu+yw=xw+yu>xy+uw. 
One verifies easily that X is complete with respect to this metric and that 
it is the completition of X,, = {x E X 1 x, = 0 for almost all n E n\i}. 
Moreover, X,, is obviously connected and, thus, it is a tree, too. We will 
study these trees as well as the subtrees 
x:, = {(x0, x, )...) x, )... ) E X0 ] xi > 0 for all i > 1, 
xi=Oifxi-,=...=xi-,=Oforalli>k+ 1) 
(k E N) specifically in a later paper, since they have rather interesting 
universal properties and, in particular, they are highly homogeneous, so it 
may be of interest to look at their automorphism groups. 
(b) It follows easily from (4.9) and from Section 3 that for a finite 
tree-like space X the network r, = (V,, cY~, I,) is not only an hereditarily 
optimal, but is also an optimal realization of X and that any optimal 
realization of X is essentially isomorphic to TX (cf. [28, 10, 22, 311. 
(c) For reconstructing phylogenetic trees from data concerning present 
species which data can be represented generally in form of a metric D 
defined on the set X of those present species which are to be studied it seems 
to be interesting to look for algorithms by which one can find for any metric 
D defined on a finite set X a metric D’, also defined on X, such that (X, 0’) 
is tree-like, D/(x, y) > D(x, y) for all x, y E X, and CX,YEX (D’(x, y) - 
WV YN or LyeX (D’(x, Y) - D(xv Y)) ’ is as small as possible. 
First attempts in this direction have been made already and it is hoped 
that this way one can replace the rather coarse-grained cluster analysis, 
generally used for the mathematical reconstruction of phylogenetic trees, by 
a much more refined method (cf. [I]). 
(d) In this context it seems also worthwile to observe that for a 
tree-like metric space X one has TX = px at least if X is compact or if the 
set (xy + yz -xz ] x, y, z E X) is a discrete subset of R, e.g., if 
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{xyIx,yEX}~N: if X is compact and x E X, one has f(x) = 
max(xy -f(y) 1 y E X) for each f E TX and thus f(x) + f( y) = xy for some 
y E X. If {xy + yz - xz 1 x, y, z E X) is discrete, x E X, and f E TX then one 
can find elements xi E X (i E N) such that Ei =: f(x) + f(xi) - xxi converges 
monotonically decreasing towards 0. We claim that .si = 0 for some i E N. 
Otherwise we may assume 0 < sj < ei for i < j which implies xxj + f(xi) = 
f(X) + f(Xj) - Ej + f(xi) > f(X) + f(Xj) - Ei + f(Xj) = XX/ + f(Xj) and thus 
xxi + f(xi) = xjxi + f(x) by (4.1). But this in turn implies 2f(x) - si = 
(XXj + f(Xi) - XjXi) + (Xxi - f(Xi)) = xxj + xxi - xixj E {ab + bc - UC ( a, b, 
c E X), contradicting the discreteness of this set. 
The subset Z = {((l/i), i, 0,O ,...) 1 i = 1, 2 ,... } C_ X, G X of the space X0 
considered in (a) shows, that it is not enough to assume the set of distances 
itself to be discrete since {xylx, ~EZ}={i+j+(l/i)-(l/j) 1 i,jEN, 
1 < i 4 j} is certainly discrete and f: Z + R : ((l/i), i, 0, O,...) k i + (l/i) is 
in T,, but not in Pz: for l<i$;j and i,jEN one has f(xi)+ 
f(Xj) - xixj = 2/j. 
5. THE COMBINATORIAL DIMENSION OF METRIC SPACES 
(5.1) Let us start with the following observation which is a simple 
consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem: if X and A are sets and if p: 
A-+R and u: A xX+lR are maps such that for each aEA the map 0,: 
X+ R : x t-+ ~(a, x) has finite support (i.e., supp(a,) =: {x E X 1 ~(a, x) # O} 
is finite for all a E A) then there exists a map f: X-+ IF? with 
Lx 4a, x> f (xl < da) f or all aEA if and only if for each h: X+lR of 
finite support one has -co < i(h) =: inf(JJ, r(a) p(a) 1 r E IRA,) with IRi 
denoting the set of all nonnegative maps t : A + R of finite support with 
C, r(a) u(a, xl = h(x) f or all x E X. In particular, if IRf # 0 for all h : 
X + R of finite support, then there exists such a map f: X-+ R with 
,JJ, u(a, x) f (x) <p(a) for all a E A if and only if i(0) = 0, i.e., if and only if 
C, r(a) p(a) > 0 for all nonnegative maps 7: A + R of finite support with 
C, 7(a) u(a, x) = 0 for all x E X. 
Proof: If there exists a map f: X -+ R with C, u(a, x) f (x) < p(a) for all 
a E A, then for any h : X + R of finite support and any nonnegative map r : 
A + R of finite support with C, z(a) u(a, x) = h(x) for all x E X one 
necessarily has 
C 7(a) da> 2 C 7(a) C 44 x> f (x> 
a a x 
=C (C7(a)o(a,x))f(x)=Ch(x)f(x)>-co. 
x \a I x 
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Vice versa, if -co < i(h) = inf(C, r(a) p(a) 1 r E Ri) for all h : X + R of 
finite support, then the map h I+ i(h) from the linear space IR: of all real 
valued maps, defined on X, of finite support is convex and positively 
homogeneous and so there exists a linear functional 1: Rt --t R with 
I(h) < i(h) for all h E IR:. But any linear functional 1: iRt + R is of the form 
1= Z,: h t-+ C, h(x) f(x) for some map f: X--t R (namely the map f defined 
by f(x) = 1(6,) with 6, : X-+ R defined by 6,(y) = 6:) and for this f the 
inequality Z(h) < i(h) for all h E IRt implies C,,, r(a) ~(a, x)f(x) < 
2, r(a) p(a) for all nonnegative maps r: A --t R of finite support and thus 
2, a(a, x) f(x) ,< p(a) for all a E A. 
In particular, if IRf # 0 and thus i(h) < +a~ for all h E R& then i(0) = 0 
together with i(h) + i(-h) > i(h + (4)) = i(0) = 0 implies i(h) > --oo for all 
hE IR;. 
(5.2) Remark. Since any nonnegative map t: A -+ R of finite support 
with CasA r(a) @a, x) = 0 for all x E X can obviously be written as a finite 
nonnegative linear combination of “minimal” such maps, i.e., such 
nonnegative maps r : A + R of finite support with CaeA r(a) u(a, x) = 0 for 
all x E X for which supp(r’) G supp(r) for some nonnegative map r’ : A -+ R 
with LA r’(a) cr(a, x) = 0 for all x E X implies supp(r’) = supp(r) (and 
thus t’ = c . r for some c > O!), it follows that there is some f: X-+ R with 
C,,x o(a, x) f(x) <p(a) for all a E A if R;i # 0 for all h E IRi and 
CpsA z(a)p(a) > 0 for all minimal nonnegative maps f : A + R of finite 
support with C, r(a) o(a, x) = 0 for all x E X. 
(5.3) Now assume X to be a metric space. For any f E Px and 
e>O define X;=: {(x,y)EXXXIf(x)+f(y)<xy+c} and gj= 
((x, y) E X x X 1 f(x) + f (y) < xy + E}. Note that sj is a symmetric 
relation, defined on X, that f E T, if and only if supp(ZJ =X for all E > 0, 
that yJ= UOGScE Zj and that 4 = X;. 
The following statements are simple consequences of (5.1) and (5.2): 
Let r E X X X be a symmetric relation, defined on X and let E, r,r > 0 be 
two nonnegative real numbers. Then there exists some f E T, with Z’ G 97; 
if and only if for all n E R\l and all x,, x2 ,..., x,, y1 ,..., y, = y0 E X with 
#{Xl T.--P X”) = #{Y,,..., Y,} = n and (x1 ,YA, (x2, Y&-.., (x,, Y,) E x one 
has X:=1 x,y,-, < cy= i xiyi + 12 . E and there exists some f E Px with 
.PJ’ CAY c XJ if and only if for all m, n E N and all x, , x2 ,..., x,, y, , 
y2 v-e9 Y” = y. E X with #Ix, 9...9 xJ = #I Y, ,..., Y, 1 = n, (x, , Y,)(x,, Ye),..., 
(x,,JJJEZ, and #{iE {I,..., n}I (Xi,yi-,)&X}=m one has 
CiR_IX~Yi-~+mm~tl~~=~xiy,+n’E. 
Thus, if Z is finite, there exists some f E Px with j%r =rf if and only’if 
for all n E N and all xi, x2 ,..., x,, y,, y, ,..., y, = y, E X with #{x, ,..., x,} = 
#IY 1 ,..., Y,} = n and (x,, Y,), (x2, YJ,..., (x,, Y,) E r one has 
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Erya,~;c,’ : x7= I Xiyi with the inequality holding unless (Xi, yi- 1) E .A? 
n. 
In particma~,‘~f 12 E n\l, xi E X for i E Z =: {f l,..., HZ), and X = ((Xi, xpi) 1 
iEZ) then #{x1,x-, ,..., x,,x-, } = 2n and there exists some f E Px with 
x=xf if and only if J~&x~x-~ > Ciel~i~,Cij for all permutations 01 of Z 
with a # -Id,. 
ProoJ Let us observe at first that in view of (1.3) there exists some 
f E TX with X c x; if and only if there exists somef E Px with GY E xj, 
Now let A = A,, =: {({Y,, ~~1, 6) E y(X) X {*II 16 = -1 or 
(yi, y,)~j4r), let G=u~: A xX+ R be defined by o(({yi, yz), 8),x)= 
S(Sc,+8c2) and define p=~,‘~: A-+iR and p’=py: A+lR by 
P(({Y,, YJ,Q = 6. Y,Y, +&a (6 + W and P’(({Y,, Y~LW = 6. Y,Y, + 
E . ((6 + 1)/2) + rl. ((6 - 1)/2) . L&Y,, y2) with 
XAY,, Y2) = 1 for (Y, , y2) @T 
=o for (yl, y2) E x. 
Then we have X c J?j for some f E Px if and only if 
C,,,~(({Y,,Y,J,~),X).~(X)~P(((Y,,Y~},~))~~~~~~({Y,,Y~},~)EA and 
we have f E Px and PJ! s .G$Y E.YYJ for some f E Rx if and only if 
c ,,x4(~~,~ Y~},~.),x).~(~)&P’(({Y~,Y~},~.)) for all (~Y~~Y~L~)~A. 
Now consider the set Ho = {h E IRt 1 IRi # la}. Obviously, H, is the 
convex cone in IRt which is spanned by the maps (T, :X+ R : x H ~(a, x) 
(a E A) and so it contains -6, = $J((,,,),-,) for all y E X as well as 6, = 
~(lYJl+l) + hY,Ykl) for all x E supp(J?‘). Thus, if we assume for a 
moment that X= supp(X) then it follows immediately that IRf # 0 for all 
h E IRt and so each of our two systems of inequalities can be solved by some 
f E Rx if and only if for any minimal nonnegative map t: A -+ R of finite 
support with CaEA r(a) c(a, x) = 0 for all x E X one has CnsA r(a) p(a) > 0 
or CuEA r(a) p’(a) > 0, respectively. 
Thus for the proof of the first two statements it is enough to show that for 
any such map r there exist elements n E N, x,, x2 ,..., x,, y,, y, ,..., y, = 
y, E X and c > 0 with n =#{x,,x2 ,..., x”} = #{ y, ,..., y,}, (x,, yl), 
62 3 Y2L (x, 9 Y,> E x, 
4(lz 1, z2 I,@>> = c if ({zl, Z2}9 @)E (((xiV Yi}, +l> I i= 19-3 n} 
u {((xiP .Yi-l}9-l) I i= 1~7 n) 
and t(({z r, z2}, 6)) = 0 otherwise. But for any nonnegative map r : A -+ R of 
finite support with CacA s(a) u(a, x) = 0 for all x E X one has 
(xEX~(x,y)E~andr(({x,y},+l))>OforsomeyEX) 
= {x E X) t(((x, y}, -1)) > 0 for some y E X}. 
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Thus, if X, denotes this subset of X, there are maps a : X, -+ X, and b : 
XT+ X, with (x, a(x)> E-37 r(({x, a(x)}, +l)) > 0, and r(((x, b(x)}, -1)) > 0 
for all x E X. Since X, is finite, there is some x E X, and some n E R\J with 
x = (bu)“(x) # (bu)‘(x) for all i E (l,..., n - 1) unless X, = 0 and t 0. 
Thus with xi = (bu)‘-‘(x) and yi = u(x,)-and, hence, xi = b(y,- ,)-for 
i = l,..., n one may define 
5’ : A + R : ((Z1) z*}, 6) F+ +l if ({Z,, Zz}, 6) E {((xi9 Yi}, +1) I i= 1~9 n} 
U (((xi, Yi-,\, -1) Ii= L-7 n) 
l-0 otherwise 
One checks easily that r’ is a nonnegative map of finite support with 
XII r’(a) ~(a, x) = 0 for all x E X and that supp(r’) c supp(t). Thus we have 
indeed r = c . r’ for some c > 0 in case r is supposed to be minimal. 
If we do not suppose X = supp(X) the above argument shows that at least 
there is a map f’ : Y = supp(3) + R withy(x) + f’(y) > xy for all x, y E Y 
and f’(x)+f’(y)<xy+~ for all x, y E X with (x, y) ELF (and 
f’(x) + f’(y) > xy + q for all x, y E Y with (x, y) & x, respectively), so we 
may extend this map to a solution f: X-1 R of our original problem by 
choosing some fixed y, E Y and defining 
f(x) = f’(x) if x E Y, 
=xyo +f’(yo) + r if xEX\Y. 
Now assume .z” to be finite. As above we may assume w.1.o.g. that X = 
supp(F). There exists some f E PX with .r = ,q if and only if there is some 
f E PX and some II> 0 with L/J! c.X s.5 and, thus, there is some f E P, 
with ~F’=.rf if and only if there is some q > 0 with xi”=, Xiyi_, < 
$i!-, xiyi - m * tl for all m, n E N and xi, x2 ,..., x,, y, ,..., y, = y. E X 
RI-q ,***, xn) =#{Yl,..., Y,) =nv 6%) Y,),..., (x,, Y,> E Z- and 
#{i E {I,..., n) 1 (xi, y,-J @<F} = m which in view of the finiteness of X is 
obviously equivalent with 
,f xiYi-l < 5 xiYi for all such x, ,..., x,, y, ,..., y, = Y, E X, 
i= I i=l 
g, xiYi-l < g, xiYi unless (xi, y,- ,) E .F for all i = l,..., Iz. 
Now assume n E R\J, xi E X for i E Z, and x = ((xi, xei) ( i E Z}. If 
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#{x, ,..., x,, x-1 ,..., x-, ) = 2n and there exists some f E P, with ;“=X we 
obviously have 
C xix-i = C (ftxi> +fCx-i)) = C (f(xi) +fCxa(i)>) > C xixa(i) 
isI iEI ieI iEI 
for all permutations a of Z with (r # -Id,. 
Now assume this condition to be fulfilled. Since this implies readily 
#{X~,~-1,...,X”,X-, } = 2n, it is obviously enough to show that for all 
m E N and zi ,..., z,, y1 ,..., y, = y, E X with =(z, ,..., zm} = #{ y, ,..., y,} = m 
and (zi, yi) E .X for all i = l,..., m one has Cy=i ziyi > Cy=, ziyi-i unless 
m = 1. So assume m > 1 and let /?: { I,..., m } -+ Z be the unique map with zi = 
xqCi) for all i E {l,..., m} so p is necessarily injective since #{z, ,..., zm) = m 
and we have yi = xPOCi) for all i E { l,..., m ]. Define a : Z r Z by 
a(j) = -$(i - 1) if j = j?(i) for some i E (2,..., m), 
= -P(m) if j=/3(1), 
=-. J if j@ 1P(l),...,P(m)l; 
a is obviously bijective and one has a # -Id, since m > 1 and so, for 
instance, NW>>=-PW+PW Thus we get Cjc(*l....,*n)XjX-j> 
Cslfl ,...,+,,) x~x,(~) which implies 
r 





C Ziyi > C ziYi-l* Q.E.D. 
i=l i=l 
(5.4) Remark. Note that we used the triangular inequality only to 
extend a solution f’ : Y = suppX + R to a solution f: X-+ R. More 
precisely, it follows from the above proof of (5.3) that its statement are 
correct for any symmetric map X x X+ R : (x, y) F+ xy with s,,, =: 
sup(xz - yz 1 z E X) < +co for all x, y E X, since under such conditions one 
can always extend a solution f’ : Y = suppX+ R to a solution f: X+ R 
after choosing some fixed yO E Y by 
f(x) =f’k> for x E Y, 
= r +f’(Yo) + S&Y0 for x E \Y, 
since for this f one has for x E X\Y and z E Y the relation f(x) + f(z) = 
II + f’(Yo> + S&Y, +f’(z) > r + (f’(Y,) +f’(z)) + sx,yo a v + Yoz + 
(xz - y,z) > xz + TZ and for x, z EX\Y one has f(x) + f(z) = 
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a+ YhJ + s,,yo + %,yo 2 tl t 2f’bd t (xz - Y,Z) + (ZYCI - YOYJ = 
3 t xz •t (f'(Y,) t f'(Yo) - YOY,) 2 0 + J.-z* 
Note that s,,~ = sup(xz - yz 1 z E X) = xy for all x, y E X if and only if 
the map X X X+ R : (x, y) w  xy is essentially a metric, i.e., it satisfies all 
the conditions defining a metric except possibly the condition xy = 0 =S x = y, 
and thus one has s,,~ < too for all x, y E X whenever the map (x, y) w  xy 
is the sum of two maps (x, y) t+ xy, and (x, y) I+ xy,, one of which is a 
metric whereas the other one is bounded. 
The example X= {a; b,, b2,..., b “,... ), 
xy = 0 if x = y, 
=2 if xf y and x, yE {b,,b, ,... }, 
=tl if x=a and y=b,, 
and .T = ((b,, b,) ) n # m) shows that without some extra conditions 
concerning the map (x, y) t+ xy there may be no possibility to extend a 
solution f’ : Y = supp .F -+ R to a solution f: X-P IF? : there is only one 
solution f’ : Y = suppZ = {b,, b,,... ) + (R with f’(b,) + f’(b,) = 2 for all 
(6,, b,) E .;Y; namely, f’(b,) = 1 for all n = 1,2,..., whereas the inequalities 
j$i ; .&‘(b,) =f(a) + 1 > n for all n = 1,2,..., do not admit a solution 
a . 
(5.5) Another consequence of these results can be stated once we 




~Xiyi--Xiyi_,InEn\l;X=X, ,..., X,,y, ,..., yn=yEX, 
i=l i=2 
#{Xl ,***, xn} =#{y*,..*, Y,} = n; (x1, Y1)YY (x,9 Y,) Ex- 
1 
* 
Note that ~y,~ < xy for (x, y) E jlr since for n = 1, x, = x, y, = y, one has 
xy=C~=‘=,xiyi-C;=,xiyi-r. If .TGZ, for somefEP,, then one has 
xy, > f(x) + f( y) for all x, y E X since (x,, yr) ,..., (x,, y,) E Z implies 
C;=lxiYi-CI=2xiYi-1 2 CY=l (.0xi)+.f(Yi))-CI=2 Mxi) +f(Yl-1)) 
= fh) + f(YJ 
It follows directly from (5.3) that STG~ for some f E Px if and only if 
xyF >, xy for all x, y E X. Moreover, in this case we have 
since XY,~ = xy and ;e/- G Sf implies xy < f(x) t f(y) < xy, = xy and thus 
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xy = f(x) + f(u), i.e., (x, Y) E rf, whereas xy, > xy for some x, y E X 
implies (x, y) cf x and so, using (5.4) with respect to the map 
XXX+lR:(a,b)l+ab if {a,b}Z (4~1, 
H Min(xy,,, xy + 1) if {a, b) = {x, ~1, 
one finds easily some f E Px with Z ~.q and f(x) + f(y) 2 
Min(xy,r, xy + 1) > xy, i.e., (x, y) @Xf. 
Remark. Since f,, fi ,..., f,, ,..., E Px implies f = X2= i (l/2”) f, E Px and 
xf= np! i Xr it follows from (5.5) that for a symmetric relation 
XC X x X w”ith countable support supp Z c X there exists some f E Px 
with x=xf if and only if C~=‘=,xiyi>C~=ixiyi-i for all n E N and 
x1 ,..., x,, y, ,..., y,, = y. E X with #(x1, . . . . x,,} = #{Y, ,... , Y,} = n, (xl, Ye),..., 
(x,,Y~)EX,~~~~~{(~,Y)EXXXI~Y,,=~Y}. 
I do not know whether the same holds without the countability condition, 
but I doubt it. 
(5.6) As above, let r c X x X denote a symmetric relation defined 
on X. If 9 c X x X is another relation defined on X, we define a sequence 
(Xl, Y i, x2, y2 ,..., x,, y,) E X2” to be Z-Y-sequence if (xi, y,), (x,, x2) ,..., 
(x,, Y,> E 9 and (Y,,x,), (~~,-q),..., (Y~-~,x,J, (y,,x,)Ex. Then the 
following three statements are equivalent: 
(i) For any jr-L/-sequence (x,, y ,,..., x,, y,) with #{xi ,..., x,} = 
NY 1 ,..., y,} = n we have (y,, xi) E 9. 
(ii) For any Z-P-sequence (xi, y, ,..., x,, y,) we have ( y,, x,) E P. 
(iii) For any X-P-sequence (xi, y, ,..., x,, y,) we have (yi , x2) ,..., 
(Yn-1,Xnh (Y,,X,)E~* 
Proof: Since (iii) * (ii) and (ii) =z= (i) are obvious, we only have to show 
that (i) implies (iii). If not, let (x,, yi,..., x,, y,) be a X-P-sequence with 
{ (yi, XJ ,..., (y,, xi)} & 9 of smallest length. 
Since (xi, yi,..., x,P Yn,XIV Y19***9xi-11 Yi-1 ) is a X-P-sequence for each 
i E {l,..., n}, we may assume w.1.o.g. that (y,, xi) @ Ip and so we necessarily 
have #{xi ,..., x,} < n or #{Y,,..., Y, } < n. But if xi = xi or y, = yj for some 
i, j E { l,..., n} with l<i< j~n,then(x,,y,,...,xi-I,yi--l,xi=xj,yi,xj+I, 
Yj+ 11***9 X,3 Y,) or (XI 9 Y1 ~a-9 xi, Yi = Yj3 Xj+ 19 Yj+ 1 Y-9 X,9 Y,) are GVLT8 
sequence of length n - j + i < n, respectively, and so we have (y,, xi) E 9, 
a contradiction. 
We define a relation 9 c X X X to be x-closed, if it is symmetric and 
satisfies the three equivalent conditions, stated above. 
Thus a symmetric relation Y E X x X is r-closed, if and only if 
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Zn LP(Z’y)” s .P for any n E IN, where, as above, for two relations 
&, 9 G X X X we denote by ~2.9 the relational product ~2.9 =: 
{(x,Y)EXxXlth ere is some zEX with (x,z) E.M and (z, JJ)E~}, 
or-still in other words-it is x-closed if and only if for all n, m # N with 
n z m(2) one has 
n-factors m-factors 
(5.7) The following observations are more or less obvious: 
(a) If .r c Ip c X x X and if 14 is symmetric, then 9 is Z-closed. 
(b) If 4 ~6 E X x X are two symmetric relations and if 
40 E X x X is T-closed, then it is A-closed. 
(c) If 4p c X x X is X-closed and if Y’ c 9 is 9-closed, then 9’ is 
.Z-closed, too. 
(d) The intersection of x-closed relations is Z-closed, in particular, 
for any relation Y G X x X there exists a Z-closure L? = gz= 
nrP!zwlsed,iPEIP’ 9’. 
(e) For any Y c X and any x-closed relation Y C X X X the relation 
9 n (Y x Y) is x-closed, too, in particular, one has supp(lp) = supp(@ 
for any PGXXX. 
(f) If LP ~3’ is x-closed, then we have ;Ip*“’ c 4p(Z’LP)” and 
92n+‘~p92m+l Qyp7yql+m+1 and thus iP*“+‘nzjtrc and 
~2n+‘X4P2m+1 nrc 9. In particular, if (x, JJ) E 4-P then (x, y) E .Pk 
implies k 3 O(2) and (x,x) E yk, (y, y) E L/j implies k a jz O(2), or, in 
other words, if (x, y) E ZjLP and if x and y are in the same connected 
component of 9, then this component is necessarily bipartite and any path 
from x to y in Y has even length. Whereas if x and y are in different 
connected components of .P, then at least one of these two components is 
bipartite, or-still in other words-if 9 $3 is Z-closed and if supp 9 = 
supp Z, then the vectorspace W, =: {v E IR s”Pp xj u(x) + u(y) = 0 for all 
(x, JJ) E Z}, whose dimension measures the number of bipartite connected 
components of x, is properly contained in the correspondingly defined 
vectorspace W, =: (0 E lRsupp rp 1 v(x) + u(v) = 0 for all (x, y) E -C/j. 
(5.8) If u : X+ I4 satisfies u(x) + v(y) > 0 for all (x, JJ) E x, then 
any symmetric relation .LP G X X X with u(x) + u(y) < 0 for all (x, v) E 9 
and 9 I> .CP$ =: {(x, y) E x 1 u(x) + u(y) = 0) is .-Z-closed, since x, ,..., x,, 
JJ~,..., JJ,, = ~‘0 E X, U(Xi) + U(yi) < 0, and U(Xi) + U(yi- 1) > 0 for all 
i = l,..., n, implies u(xJ + u(y,-,) = 0 for all i = l,..., n. So, in particular, 
L/f is x-closed for any such u E Rx. 
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Vice versa, if 9 c.Z is X-closed, then ip is the intersection of all -Pp;“, 
where u runs through the set W$ consisting of all maps in Rx with v(x) + 
v(y) > 0 for all (x, y) E X and v(x) + v(y) = 0 for all (x, y) E 9. This 
could be derived from (5.1) and (5.2), but a direct proof is more instructive. 
Define a pair (Y, u) with Y c X and v E R ’ to be admissible if Y contains all 
xEX with (x,x)E~(~)=:U~~~~‘~+~, if (y,z)E (YX Y)nF” implies 
u(y) = (-1)” U(Z) and if ( y, z) E (Y X Y) f7 .PemX(LPZ)k L?j implies 
(-1YNY) + (-vutz> > 0 t n, m, k, j E kl). Note that (Y, ~1~) is admissible 
for any w  E WC. 
It follows that for x E X\Y and w  f Ryulx) the pair (Y U (x), w) is 
admissible if and only if (Y, w  Iy) is admissible and w(x) satisfies the 
following conditions: w(x) = (-1)” w(y) for all y E Y and n E N with 
(x,y)ELP’, (-l)“w(x)+(-l)jw(z)>,O for all zEY, and m,jEN with 
(x, z) E .G?.Z(LPZ’)~~~ for some k E F.l and (-1)“’ w(x) > 0 whenever 
(x, x) E LPQ?‘(LPZ’)~~~ for some k, j E iN with j E m(2). 
But for any admissible pair (Y, u) and any x E X\Y one has the following 
implications: 
(i) y, z E Y; n, m E N; (x, y) E 9”; and (x, z) E .!P’ together imply 
(y, z) E LP+m and thus (-1)” v(y) = (-1)“’ u(z); 
(ii) y, z E r; n, m, k, jE N; (x, y) E 9*; and (x,z)E 
LFX(S?~)~LP~ together imply (y, z) E LP”+“Z(~Z’)~.-P~ and thus 
(-l)m((-l)” Y(Y)) + (-1)’ Y(Z) > 0; 
(iii) y E Y, n, m, k, Jo n\l; kEj(2); (x, y) E 9”; and (x,x) E 
LP.,?(G?~T)~ . $pj together imply (y, y) E ~mtn.X(9Z’)k9pit” and thus 
(-l)Y(-1)” U(Y)) 2 0; 
(iv) y, z E Y, m, k, j, a, b, c E N; (x, y) E LF.X(PX)~F~; (x, z) E 
iPax(Px)b4ac; and m + a = 2n + 1 for some n E kl together imply 
cJdZ) E ~jX(~x)k9~+ax(~~)b~~ G Y?X(9v)k+“+1+b * .P 
thus (-1)j u(y) + (-1)’ u(z) > 0, so we have sl(x, Y) =: 
sup((-l)‘+ l u(y) ) y E Y, Jo n\l, there exists m, k E N with (x, y) E 
M2mX(~Z)k4Pj) < s2(x, Y) =: inf((-l)c u(z) ) z E Y, c E R\l, there exists 
a, b E n\l with (x, z) E ip2at ‘Z(.L?~)~~?). 
(v) yE Y; m, k, j, a, b, cE N; a= c(2); m f a(2); (x, y) E 
P’CX(9LLF)k94Pj; and (x, x) E i;P”X(LP3)b4ac together imply (y, y) E 
4pj,X(LCZ’)“Fj (with n = k + ((m + a + 1)/2) + b -t ((c + m + 1)/2) + 
k E kl) and thus (-1)’ u(y) > 0, so in case a E l(2) we have sl(x, Y) < 0 
and in case LI s O(2) we have s2(x, Y) > 0. 
(vi) m, k, j, a, b, c E N; m E j(2); a = c(2); (x, x) E iPmX(iPZ’)k~j; 
and (x, x) E 4a%%“(9L~)bLPc implies m E u(2), since otherwise we may 
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assume m = 2n and a = 2d + 1 (n, d E iN) from which we get (x,x) E 
C-=9 n+k+(j’2!r as well as (x, x) E LF(XL/)~+“~((~+‘)‘~) which implies 
(x, x) E 56’) for a .*-closed relation F E X. 
It now follows easily that any admissible pair (Y, V) with ( v(y)] < 1 for all 
y E Y can be extended to an admissible pair (YU {x}, w) with WI,, = v and 
( w(x)] < 1 for any x E X by putting w(x) = (-1)” v(y) if there exists some 
y E Y and n E R\l with (x, y) E 9” and by choosing w(x) arbitrarily in 
l-1, +I] n h(x, Y), s2(x, q] ‘f 1 no such y exists and no m, k, j E R\J with 
(x, x) E JC~(LPX)~P~, whereas in the latter case we have to choose w(x) 
in [-LO] n [s,(x, 0 sdx, Y)] ‘f 1 mr l(2) and in [0, +l]n [si(x, Y), 
s2(x, Y)] if m = O(2). Moreover, if v(Y) G {0, l l}, we may also choose 
w(x) E (0, f 1 }. 
Thus it follows from Zorn’s lemma, that a pair (Y, u) with u(Y) c [-1, +l ] 
(or with v(Y) C_ {0, l l}) is admissible if and only if u = w], for some 
w  E PVC with u(X) G [-1, +l ] (or with v(X) E {O, f 1 }, respectively) and 
Yz (xEX((x,x)E9(“}. 
Now assume 9 G X to be X-closed and (x,, yO) E fly. We claim the 
existence of w  E IV: with w(X) c {0, f 1 } and with w(xJ + w(yO) > 0. In 
view of the above results it is enough to show the existence of an admissible 
pair (Y, u) with x,,, y, E Y, u(Y) E {0, kl}, and 0(x0) + v(yJ > 0. So put 
Y= {x,,y,}U {xEX] (x,x)E@“}, put u(JJ)=O if yE Y and (y,y)E 
(.9J’Jk9 for some k E R\J, in particular, if (y, u) E P(i), otherwise put 
u(y) = 1. Then we have u(x,J + u(yO) > 0 since (x0, x,) E (L8X)kL8 and 
(vO, y,) E (%%)‘P implies (x0, y,) E X n (LPmk LPX(-PX)jLP G 9, a 
contradiction. 
So it remains to show that (Y, u) is admissible: if (JJ, z) E (Y x Y) n 4pn 
and (y, v) E 9”’ or (I, z) E PC’), then (y, y), (z, z) E L.@‘), and thus 
u(y)=O= (-1)” ( )* th u z , o erwise we have { y, z) = (x0, JJ,} and so we have 
(y, z) E fly which together with (y, z) E 9” implies n z~ O(2) (cf. (5.7f). 
So we have to show u(x,J = u(y,,). But either u(x,,) = u(y,) = 1 or there 
exists k E n\l with, say, (x0, x,,) E (9X)kF, in which case (x0, y,,) E L/2’ 
for a = n/2 E N implies (x,, , y,,) E X n (~33)~~’ 9 E 9, a contradiction. 
Now assume (y, z) E (Y x Y) n 9mX(PX)kYj for some m, k, j E N. 
We have to show that (-l)m u(y) + (-1)’ u(z) > 0. If u(y) = u(z) = 0, this 
is clear. It is also clear, if y = z, since u(y) > 0 for all y E Y and since 
m E jr 1 implies (y, y) E (~~)“mt”‘2’tk’((‘-1)‘2) . 9 and thus u(y) = 0. 
So we may assume y # z, (y, JJ) & F(l), say y = x,,, u(y) = 1, and m 3 l(2). 
If (z, z) E ip2”+‘, this implies (v, y) E 9mX(.PX)k9j92n+‘LPj 
%3y&3qkPm c (LPX) ((m+l)/Z)+k+j+n+l+k+((m-1)/2)y in contradiction to 
u(y) = 1. So we have z = y, ZX,,. If j= l(2) we get (x0, y,,) E 
rn (~~)((m+1)/2)+k+((l-1)/2)~ 5 9, a contradiction, so we have j = O(2) 
and we may assume (y,,, JJ,) E (.PX’)“LH for some LI E iN. But this implies 
607/53/3-a 
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now (x,, y,) E Xn (~2)ccm+ ‘)‘2)+k+(j’2)+a . 9 G 9, again a contra- 
diction. So (Y, u) is indeed admissible. 
Remark. In general, for a x-closed relation y SX we cannot derive 
9 = 9: for some appropriate u E W$ from the representation 9 = 
fi~erv$p$ A counterexample is the following: 
Let 2 be a partially ordered set such that there is not strictly monotonous 
map f: 2 + R, e.g., because Z is linearly ordered and of a cardinality which 
exceeds that of R. Put X={z+,z-/zEZ}, P={(z’,z-)(zEZ}, and 
3?={(z’,y-)Iz, yEZ, z>y}, then v: X-IF? is in W$if and only if 
u(z+) = -v(z-) and v(z’) > v(y’) for z > y. Thus 9 = n,,,,$ipf, but 
9 # 9: for all u E WC. 
(5.9) As a first corollary we state: if F f .F is X-closed and 
supp 9 = supp 3? = X, then &F is a maximal X-closed proper subrelation of 
X if and only if dim W,! W,= 1. 
Proof. If dim WY/W’, = 1 then .F’ is maximal, since 9 f yr f X for 
some X-closed relation pr implies W, +2 Wq $2 W,, by (5.7f). Vice versa, 
assume 2C to be maximal. It follows from (4.8), that any u E W$ is either in 
W, or satisfies u(x) + u(y) > 0 for all (x, y) E x\2/. Thus (x, y) E .J?j&F 
and (y, y) E (93)“&C for some k E iN implies ( y, y) E PC’), since it 
follows from the construction given in (5.8) that there exists some u E W$ 
with u(x)= 1 and u(y)=O, so ify=x,,y,, x2,y2 ,..., xktl,yktl=yEX, 
(x1, YJ, (x2, Y~),...~ (xk+ 17 y,+ d E gp, and (Y, 3 x2), (y2, x3L 
) EX it follows from u(y) = 0 = C!z=‘: (u(x.) + u(y.)) = u(y) + 
l${I:t$ry,) + u(xi+,)) + u(y) and u(y.) + u(x. I) > 0 for all ii l,..., k that 
u(yi)+u(xi+,)=O for all i= l,..., k ‘and th$‘(G,,x2) ,..., ,(ykrxk+,)Ep 
and (y, y) E yzktl c @I’. 
Thus for any (x, y) E -9 with (x, x) & .!@I) we can find some u E W$ 
with u(X) c (0, ztl}, u(x) = 1, and u(y) > 0. Note that u(x) + u(y) > 0 
implies u(a) + u(b) > 0 and thus u(a), u(b) > 0 for any such u and any 
(a, b) E .Zj-Y. 
We claim that for any (x, y), (a, b) E 2Q2 with (a, a) $9(l) we have 
(a, x) E 9’) =: lJ nEN 9’” or (a, y) E Y(O); choose u, w  E W$ with u(X), 
w(X) G (0, f l), u(x) + u(y) > 0, w(a) = 1, and w(b) > 0 and consider 
u:x+lR:z!--+o if (z,x) E u yfl or (z, y) E U M”, 
IleN ncN 
t+ u(z) + w(z) otherwise. 
One easily verifies that U(Z) > 0 whenever (z, z’) E fly for some z’ E X 
and that u E WY, so u E W$. Thus U(X) + u(y) = 0 implies u(a) + u(b) = 0 
which in turn implies u(a) = 0 # u(a) + w(a) and hence (a, x) E U,, No” = 
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Y”’ U L/(i) or (a, y) E L/(O) U Y’(l). But (a, z) E Y(i) implies w(z) = 
-w(a) = -1, so we have (a, x) E Y(O) or (a, y) E Y(O). 
It is now easy to see that dim WY/W,= 1 or, more precisely, that 
v E WY and U(X) + u(y) = 0 for some fixed (x, y) E ZjY implies 
v(a) + u(b) = 0 for all (a, b) E-+Y, i.e., 0 E W,, since (a, b) EZjLY 
implies (a, a) E Yp(‘) or (a, x) E .Ypco) or (a, y) E Y(O). So v(x) = v(y) = 0 
implies v(u) = 0 for all (a, b) E 49, whereas v(x) = -y(y) # 0 implies 
(x, x), (y, y) c?J Y(l) and thus it implies (x, a) E L/(O) or (x, b) E ~8’) as well 
as ( y, a) E Y(O) or ( y, b) E Y(O). In case (x, a), (y, b) E L/(O) or (x, 6), 
( y, a) E Y(O) we get indeed v(u) + v(b) = v(x) + v(y) = 0, whereas in case, 
say, (x, a), (y, a) E L&O) we get (x, y) E L?(O) and thus v(x) = v(y), in 
contradiction to v(x) = -v(y) # 0. 
(5.10) From (5.9) one deduces easily: if L/ CGY is x-closed, 
supp ;Ip = supp GY, and dim WY/W,= 2 then there exist precisely two Z- 
closed relations Y, and Yz with Y $ g $x (i = 1,2). 
Proof: It follows immediately from (5.9) that there exists some GY-closed 
relation 9, with Y $9, $x and thus dim W,! WY; = dim WY;/ W,= 1. 
Thus Y is a maximal pi-closed proper subrelation of q and 9, is a 
maximal Z-closed proper subrelation of 3Y. It follows from the above 
considerations that there exists some v E WAWy; and some v1 E W$Wx 
with v(X), v,(X) G {0, f 1). Put c = min((v(u) + v(b))/(v,(u) + v,(b)) ( 
(a, b) E.flg) h’ h w  ic exists and is nonnegative since v(u) + v(b) E (0, 1, 2) 
and v,(u) + v,(b) E { 1,2) for all (a, b) EZjq-so c E (0, 4, 1,2}-and 
put v*=v-cv,. Then v2 E WAWy; and v*(u) + v@)=O for some 
(a, b) E 4%. Thus L& = {(a, b) E Z ) v*(u) + v,(b) = 0) is &closed and 
satisfies 9 f 4f: f.3 and g1 ~7 .!$ = Y, in particular 9, # L$. So it 
remains to show that there is no further Z-closed relation Y3 with 
4p f Y3 $37 Otherwise choose some v3 E W$Wx. Since W,= 
OVA@@ we have wE W,, cr, c,E R with v,=w+c,v, +c,v,. 
For (u,~)E~Y=+~sZ (i= 1,2) we get 
0 < vdu) + v,(b) = w(a) + w(b) + c,Ma) + v,(b)) + c*(v*(u) + v*(b)) 
= cj(vj(u) + vj(b>) 
and thus cj > 0 if { 1,2} = (i, j}. But this implies that for (a, b) E Y3\Y = 
Y3\(% U Y2) c X we have 0 = v3(u) + ~~(6) = c,(v,(a) + v,(b)) + 
c2(v2(u) + v*(b)) > 0, a contradiction. 
We will use this result in the next section to construct boundary maps 
between cochaingroups defined on some set of relations L/ G X x X with 
supp Y =X and W, of some fixed finite dimension. 
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(5.11) Still another application of our analysis is the following 
result. For a r-closed relation 9 GX the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) for any x-closed relation y’ CX with 9 G 9 and supp 9’ = 
supp X one has 9’ = 3’; 
(ii) for any x-closed relation 9’ c.37 with 9 c 9 one has 9’ = 
zn (SUPP 9’ x SUPP 9’); 
(iii) for any fl-closed relation 9’ &x with 9 E 9’ the restriction 
map w, + W,, : v H u lsuPP ip, is surjective. 
In particular, if LP EX is an arbitrary X-closed relation and if Pi CX is a 
<X-closed relation with 9 G Pi, supp Pi = supp x, and + co > dim W, 2 
dim W,, for all ./ST-closed relations P’ G X with 9 E .P’ and supp 9’ = 
supp X, then the restriction map Wq + W, is surjective and LP’ = 9i n 
(supp 9’ X supp -9’) for any Z-closed relation 9 with 9 G 9” G 14. 
ProojI W.1.o.g. assume X = suppx and put Y = supp 9. 
(i) + (ii). W.1.o.g. assume 9 = 9’. If a, b E Y and (a, b) E w9, then 
we can find some u : Y+ {0, f 1) with u E W,, v(x) + u(y) > 0 for all 
(x, y) E .r n (Y x Y) and v(a) + u(b) > 0. Now put 
X, =: (x E X\Y) there is some y E Y with (x, y) E jT and v(y) = -1 }, 
X0=: (xEX\(YUX,)lthereissomeyE Ywith(x,y)E<rand 
u(y) = 0 or some z E X\( Y U X,) with (x, z) E X), 
x-1 = X\(YUX,UX,), 
and 
w:x-+ (0, fl}:xhu(X) if xEY, 
t-+i if xEXi. 
Using .i%/ s X x X\(X, X X-, U X- I x X0) one easily verifies that w  E W$, 
so 9 = {(x, y) E .r 1 w(x) + w(y) = O} is .x-closed and satisfies 9 E 
~2’ f .r and supp ..P’ =X, a contradiction. Thus our assumption implies 
indeed 9 =.Xn (Y x Y). 
(ii) + (iii). W.1.o.g. we may assume 9 = 9 and X = YU (x). Assume 
(x, y) E .J? for some y E Y which is contained in some bipartite component 
of 9. We have to show that (x, y’) E Z’ implies y’ E Y and (y, y’) E ~2”‘. 
Consider 
u:X~{O,fl):zl++1 if z =x, 
F+ -(-1)” if (y, z) E P”, 
HO otherwise. 
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Using fly c X x {x} U {x} XX one easily verifies that v E WC and 
(x, y) E Y” = {(a, b) E GY 1 u(a) + u(b) = 0). Thus supp 9’ = X and hence 
9 =Z, so (x, y’) E jtr implies v(x) + u(y’) = 0, i.e., (y, y’) E Y(O). 
(iii) =S (i): This follows easily from (5.7f). Q.E.D. 
(5.12) Let us now return to the consideration of a metric space X. 
It follows from the trivial part of (5.8) that for f; g E Px the relation 3 is 
A+losed, since ;F”, contains Y2”i-f and since (x, y) EZg implies 
(g(x) - f(x)) + (g(y) - f(y)) = xy - f(x) - f(y) < 0. Vice versa, if 9 C 
Z = Zf is symmetric and if .Y is finite or if there exists some E > 0 with 
xy, > xy + E for all (x, y) & Z (in particular, if rf = G!Yj for some e > 0), 
then 9 is R-closed if and only if .Y = ngEPX,YE;TxC since xy,= xy for 
some x, y E X implies the existence of some n E n\r and some x = x,, x2,..., 
x,, y, ,..., y, = y, = y E X with (xi, y&., (x., y,) E 9 CX and with 
C;I=1XrY,-C~=‘=,x*Y,-,=xY or with C;=iXiyi-C;=2X[yi-i <xJJ+s, 
respectively, which implies xI yi- ,z = X, y,- r or xi yr- ix < Xi y,- I + E, 
respectively, and thus (x,, y,-J EZ for all i = l,..., n which in turn implies 
(x, , yo) = (x, y) E Y for a x-closed relation 9. 
In particular, if JY c.Z is symmetric and if Y’ is finite or 9 is countable 
and there exist some E > 0 with xyx> xy + E for all (x, y) 6? Z, then 9 is 
X-closed if and only if it is of the form 4p = 3 for some g E Px. 
(5.13) Now define for any symmetric relation Z’ c X X X its rank, 
denoted by rk A? E R\l U {co }, as the number of bipartite connected 
components of x or, equivalently, as the dimension of the vector space W, 
and let dim3 denote the supremum of all numbers rk 9, where Y runs 
through all x-closed relations g EX. Note that dim Z can be defined 
equivalently as the supremum of all numbers rk 9, where .Y runs through 
all Z-closed relations 9 CZ with supp Y = suppx as well as the 
supremum of the numbers of connected components of r-closed relations 
~~~with~~{(x,x)~xEX}=0aswellasthesupremumofallnEN 
for which there exists some x1 ,..., x,, x-r ,..., x-, E X with #{x, ,..., x,, 
x- 1 ,..., x-, }=2nsuchthat~={(~~,x_~))iE{fl,...,fn}}is~-closed. 
In particular, if 3 =q for some $ E Px and if dim Zf> n E R\J, then 
there exists some g E Px with 3 E 4 and rk 3 = n : just pick some ;e/-- 
closed Y= {(xi,xpi)liE {kl,..., HZ}} as above and pick some g E Px with 
d+9? 
(5.14) Note that dimZ = 0 if and only if (x, y) C Z implies 
(x, x) E Z’ and that dimZ < 1 if and only if x, y, z E suppx and (x, x), 
(y, y), (x, y) 6?G Z implies (x, z) E ,Y 0 (y, z) E Z. In particular, if (x, x), 
( y, y) E Z implies x = y-as is the case for S = 4 for somef E P,-then 
dim x < 1 if and only if Z is completely multipartite on its support. 
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Similarly, one has dim .Z’ < 2 for some symmetric relation Z c X x X for 
which (x, x), (y, y) E Z implies x = y if and only if (x1, x- 1), (x2, x-*), 
(x,,x-,)EX and #{x~,x-~, x2, xe2, xj , x- 3 ) = 6 implies the existence of 
a permutation a of I=: {f 1, k2, *3} with a(G) = -a(i) (i E I) such that 
for Yi=Xn(i) one has (Y-~,Y~, (Y-~,Y~)EX or (Y-~,YA (Y-~,YA 
(Y-~, VA E-P or (ylv ~~1, (Y-~, YA (v3, Y-J, (Y-~, Y-A Ed? A global 
characterization of 2-dimensional relations which corresponds to the global 
characterization of the l-dimensional ones as those which are essentially 
multipartite does not seem to be that easy, though it is evident that 
dim 557 = n, (x, y) E Z, and x # y implies dim Z(xly) < n - 1 for Z’(x*y) =: 
((a, b) E Z’ 1 .Z n ((a, x), (b, x), (a, y), (b, y)} = 0}, whereas dim Z(x*y) < 
n - 1 for all (x, y) E x with x # y does not necessarily imply dim.Z < n. 
But at least we can state that we have dim x = rk x = n < 00 if and only 
if (x,x) E5P’ implies (x, x) E Z and any bipartite connected component 
of X is completely bipartite if and only if rk A? = n < co and any x-closed 
relation 9 GZ is of the form 4p = Z n (Y x Y) for some Y c X (namely, 
Y = supp Ip). 
So we have dim X = n < co if and only if any bipartite x-closed relation 
9 CX with rk F = n satisfies 9 = @” and we have 
dim x = sup(rk .F 1 y G X is .%-closed and satisfies 5? = y(l) 
and 9 n L?(O) = 0). 
(5.14) Let us finally define the combinatorial dimension dim,,,,X 
of a metric space X to be the supremum of all the dimensions of all xf with 
f E Px, Since f, g E Px and f < g implies that 4 is X+losed and contained 
in & we also have 
dim comb X= sup(dimXfI f E T,). 
To simplify our notations let us also write dim f and rk f instead of dimZf 
and rk A$ respectively. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 9 in the following more complete 
form : 
THEOREM 9’. For a metric space X the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) dimcomb X < n; 
(0 dimcomb YCnforallYcX, 
(ii) dim f < n for all f E T, ; 
(ii’) dimf <nforaZlf EP,; 
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(iii) rkf<nforaZlfEP,; 
(iii’) rkf <nforallfEP,withM=2n; 
(iv) for all x,,x-,,x2,x-,, . . . . x,, x-, E X there exists a 
permutation a of {kl,..., HZ} =Z with ?I #-Id, and 
CIeI xix-i G Cisl xIxa(I) ; 
(v) dim Ty < n for all finite Y c X, 
(v’) dimT,<nforaZlYEXwith#Y=2n; 
(vi) dimcomb T, < n; 
(vi’) dimcomb T,<nforallYsX. 
ProoJ The equivalence of (i), (ii), and (ii’) follows directly from the 
definitions and the above considerations. The implication (i’) * (i) is trivial, 
the implication (ii”) =E- (i’) follows from the fact that any g E T, can be 
extended to some f E TX and thus to some f’ E Px with x* = xf,, e.g., 
f’(x) =f(x) for x E Y, 
=f(x) + 1 for x E X\Y. 
(ii’) +- (iii) and (iii) =z- (iii’) are trivial, (iii’)* (ii’) follows from the fact 
that dim f > n for some f E Px implies the existence of some g E Px with 
G= 2n and rk g= n by (5.13). 
(iii’) o (iv) follows from (5.3). To prove (i) * (vi) assume f,, fvl ,..., 
f,,f-,E T, and I= (kl,..., &n}. W.1.o.g. we may assume that for all 
i E I\{-n) we have& = hxi for some x, E X. But this implies 
2 Ilfi,f-i II = suP (g xIx-i- 2f-,(X-,) ( X-, E X) 




The implications (i’) * (vi’) =z- (vi) 3 (i) are now trivial. 
(iii) * (v) follows from the fact that for finite Y the space Ty is the union 
of the finitely many closed subsets 3 =: {f E Ty I x c x,}, where x runs 
through all relations x 5 Y x Y for which there exist some f E Ty with 
x=4, andthat forfET,andZ=qthemapLjF+ W,:gbg-fis 
injective and its image is a compact convex subset of W, which contains a 
neighbourhood of 0 E W,. So we have dim2=dim W,=rk f < n and 
thus we have dim Ty Q max(rk f I f E Ty) < n. 
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Since (v) 3 (v’) is trivial, it remains to show that (v’) implies (iv). So 
assume Y= {xi, x -,,..., x,, xPn} CX and Cie,xixPi > &xix,(i) for all 
permutations a # -Id, of Z = ( f l,..., +n}. By (5.3) this implies #Y= 2n and 
the existence “_f some f E Ty with Xr = jt/ =: ((xi, xwi) 1 i E Z} and thus 
dim T, > dim X = rk X = n, a contradiction. 
(5.15) Next we show: if X, and X, are metric spaces with 
dim comb X, = II, (v= 1,2), then dimcomb X, x X, < n, + n2. Moreover, if X, 
and X, are fully spread, then dimcomb X, x X, = n, + n2. 
Proof: Let n = n, + n, + 1 and choose a pair (xf , xf) E X, x X, for any 
iEZ= {*I,..., *n}. Let I,= {iEZ(sup(xi~?~, x~x?~)=x~xV_~) (v= 1,2). 
Then I, = -I, and I, U I, = I. Thus #I, > 2n, or #Z, > 2n,. But if 
#Z, > 2n,, then there exists some permutation a, of I, with a, # -Id,,, and 
Cis,, xr xri < Cier,xYxzCI). Extending a, by -Id, on Z\Z, we get a 
permutation a of Z with a# -Id, and Cis,sup(x~x~i, xfx~f)< 
CieI s”P(x!xk(i) 9 xfx&) which proves dimcomb X, X X, < n = n, + n, + 1. 
If X, and X, are fully spread then we may choose for given 
xl;, x”, ,a.., xl,, x”“L, E X, (v = 1, 2) with CiEI,,xYxVi > Cis,,~Y~L,,(i, for all 
permutations a, of I, =: { fl,..., HZ,) with a, # -Id,,, some XI’ E X,, with 
x”xy + x”xy = x;xy if and only if i +j= 0. Now put m = n, + n, and 
consider the sequence (y,, z,), (ypl, z-,I, . . . . (Y,, z,), (ye,, z+,J E X, XX, 
defined by 
yi = xi’ if lil<n,, and zi=x2 if i<n,, 
=x ’ if [iI > n,, =x;-, I if i>n,, 
=Xf+n L if i < --nl, 
and the map f: { ( yi, zi) ) i = k l,..., km) t R defined by 
f(Yi, Zi) =x1x: if [iI <n,, 
=x2x;-, if I i> n,, 
2 2 =x Xi+n, if i < -n,. 
Then one hasf(yi,zi)+f(yj,zj)a yiyj,zizj for all i,jE {kl,..., *m) and 
one has f(Yi, zi) + f( yj, zj) = sup(y, yi, zrzj) if and only if i + j = 0. Thus 
fEP,c,i,,;)li=*l,...,*mr and rk f = m which implies dimComb{ ( yi, zi) 1 
i = f l,..., m}>m and thus dimcombX, xX,>m=n,+n,. 
(5.16) Next we want to show a rather technical lemma; so assume 
Ys&fET,, g=fl,ET,,fZg* (withg*(x)=sup(xy-gg(y)IyEY), 
cf. (1.1 l)), dim g < 00, and E > 0. We claim the existence of some f’ E T, 
with f’ Iy = g, IIf, f’ 11 < E, and dim f’ > dim g. 
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Proof: By (1.11) there exists some x, E X\Y with f(x,) > g*(x&. 
Choose some q > 0 with 3~ Q E and 31 <f(x,) - g*(xJ and choose some 
x2 E X with f(xJ + f(x2) Q x,x, + q. Since f(x,) > 3~ + g*(x,) > 
3q+x,y- g(v) for all yE Y, we havex,& Y, Now put Z= YU {x,,x2] 
and define 
~:Z+lR:Zl4g(Z) if zEY, 
I--+ f(x2) + r for z=x2, 
~X,X,-ff(Xz)-V for z =x,. 
Then we have f” Iy = g, f” E T,, and .-Z$ = Z’i U {(x,, x2), (x2, x1)} since 
f”(x,>+f”(~~)=~,~~~f”(~~)+f”(~)=f(~~)+f(~)+rt~x~~ for YE K 
and f”(x,) +f”(y) = x1x2 --./-(x2) - rl + t?(Y) 2 f(xJ - ? - r + g(Y) 2 
3~ + x,y - 2~ > x,y for y E Y. Thus dimf” = dim g + 1. Now, using 
Ilf”9flzll = suPu%> -f(xJl9 Ifll(X2) -f(x2)I) = SUP&%X, -f@2) - ? - 
fh)L rt) = (f(x,) +.0x2) - x1x2) + q < 2~ < E, and the last remark in 
(1.11) there exists some f’ E TX with Ilf’,fjl ( 2~ < E and f’ IZ = f” which 
implies in particular f’ Iy = g and dimf’ > dim f” > dim g. 
(5.17) Now remember that P, = (f E TX 1 supp 4 = X). General- 
izing the case dimcomb X< 1 considered in (4.8) we claim that px is dense in 
TX for any metric space X of finite dimension. More generally, we claim that 
any f E TX for which there exists some E > 0 and some n E N with 
dim f’ Q IZ for all f’ E TX with [If’, fll < E is contained in px. 
Proof: For each q > 0 with q < E choose somef’ E TX with Ilf’,fll < 17 
and dimf’ = m =: max(dimf” If” E TX and /If”, fll < q). 
Then there exists a finite subset Y s X with g = f’ J y E Ty and dim g = 
dim f’. Now it follows from (5.16) and the maximality of dimf’ that 
f’ = g*. But g* E c if g E Ty, g* E TX, and #Y < co, so for each q > 0 
we have somef’ = g* E Px with Ilf’,fll < q, i.e., we have f E p*. 
(5.18) Another consequence of the same argument is that for any 
f E TX with ;FT=xj for some E > 0 (and thus surely f E px) one has 
f=dflu)*foranyY~Xwithfl,ET,anddimf=dimf(,,since~=~~ 
and 11 g, f I( < c/2 implies xK c Zj = x, and thus dim g < dim f for all 
g E TX with (I g, f II < s/2. So we may choose f = f’ in the above argument. 
(5.19) Finally we define a space X to be strongly discrete if for any 
f E TX there is some E > 0 with Z,= 3;. Spaces with this property will be 
studied extensively in the next section. Here we show: if dimcomb X = n < co 
and xy E N for all x, y E X, then X is strongly discrete. 
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ProoJ Assume f E T, and choose a sequence f,, f,,... E px with 
II.A.Lll G I/v+ s ince dim f, < n the relation ZfU has at most n connected 
components. Since f,(x) + f,(y) = 0 mod 1 for all (x, y) ExY,, it follows that 
He 2nif~(x) 1 x E X) < 2n. This in turn implies 
#{e zniflx) 1 x E X} < 2n. 
So there exists some s > 0 such that If(x) + f(y) - n) < E for some n E Z 
implies f(x) f f(y) = n. So, in particular, f(x) + f(y) < xy + .s implies 
f(x) + f(Y) = XY. Q.E.D. 
(5.20) I conjecture that dimcomb X ( n; f,, g, ,..., f,,,, g,,, E TX and 
flisJ (h, gi)Tx# 0 for all Jc_ {l,..., M) with &J< n implies 
?I (49 gi)Tx+ 0. 
i=l 
Since (S, g) is convex in case X is tree-like by (4.5), this conjecture is true 
for n = 2 in view of (2.5). 
6. STRONGLY DISCRETE SPACES AND PSEUDO-CONVEX POLYTOPES 
(6.1) Let W be a real vector space. For any subset T c W let 
[T]=:j~~z,liui~nEiN; A, )..., 1,ER; u, ,..*, I&ET; C;&=l; &>O 
for all i = l,..., n } denote its convex hull and for u, w  E W recall that 
(u,w)=:(~u+(l--)w(O(~( l), so we have (u,w)={w} if v=w and 
(0, w) = [u, WI\{ 7 I th u w  o erwise. Now assume that W is endowed with a map 
11. . (( : W-t R U {+cr, } satisfying the usual conditions of a norm, i.e., 
and 
I~u]I=00u=0, 
llu, + hII G Il~Ill + IIv2lL 
IIn * VII = IAl . Ilull 
for all u,u1,u2E W,we/1ElR. 
The example we have in mind is of course W= Rx with llfll= sup(lf(x)l 1 
XEX). 
A subset PC W is defined to be pseudo-convex polytope (in W with 
respect to (1.. . II) if it is a closed subset, satisfying the following conditions: 
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(PO) f; gEP*lIf- gllc +a; 
(Pl) for each f E P there is some E > 0 such that g E P\{f} and 
IV- gll G E implies Kf+ Wllf- sll>(s 411 c pi 
WV ifgE (gl, g,)GP and [g,fl EP, then [g,,f] cp; 
(P3) if f E P, then the vector space W, spanned by all u E W with 
[f - u, f + V] E P has finite dimension; 
(P4) for each f E P and u E W\{O} there is some Iz > 0 with 
f +Iv&P. 
Note that (P2) is equivalent to 
W’) gE(g,,gJGP~d [g,flSPimplies [g,,g,,flsP. 
(6.2) If X is a strongly discrete metric space and if rk f < CXJ for all 
f E TX, then P = TX CL W = Rx is a pseudo-convex polytope. 
Proof (PO) follows from (1.6). 
(Pl) Assume f E TX and choose some E > 0 with Xf= Xj? Now 
assume g E TX\{ f } and I( f - g]] Q E. It follows that xg E xj’= Zf and thus 
f  +l(g-f)E Tx f  or all J E R with 0 < A< s/l] f  - gll, since (f(x) + 
w4 - f  (-9)) + (f(u) + J(g(JJ) -f(Y))) = XY + A(g(x) + g(y) - XY) + 
(1 - A)(f (x) + f(y) + xy) equals xy for (x, y) E 4 and is larger than xy for 
(x, y) E 44, whereas for (x, y) & xf it equals f(x) + f  Cy) + 
Q(x) - f(x)) + A(g(JJ) - f  0)) and so it is larger than xy + 2.5 - 
21 * Ilf - Al 2 -v* 
(P2) If gE (gi, g,)G TX and [g, f  ] c TX, then XK,nxgz=Zg and 
supp(,Tg n&) =X. Thus supp(x,nq,) =X and therefore [f, g,] s TX. 
(P3) If f  E TX, u E Rx, and f  f u E TX, then v(x) + u(y) = 0 for all 
(x, y) E r,, i.e., we have W, G W+ and thus we have dim W,< dim lV5= 
rk f  < co. More precisely, we have W,= Wq since rk f  < 03 implies 
]I u/I < co for all u E vq and since Lrf=XjE implies [f + u, f  - v] E TX for 
all u E IV, with I] u ]I < E. 
(P4) If f  E TX, u E Rx, and f  + lv E TX for all L > 0, then 
[(f + V) - U, (f + v) + v] G TX and thus v E q+ “. In particular, v # 0 
implies v(x) < 0 for some x E X and so it implies f  + Lv 6$ TX for ,J = 
1 + f(x)/-+(x) > 0, a contradiction. 
(6.3) From now on assume P c W to be an arbitrary pseudo- 
convex polytope with respect to some map I] a.. ]I : W+ R U (+a ). We 
definetherelation<onPXPbyg<fo[g,f+&(f-g)]EPforsome 
E > 0. Note that f = (c/(1 + c))g + (l/(1 + E))(f + e(f - g)) E (g, f + 
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e(f - g)) (cf. Fig. la). The following properties of this relation are more or 
less obvious: 
(RO) f<ffor allfE P; 
(RI) g<fimpliesf- gE Wf; 
(R2) g<f implies W, G Wf (cf. Fig. lb); 
(R3) g E (g, , gz) E P and g < f implies [g,, g,] < f, in particular, 
h < g and g < f implies h < f and, so, the relation x defined by f # go 
f< g and g< f is an equivalence relation on P (cf. Figs. lc, d); 
(R4) g,<f and g,<f implies [g,, g2]<f (cf. Fig. le); 
(R.5) for each f E P there exists some E > 0 (namely, the E from (Pl)) 
such that g E P and Ilf - gl/ < E implies f < g, in particular, the set f =: 
(gEPJ g<f} is closed. 
g f f+c(f-g) 
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(6.4) Next we claim: for each f E P there is some E > 0 such that 
uEW~andIIvIj<~impliesf+v~Pandthusf+u#J 
Proof: Let v i ,..., u, E W, be a basis of Wr such that [f - vi, f + vi] c P 
for all i = l,..., n. It follows that f f ui < f for all i = I,..., n and thus, using 
(R4), f+Cy-,Aivi<f for all Ji,...,A,Em with C~=i(n,J<l. But 
An E ‘3 Cycl IAil < I} contains a full s-neighbourhood of 
Q.E.D. 
(6.5) As a corollary we derive: 
If [S, g] E P then g < f if and only if f - g E Wf; in particular, if g <f, 
then g # f if and only if g -f E Wg if and only if W,= W, if and only if 
WfG w,. 
ProojI We know from (Rl) that g < f implies f - g E W,. Vice versa, if 
f-gE Wf,then [f;f+s(f-g)]zPforsomes>O,so[g,fj&Pimplies 
Ig,f+&(f-gg)l=Ig,flUIf,f+&(f-g)lEP,i.e.,g<f: 
(6.6) Next we claim: 
Assume fEP and dim Wf=n. Then J={gEPlg<f} is a convex, 
compact polytope of dimension n, spanned by finitely many points in W, 
whose interior consists of all g E P with g # f, in particular, f is contained in 
its interior. 
ProojI We know already from (R4) and (R5) thatfis closed and convex, 
we know from (Rl) that f’- f =: { g -f 11 g E f} is contained in Wr and we 
know from (6.4) that 7 - f contains a full s-neighbourhood of 0 in W,, so f’ 
is of dimension n and f is contained in its interior. 
Finally, p- f contains no “half-line” {Iv I L > 0) (v E w\{O}) because of 
(P4), so-being closed and convex in the finite dimensional vectorspace 
Writ is compact. It is a polytope in the sense of pl-topology, since-by 
(PI) and (R3)-there exists for each g< f some E > 0 such that h <f, 
h f g, and (1 h - gJ( < E implies [g, g + (s/II h - gll)(h - g)] < f, so the set 
7-f is the union of finitely many simplices (cf. 1261) and, hence, it is the 
convex hull of finitely many points in W,. Thus 7 is a compact, convex 
polytope of dimension n which contains f in its interior&$ The same holds 
for any g E P with g #S, since g # f implies f= $ Vice versa, if g E P is 
contained in the interior fi$ of j: then g < f and W, G W, and, thus, g # f: 
So the boundary @ofpconsists precisely of those g < f with W, f W,. 
(6.7) Now for each n E N let P, denote the set P, =: {f E P ( 
dim Wf< n}. P, is closed because of (R5). It is a pseudo-convex polytope, 
since it inherits (PO), (P3), and (P4) directly from P. It inherits (PI), too, 
since f, g E P,, 0 f llf - gll < E, and T=: if, f + Wllf - gll)(g-ff)l GP 
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implies T< g and thus T c P,. And it satisfies (P2’), since 
gE(g,,g,)GP, and [g,jJLP, implies [gl,g,,f]cP as well as 
[g, , g, , f] < f g + 4 f E P, and thus [g, , g,, f] G P, (cf. Fig. lf). We claim 
that we can choose in each #-equivalence class &?T of dimension n some 
g=g7andsomee= f E > 0 such that B?=: {h E P, 111 h - g/l Q E) is contained 
in f”- @and such that the union of all By is closed. 
Proof. Since f”-fz Wf is a compact convex polytope, there is some 
g = g7E s\ajl such that ,mg =: min(l) g - h 11 1 h E @) > 0 is larger than or 
equal to m,, for all g’ E f: 
Moreover, for each h E P there exists some sh > 0 such that p E P and 
0 # 11 h - pII < E,, implies [h, h + (c,J h - pl()(p - h)j G P. Now h E @ 
implies 4 . II h - gll > E,, + mg since otherwise eh + mg > 4 . II h - gJI > 
2 . II h - gll + 2 . mp, i.e., E,, > 2 II h - gll + mg which implies h < h + 
2(g-h)#g. Thus h+2(g-h)En$ and mg>m,+,,,-,,. So we may 
find some h, E 87 with I( h + 2(g - h) - h, II < mp, in particular, II h - h, (I < 
211g-hl/+mg<ck and thus h<h,. But this implies [h,h,)<h, and so it 
implies [h, h,] E af since h, E @implies h; G 33 In particular f(h + h,) E aJ’ 
and thus mg < II g - +(h + hl)ll = 4 I( h + 2(g - h) - h, II < fm,, a con- 
tradiction. 
Now put EY= min(s$2, m$4). It follows that By is contained in f&y= 
g\@ since llh-gll<cE,/2 implies g<h and thus Wps W,,, so llh-gll< 
~~12 and h E P, implies g < h and W, = W,, and thus g # h, i.e., h E &$? 
Moreover, the union of all the By is closed, since hi E lJ Br and hi -+ h 
(i E N) implies h E P, and II h - hiI1 < c,J4 as well as h < hi for almost all i 
which together with gi = gKj and II hi - gilI < mJ4 implies h < gi and 
II h - gilI < (E,, + mJ4 and therefore h # gi for almost all i (since otherwise 
h E agi and so 4 1) h - gilI > E,, + mpi). But this implies gi = giO for some fixed 
i, and almost all i and thus 
h E Bgio E U Br. 
(6.8) It now follows from standard arguments in topology that 
dim P, = n unless P = P,-, and that in case dim P < co one can compute 
the (co-)homology of P from the following chain complex: For each n E N 
let S, = S,(P) denote the set of pairs (f, or>, where f is an element in P with 
dim W,= n and of is an orientation of W,-if W, = (0) just assume 
OfE {fl}. 
Let C, = C,(P) denote the free abelian group generated by S, modulo the 
subgroup generated by all sums (f, og) + (g, og), where f # g and or and og 
are opposite orientations of Wf = W,. Define a : C, -+ C,- I by a(f, or> = 
Cf==, (gi, oi), where gl ,-., g, is a system of representatives of the #- 
equivalence classes of elements g E 83 with dim W, = n - 1 and oi is the 
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(unique) orientation of Wi = W,, for which a basis or ,..., u,-r of Wi is 
positively oriented if and only if the basis or ,..., u,,-, , f - g, of W,= 
W, @ (f - gi) is positively oriented relative to of. Then one has 8 a 8 = 0 
and the (co-)homology of P coincides with the (co-)homology of the complex 
C*(P)* 
Another chain complex which determines the (co-)homology of P can be 
derived from the barycentric subdivision of the cell decomposition 
P = UfEP $: let F, = F’,(P) denote the set of all sequences (&,x ,..., 7”) with 
& E P (i = l,..., n) and y0 $x f .. . $ &, let B, = B,(P) denote the free 
abelian group, generated by F,, and define 8 : B, -+ B, _ 1 by a(.& ,..., fn) = 
CL’=0 (-l>i<~,...,~,...,jl,>. A gain, one has 8 . 8 = 0 and the (co-)homology 
of P can be identified with the (co-)homology of B,(P), as well. 
(6.9) Let us now assume P = T, for some strongly discrete metric 
space X of finite combinatorial dimension. Then C,(X) =: C,(T,) and 
B,(X) =: B,(T,) are exact except in dimension 0 since T, is contractible. 
We can reinterpret the chain complexes C,(X) and B,(X) in this case: we 
know that dim W, = k for some f E T, if and only if rk f = k and that f < g 
for A g E T, if and only if 2$24. Thus we can construct C,(X) and 
B,(X) from the partially ordered set 2x = {q 1 f E TX} = {Z c X x X 1 
xy = xy, for all (x, y) E X and xy > xy, for all (x, y) E (X X X&Z’} C 
9(X x X) of “admissible relations” on X which is considered to be partially 
ordered by inverse inclusion (i.e., 2Y < 4p o X I> .P) in the following way: 
let S, = S,(X) denote the set of pairs (Z, ox) with Z E z%‘~, rk 3’ = k and 
with o,~ = (x, ,..., x,J denoting a sequence of k elements in X, one out of each 
bipartite connected component (and ox E { 5 1 } if k = 0). For any two such 
sequences (xl ,..., XJ and ( y1 ,..., y,J let sgn((x, ,..., x,J, ( y1 ,..., y,J) denote the 
product of the Signum of the permutation n E Zc, for which (xi, y,J E 5Y”i 
for some ni E R\l with nfzl (-1)“). Note that each such sequence ox= 
tx 1 ,-**, xk) defines an orientation owz of W, for which a basis 
Vl ,***, V& E w, is positively oriented if and only if the determinant 
det(vi(xj))i,j=l,...,k is positive and that sgn(o,, 0%) = +l if and only if 
ow~=o~~. 
Now C,(X) can be identified with the free abelian group, generated by 
S,(X), module the subgroup, generated by all expressions of the form 
(Z, oa) + (Z, 0%) with sgn(o,, ok) = -1 in which case a: C,(X) + 
CkeI(X) maps some generator (9, oY = (x1 ,.,., x,J) E S,(X) onto the sum 
L E~~,lPE~.,rk~=k-l(-l)‘~ - sgn(v&i,)) * W, (x1,..., 4x~...~ d), where 
ix E { I,..., k) is some index such that x ,,..., Jia ,..., xk is a system of 
representatives of the (k - 1) bipartite connected components of Z and 
v,E cwx* 
Similarly, Bk(X) can be identified with the free abelian group, generated 
by all sequences (&,q ,..., X,) E 5%‘? ’ with 4 $2 4 $2 .. . $2 X,, in 
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which case a: B&Y) + Bk-l(X) maps a generator (q,T,...JJ onto the 
sum CrzO (-l)i(. ,..., $ ,..., 4. 
It follows that in case dimcombX= n the complexes 
and 
are exact, if d : C,(X) --) Z is defined by d(X, or) = o,E ( f 1) if X E SX 
and rkX=O and d: B,(X)+Z by d((ZJ)=+l. 
Note that the complex C,(X) can also be described purely in terms of the 
partial order, defined on 5PX by inverse inclusion: for each X E %‘ik) =: 
(XESX(rkX=k} let .Fz=: {(~~,~,...,~k=~)~~~+ll~~~ 
jr; 3 . .. $ Xk = X} denote the set of all maximal linearly ordered sequences 
ending with X and define an orientation 0x of X to be a map u.J~: 
Rip-+ { f 1 } such that udXO, A ,..., Xk = 3) = - u&$, P1 ,..., Pk = Z) 
whenever #{i E {O,..., k} 1 x # q} = 1. One can show that there are 
precisely two orientations for each X E L%‘~, which differ by their sign, only, 
that any sequence o,~= (xi ,..., x,~) defines an orientation u+.] ,..,, xk of X and 
that sgn((xl ,..., xk), 0, ,..., yk)) . ux ,,..., xk = uyl ,..., yk whenever x1 ?-? xk and 
y, ,..., y, are two different systems of representatives of the k bipartite 
connected components ofX. Thus we can reinterpret C,(X) again as the free 
abelian group, generated by all pairs (X, WX) with X E 9;“’ and UX an 
orientation of X, modulo the subgroup, generated by all sums of the form 
(X, u+) + (X, - ti$)), in which case 3 : C,(X) -+ C,-,(X) is defined by 
It is now rather easy to derive Theorem 10 from these considerations. One 
just has to remark that the group G acts freely on 9tG,I) = {,Zi& G X G ) 
.fE 7&l. But if .fE %,,), g E G, gXf=q, and, say, (1, x) E XJ, it 
follows that (g”, g”x) E ;Z;: and thus f(g”) + f(g”x) = Z((g”)) ’ g”x) = l(x), 
which in view of l(g”) < f( 1) + f(g”) implies Z(g”) < 21(x) for all it E Z and 
thus #(g” 1 n E Z } < co, i.e., g = 1, since G was supposed to the torsion free. 
Remark. It may be interesting to study the action of G on the contrac- 
tible cell complex T,,,,, even for finite groups G and in this way to relate 
properties of length functions 1: G --f N, defined on G, with other properties 
of G. 
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APPENDIX: ON THE EXISTENCE AND FINITENESS OF 
OPTIMAL NETWORKS,REALIZING A FINITE METRIC SPACE 
The existence and finiteness of optimal networks (or “weighted graphs”) realizing 
a finite metric space is being proved and some examples are discussed, including a 
simple counterexample to a conjecture of Hakimi and Yau. 
Al. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a metric space with distance map D : X x X+ R : (x, y) b xy. 
We want to study “realizations” of X by “networks” (cf. [9, 10, 13, 14, 28, 
311, i.e., by systems .H= (V, 8, I), consisting of a set V= Vx, the vertices 
of JtT, a subset 8 = c!?~- of Y*(v) = {e c VI #e = 2}, the edges of J’“, and a 
map I=l,: k?+ R, =: {rE IR 1 r>O}. 
For any such network J” = (V, 8, I) and any subset 8’ c 8’ we define the 
span 118 11 of 8’ as the sum CeaB, l(e) E R U { 00 }. In case 8’ = 8 we also 
write IJJYJI instead of 118l). 
For a network M = (V, 8, I) and any two elements u, u E V let MU,, E 
(Jnhl V” denote the set of “nonrepetitive paths” from u to v in JT, i.e., the 
set of finite sequences (vi, vz,..., v,)E V” (n>l) with u,=u, u,=v, 
(u,-, , uU} E 8, and v, # u, for all 1 <p < v < n. Obviously, a nonrepetitive 
path p = (ul ,..., v,) E 4,” is uniquely determined by its set of edges 
{{Ul, q,..., {Un- , , u,}} G B which will thus also be denoted by /z. In the 
following all paths /z to be considered will be assumed to be nonrepetitive. 
A network M”= (V, 8, I) is said to be proper, if r(e) # 0 for all e E B and 
if deg,v =: #{e E B I v E e} is at least 1 for each u E V, i.e., if V= Uesle. 
For any u, v E V we define 
EC=0 if u = u, 
= inf(llh II I F E J&J if u # u and Jv;,, # 0, 
=CO if u # u andJY^,,, = 0. 
A path /r E J& is said to be a geodesic if l//z II = Uu and l({w, w’ }) # 0 for 
all (w, w’\ E /z. Let J?& denote the set of geodesics in J&,. 
A network JT = (V, 8,1) is said to realize the metric space X if X is 
contained in V and one has xy = Xy for all x, y E X. 
Let J’(X) denote the class of networks realizing X and define the span 
l/XII of X as the infimum l/XII =: inf(llJ’jI 1 Jlr~ J’(X)). A network 
JV E Y(X) is said to be an optimal realization of X if ((J’-(( coincides with 
IL% 
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In this note we want to prove the following, intuitively almost obvious, but 
still seemingly not quite trivial 
THEOREM. If X is a finite metric space, then there exist optimal proper 
networks J” realizing X, any such network JY = (V, 8, E) is finite (i.e., the 
set V is Jinite) and V contains at most N(N - l)*(N - 2)/4 vertices v with 
2 < degxu, if #X = N. Moreover, there are finitely many optimal proper 
networks Jy; = (VI, 8,) II) ,..., -flk = (Vk, Zkk, l,J E M(X) such that for any 
optimal proper network JY = (V, 8, Z) E -K(X) with deg,v f 2 for all 
v E VW there is some K E {l,..., k} and some bijection w: V r V, with 
v(x) = x for all x E X such that (v,, v2 ,..., v,,) is a geodesic in M‘ if and only 
if (ty(v,), I,Y(v*) ,..., v/(v,)) is a geodesic in Jy ,^. 
Remark 1. For any such w: V ++ V, one has obviously {w(u), 
I,u(v)[ E 8, if and only if {u, v) E B for all U, v E V. I conjecture that one has 
also U{w(u), v(v>l> = 4{u, 01) f or any {u, v} E 8. Moreover I conjecture 
that for any n there is an open and dense subset 4 in {D : {l,..., n}* -+ R 1 D 
a metric} E R”2 such that for all metric spaces X = ((l,..., n}, D) with D E e 
there is-up to isomorphism-only one proper optimal realization x= 
(V, 8”,1) E J”(X) with deg v # 2 for all v E V (cf. [lo]). That there are also 
finite metric spaces which have more than one minimal realization is 
indicated in Section 3, thereby settling a conjecture of Hakimi and Yau (cf. 
[lo]) in the negative. 
Remark 2. The analysis presented in Section 2 allows in principle the 
construction of the networks J’; ,..,, 4 for any given finite metric space X in 
finitely many steps. It seems worthwhile to ask for more efficient algorithms 
and to discuss the complexity of this problem. 
A2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In this section let X be a fixed finite metric space. We start with the 
following trivial observation: 
(A2.1) If _/I’” = (V, 8,Z) E J(X), then one has J”x,, # 0 for all 
x, y E X with x # y if and only if there exist finite subsets V, E V and 
&, c B n y2( V,,) such that the finite “subnetwork” Jy ,^ = ( VO , gO, E, = 1) &) is 
proper and still in J-(X). Moreover, in this case one can choose V,, and ~7~ in 
such a way, that x0 is “tight,” i.e., in such a way that (V,, 8, = go\(e), 
1, = 1 jr,) is not in ,Y(X) for all e E ~5~. 
Proof. If such a proper finite subnetwork exists, one has obviously 
J”x,, + 0 for all x, y E X with x # y. Vice versa, if 2x,, # 0 for all x, y E X 
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with xf y, one just chooses a geodesic /z(~,~, for each {x, y} E 9*(X) and 
puts & = u (X,YlES(X) lX.Yl F and I’,, = lJeeG e. Finally, if the resulting 
network x0 is not tight, one just chooses a minimal subset 8’ G &YO such that 
Jy“ = (Uesrl e, 8’, 1’ = I(,,) is in J’(X) which exists because of the 
finiteness of 8,. The minimality of 8’ then guarantees the tightness of JP. 
Another trivial, but useful observation is 
(A2.2) If /r = (vi,..., v,) is geodesic in some network Jlr and if 
1 & v < ,U < n, then (v,, u,+ r ,..., ur) is a geodesic, too. In particular, if /r = 
(v i ,..., v,) and 4 = (w, ,..., w,) are geodesics in ~9’” and if v, = w, and 
v,=wg for some v,~E{l,..., n} and a,/IE{l,..., m} with V<,D and a<p 
then (wi ,..., w, = vu, u,+,,..., v,, = wg, wD+r ,..., w,) is a geodesic, too, and 
hence, by choosing v and a as small as possible and p and /3 as big as 
possible, we can always find a geodesic y’ E Jy^& ,Wm with #{e E a’p ) 
enlJf,,f+0)<2. 
Next we show 
(A2.3) If JVE J’-(X) is proper and tight, then it is finite; in 
particular, any optimal realization JY of X is finite. 
ProoJ By (A2.1), it is enough to show that _~~,, # 0 for all x, y E X 
with x # y. To this end we define for any u, u E V with (u, V) E B and any 
E > 0 the set 
Z;(E) = {(x, y) E X2 1 there is a path /r = (vi = x, u2 ,..., v, = y) E Hx,Y, 
with II/r 11 < xy + E and u = v,, v = v,+ i for some v E { l,..., n - 1 }. 
Since JV is tight, we have X:(E) # QJ for all U, v E V with (u, V) E B and 
any E > 0. Since 3’~(s’) is contained in Z:(E) for E’ < E and since Z:(s) is 
finite together with X, we have that even the intersection GYE = r) E>O Z:(E) 
is not empty for any U, v E V with {u, v } E 8. 
Note that (x,Y)E~YE(E) implies x~~xU+uV+Vy~xU+I({~,v))+ 
Qj < xy + E and this in turn implies easily 
In particular, 3Yz # 0 implies I( { 24, v}) = iii?. 
Next we claim deg(v) = #{e E B 1 u E e} < co for each v E V. Otherwise 
there would exist at least one u E V and two elements u,, u2 E Y with 
{v, ~11, (0, u,} E 8, and X:, =X:,, in which case the edge (v, u2} is super- 
fluous in J’+ontradicting the tightness of M-since it is surely super- 
fluous for any (x, y) E X’\jFn&, whereas for the remaining pairs (x, y) E 
GYg, =“i, there exists for any E > 0 a path b E Nx,y with [l/zll < xy + E and 
with {u, U, } E /r which implies {v, u2} & /z, at least for E < Min(vu,, Z&). 
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Next we define a pair (u, v) E V* with {a, v } E 8 to be unavoidable with 
respect to some (x, y) E X: if there exists some E > 0 such that for any path 
FEJfL with [[fill < xy + E one has necessarily {u, v} E /z. Let e denote 
the set of those (x, y) EXE for which (u, v) is unavoidable. Since M is 
supposed to be tight we have have e # 0 for all U, u E V with (u, v} E Z. 
If (x, y) Ee; n-i for some ui, vi, u2, v2 E V with {ui, v,}, 
(u,,v,}E8, then one has necessarily either xy=xu, +u,v, +v,u, + 
_~~ 
u,v,+v,yorxy=xu,+u,v,+v,u,+u,++. 
Now assume -TX;,, = 0 for some x, y E X with x # y. For any u E V 
define 
e, = min(1, I({v, w}) + Wy -5j 1 {v, w) E 8,l({v, w}) + Wy - Vy > 0). 
Thus E, > 0 since deg v < uo and for any path /r = (v = vi, v*,..., vn = y) in 
JYG,), with 11 /r 11 < @ + E, one has necessarily E& + v,Y = Vy. 
Now choose a path /z = (x = v,, v2,..., v, = y) E XX,Y with ll~ll < xy + E,. 
-- - - 
Since xv* + v,y = xy < v, vz + v2v3 + a.. + v,- I v, there is a largest 
v E { 2,..., n- 1) with xy=xv, +v2v3 +... +v,_Iu,+v,Y and this v is -~~ 
necessarily smaller than n - 1, so one has xy = xv, + v,y (xv, + v,v,+, + - - 
V “-,y and, thus, v,v,+, +v,+,y>u,y+s,,,. Put wr=v, and u,=v,+~, 
forget the old path jr = (ui ,..., v,) and choose a new path jr = (wr = vi, v2 ,..., 
v, = y) with ll/zll < wiy + E,,. Again there exist some v E {2,..., n - 2) with 
- - 
w,y =v~v* + . ..+V._,t+ and v,~,+,+~>~t+~~,. Put 
w2=vU and u2=v,+,. Continuing this way we get two infinite sequences 
Wl, wz, w3 ,***, and u,, u2, u3,..., 
such that 
(i) xy=xW,+W, + se. 
~ - 
+ w,-i w, + w,y for all n = 1, 2 ,...; 
(ii) {~~,u~}~Band~t+~w~w,t+~~foralln=1,2,...; 
(iii) for all n = 1, 2,..., there exists a geodesic jr E gi,-, ,w, (with 
w0 = x) which does not contain {w, , u, }. 
In particular, for all m, n E N with m < n one has w,Y = W, t w,Y > 
w, y and thus one has w, # w, as well as w_” # i,. It follows that there exist 
some m, n E H with m < n and .%‘u”,” =X;I”,” =:X. We claim that for all --__- 
(a, b) E X we necessarily have ab = aw, + w, u, t u, w, +%u,,, + u, b - - - - 
since otherwise we have ab = aw, + w,u, + IA, w, + w,u, t u, b and thus 
- - - - - - 
w,u, t u,w, = w,w, which implies xy = xw, + w, w, + w, y = xw, t - - ~ - - - 
w,u, + u, w, t w, y and hence w, u, + u, y = w, y, a contradiction. 
Thus, for all (a, b) EX we have indeed ab = uw, + w,u, + u, w, + 
- ~ - 
w,u, + u, b which implies w,u, + u, w, = w, w,. But from the property 
(ij) F;t&F we derive the existence of a geodesic /r E J?$~,,~, with 
n,n * 
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Thus, for any (a, 6) E X and any path 9 = (a = z1 , z2 ,..., z,, = b) in JP& 
with, say, z,=w,, z,+,=u,, z,,=w,, and z,+i=u, for some O<v< 
,u < h the part (zV, z”+i,..., zr) in 7 can be replaced by the geodesic 
b Gvm.Wn with {w,, u,} 6Z /r by which replacement we get a path 9’ E J/& 
of length )( 7’ (1 smaller than or equal to llall which avoids {w,, u,}, a final 
contradiction. 
Now we can prove 
(A2.4) For any JlrEJ’(X) there is some proper, finite, and tight 
M’ EN(X) with j)~V’j[ < [(MI) and hence, one has 
JIXI( = inf(llJ’j (J” E M(X), ,/trtinite and tight). 
Proof: If JV is finite, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise we have 
jI&‘Jl > [IX/l by (A2.3) and thus we can find some JP = (V, 8, I) E J’(X) 
with ~[JPII < Il-Hll. W.1.o.g. we may assume ii5 = I((u, u)) for all {u, v) E B 
and Uu # 0 for all U, v E V with u # Y. Again, if JP is finite, there is nothing 
left to prove. Otherwise choose some E > 0 with IIJy“II + E . (7) < IIJVII and 
some finite subset Z0 c 8’ with ~~~0~~ > IJJy“)I - E and I(e) > 0 for all e E cY~. 
Let V. =XU Ue- e. Since X and V, are finite, the set of nonnegative real 
numbers (XU, + D,V, + .a. +y,Y-xy(x, yEX, nEN; v, ,..., u,E V,} is 
obviously discrete. In particular, there is some positive r such that 
-- 
for some x, y E X, n E R\l, and v ,,..., u,, E V, implies XU, + o,u2 + me+ + 
v,y - xy = 0. Now choose for any x, y E X with x # y some path /r = 
x = 24, ) u* )...) u,=y)inJY’withllFll<~U+tl.LetItn~~={{,~,,U~,+,} ,..., 
I”ik9 uik+,}} with 1 <i, < i, < .e- < i, < n - 1. From ll/zll < xy + v we get 
Thus, if we enlarge g0 by the edges {{x, Ui,}, {Uil+,, u,~},..., {Uik+,, .Y}} n 
T2(VO) and define I({u, u}) = iiC for any such edge {u, v}, we enlarge llgOll by 
less than E and get a geodesic from x to y in the enlarged network. Since this 
can be done for any {x, y} E 9&Y), we see that we can enlarge & to some 
set ~5~ c Y2(VO) and define some . I,. &7’,+ R, in such a way that Jv;= 
(V,,, 8r, Z,) is proper and in J’(X) and satisfies IIJV; )I Q IIN’ II + (y) * s < 
[(Jlrll. Finally, w.1.o.g. we may assume 4 to be tight. 
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Next we prove 
(A2.5) If JV = (V, 8,1) E J’(X) is proper and tight and if /r = 
(x = ul, !I*,..., v, = y) is a geodesic in JV for some x, y E X with x # y, then 
#{vE {l,...,n}Idegu,~3}<(N-l)(N-2) if N=#X. 
Proof. By (A2.2) we can find for any a, b E X with a # b a geodesic 7 
with #(e E a//z 1 en {vi,..., un} # 0} < 2. Moreover, if a E {x, y} (and 
b @ {x, y}) the same argument yields a geodesic 9 with 
#(e E yijz ( en {v ,,..., u,} z 0) = 1. 
Moreover, once we have chosen a geodesic yta,6j for all {a, b) E Yz(X), it 
follows from the tightness of JV that B = Ufa,b,EgCxj P~~,~, . Thus, using the 
especially chosen geodesics 7 from above we get that 
#{e E Zij~ [ en {Us,..., v,} z 0) 
From this, (A2.5) follows immediately. 
(A2.5) in turn implies: 
(A2.6) If JV = (V. 8, I) E M(X) is proper and tight and if #X = N, 
then 
#{u E V[ deg u > 2) Q 
N(N - l)*(N - 1) 
4 * 
Proof. Again we choose a geodesic c+~, E J?~,, for each {x, y} E Tz(X). 
Since J’” is tight we have 8 = lJtx,ylEyiCxj CJI,~,~). Since any u E V with 
deg u > 2 occurs in at least two of our geodesics and since in each of these 
geodesics there occur at most (N - 1) . (N - 2) such u, we get that indeed 
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We are now ready to prove 
(A2.7) There exist some x E J(X) with ]/J’J( = (JX]I. 
Proof. Otherwise there exists an infinite sequence 4= (Vi, 6, li) (i E N) 
of finite, proper, and tight networks in J’(X) with ]]J’J] > l]Xl] and 
lim,,, ]IJ’J] = ]]X]]. W.1.o.g. we may assume that for each u E Vi\x one has 
deg,,v > 2: if degree v < 1 and v @ X, then v cannot occur in any geodesic 
connecting some x, y E X and thus it cannot occur in a proper network at 
all. If degv=2, say {eE8(vEe}={{v,u,}, {v,u~}}, then we can 
exchange the two edges {v,u,} and {v, u,} for the one edge {u,,u,} and 
define I,({u,, Us}) = li({ u,, v}) + li({v, u2}) and drop v and get again a tight, 
proper, and finite network in J(X) of the same span. Thus we have 
# V,p ,< N(N - 1 )*(N - 2)/4 for each i. 
Now, let Y be some arbitrary set of cardinality N(N - l)‘(N - 2)/4 which 
is disjoint from X. Note that for each B G yz(X U Y) the set L,E IA’ of all 
I: 8’ + [0, max(xy ] x, y E X)] with (XU Y, 8, I) E J’(X) is a (possibly 
empty) compact subset of R, more precisely, L, is the union of finitely many 
compact convex subsets L&F), where 3’ runs through all subsets of 9(Z) 
which contain for each x, y E X with x # y some /z E P of the form /r = 
{{x,v,), {vl,vz},..., {v,,y}}cBandlEL,isinL~~)wheneverany/z~B 
with /r E .V’ is a geodesic in (XU Y, 8, I). Since the “trace-map” tr : Lp R : 
1 H Cesgl(e) is continuous on L,, there exist some l,E LB with tr(lJ = 
mB =: min(tr(f) ] I E L.). 
Since we only have finitely many 8 G 9*(X U Y) and since L, cannot be 
empty for all such 8, there exist some g E ,P2(X U Y) with LB # 0 such that 
for all 8’ G -p2(X U Y) one has m,Q mB,. We claim that l]X]l = mg so that 
H = (X U Y, 8, IB) is an optimal realization of X. Moreover, by dropping all 
elements v E X U Y with deg,v = 0 and by identifying all I(, v E X U Y for 
which ii5 equals 0 in JV and by modifying 8 and I8 accordingly, we get 
some optimal network Jv; E J”(X) which is also proper. 
For the proof of the optimality of J’- it is enough to show that mB < /I&[[ 
for all i. But for any i there exists an injective map vi: V, 4 XV Y with 
w(x)=x for all xEX. Let a’=w(Z)={{&), ~(v)}]{u,v}E8} and let 
I’: 6Y”‘-+[R, be defined by I’({ v(u), v/(v)}) = li({U, v}). Then we have 
1’ E L,, and thus we have mB < tr(P) = ]]&I]. Q.E.D. 
Finally, let (S; , & ,..., &$} denote the set of subsets 8 E ,P2(XU Y) with 
mg= J(X]] and XG V,= UesB e and #{e E a ] v E e} # 2 for all v E V&K 
For each 8 = ga (a = l,..., a) let {.!?y, .VT ,..., yt=} denote the set of subsets 
.55 G 9(8) for which there exist some 1 E LB with tr(l) = mg = ]]X]] such that 
I(e) # 0 for all e E ~-SO .HF =: (V,, Z, I) is proper-and 5 is the set of 
geodesics in Jtrf. For each such g = g; (/3 = 1,2,..., b,) choose some such 
I=l,“EL,= and let JV; (a = l,..., a; /3 = l,..., b,) denote the resulting 
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network (V, = V,-, cF~‘,, I;); of course, we may have b, = 0 for some 
a E {I ,..., a}, e.g., for X= {a,b,c} and Y= {a’, b’,c’} we have mg=(IX)I = 
f(ab + bc + ca) for B = {{a, a’}, {b, b’), {c, c’}, {a’, b’}, {b’, c’}, {c’, a’}}, 
but some 1 EL, satisfies tr(l) = mB= )IXJJ only if [((a’, b’}) = I((b’, c’}) = 
I({c’, a’}) = 0 (and /({a, a’)) = f(ub + UC - bc), l({b, b’)) = i(ub + bc -UC), 
Z({c, c’}) = f(uc + bc - ub)). 
Now assume ,/Y‘ = (V, 8, Z) E J’-(X) to be a proper optimal realization of 
X with deg v # 2 for all ~1 E V\cu and, as above, choose some injective map 
w  : V C. XV Y, with v(x) = x for all x E X. Let 8’ = ( {v(u), v(u)} ) 
(u,v}E8} and put 1’: b’+lR: {w(u), v(u)} t, I({u, v}). It follows that 
V’ =: y(V) = tJeIEB, e’ contains X, that #{e’ E 8’ ( v’ E e’ } # 2 for all 
U’ E ~,@‘)v and that tr(l’) = 11J’J\ = 11X11 and hence m8, = IJXI(, so we have 
8’ =Za for some aE {l,...,u). Moreover we have I’(e’) # 0 for all 
e’ E ~57’ = cY=, thus there must exist some /?E {l,..., b,} with 59; = 
(jz L 27’ [ /z’ a geodesic in (V’, 8’, f’)}. 
Hence the networks JP’“; (a = l,..., a; /3 = l,..., b,) fulfill the requirements 
mentioned in the last part of our theorem. 
A3. SOME EXAMPLES AND COUNTEREXAMPLES 
(A3.1) If X= (1, 2, 3}, then ,k‘= ((0, 1, 2, 3}, ({O, l}, (0, 2), 
(0, 3}}, I) with Z({O, i}) = f(ij + ik -jk) ((i,j, k} = { 1, 2, 3)) is an optimal 
realization of X. It is proper if and only if ij + ik > jk for all i, j, k with 
{i, j, k} = ( 1, 2, 3 }. Otherwise, if, for instance, 12 + 23 = 13, . fl= (X, 
({1,2), {2,3}},1) with l((i,j})=ij for i=2 andj=l orj=3 is a proper 
optimal realization. In both cases the given proper optimal realizations are 
the only optimal realizations ,W” = (V, 8, Z) with deg v # 2 for all u E V\X. 
(A3.2) If X= (a, b, c, d) and if, for instance, ub + cd > UC + bd > 
ad+ bc then J’“= {XU {a’, b’, c’, d’}, 8, I} with B = {{a, a’}, {b, b’}, 
(c, c’} {d, d’}, (a’, c’}, {c’, b’), (b’, d’}, (d’, a’}} and I: B --) R defined by 
I({u’, c’)) = f(ub + cd - ad - bc) = Z((d’, b’)), 
l((c’, 6’)) = $(ub + cd-UC - bd) = l({d’, a’}), 
l((u,u’})=$(uc+ud-cd), 
Z({b, b’}) = ;(bc + bd - cd), 
E( (c, c’ )) = j(uc + be - ub), 
l({d, d’}) = ;(ud + bd - ub), 
is known to be an optimal realization of X. If it is proper, it is the only 
optimal realization JtT = (V, 8, /) with deg(u) # 2 for all v E y\lr up to 
isomorphism. Otherwise we may have degeneracies, but still we have only 
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one proper optimal realization-up to isomorphism-without vertices of 
degree 2 except possibly those from X. 
(A3.3) If X= {a, b, c, d, e) and if ab = 7, ac = 4, ad = 5, ae = 3, 
bc=5, bd=6, be=4, cd=7, ce=3, de=4, then we have two 
nonisomorphic proper optimal realizations without vertices u of degree 2 
except u = e, namely, 
-/y;=Xu (a’,b’,c’,d’,u,u,~~,Z,} and 
-6 = Xv {a’, b’, c’, d’, u, v, k$;, 12} with 
8, = {{a, a’ 1, {b, b’ 1, {c, c’ 1, (4 d’ I, {a’, d’ 1, ib’, c’ I, {a’, u I, 
fc’, ~1, P’, v}, V’, ~1, le, ~1, {e, VI} 
and 
1, : Cq --t R 
4({XYYl) = 2 
and with 
defined by I1({x,y}) = 1 for (x,~) = (a, a’), (c, c’), 
(a’, ~1, Cc’, ~1, (b’, v), (d’, v), (e, ~1, and (e, v) and 
for (x, y) = (a’, d’), (b’, c’), (b, b’), and (d, d’) 
and 
6 = {{a, a’ I, {b, b’ 1, {c, c’ I, (4 d’ }, {a’, c’ }, {b’, d’ 1, {a’, u), 
Id’, ~1, lb’, ~1, k’, ~1, {e, ~1, le, VI} 
I,: CT2 -9 R 
4(1X,Yl) = 2 
defined by 1&{x,y}) = 1 for (x, y) = (a, a’), (c, c’), 
(a’, u), (d’, u), (b’, u), (c’, u), (e, u), and (e, v) and 
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Thus, in general, we cannot expect to have only one such minimal realization 
(cf. [2, Sect. 51). 
(A3.4) If X = (a, b, c) with ab = bc = 1 and UC = 2, the family of 
infinite networks 
x= ({a = a,, a,, a, ,..., b, c = c,,, c,, c2 ,... }, CT, ZJ 
with 
8 = ({a,-~, ai}, (ai, Ci}, (Cl, b}, (Ci, Ci-I} ( i= 1, 2,.-*) 
and with I,: B + R defined by 
zc({“i, ui+ll)=za({Ci7 ci+ll)= ’ e-E 
= &/2i 
I,( { ui, Ci}) = 4 * (E/27 
for i = 0, 
for i> 1, 
for i = 1, 2,..., 
and 
Z,({q, b}) = 2 . (~/2~) for i = 1, 2,..., 
shows that there are infinite proper networks in J”(X) with 11JJ = 2 + 6s = 
llXl[ + 6s approximating (IX/I arbitrarily well without containing a tight 
subnetwork and such that any edge in B occurs in at least one geodesic. 
The existence of such networks may explain some of the technical 
difficulties we encountered in Section 2. 
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